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PrefaCe

This textbook contains materials for several courses that are taught in the Mas-
ter Programme in Financial Engineering in the Poznań University of Economics 
and Business. The realm of financial engineering (or quantitative finance) is very 
broad and we have limited space, so we had to select some materials that we 
found the most important. As such topics we recognize investments, risk assess-
ment and pricing. The chapters of this book are connected with these areas.

Chapter one covers methods used in the portfolio analysis. Starting from the 
classic Sharpe’s Capital Asset Pricing Model, it moves to more refined and mod-
ern multifactor models of investment returns. The chapter contains real-life ex-
amples and cases from Polish and worldwide markets.

The second chapter describes basic methods of risk measurement in finance. 
It provides the definition of a risk and describes sources and types of risks one 
can encounter in financial institutions. It also provides the main measures of 
risk–both market risk as well as credit risk.

The third chapter provides an introduction to methods used in the derivative 
instruments pricing. The techniques of building formal models of financial mar-
kets are presented here. In the chapter basic notions connected with mathemati-
cal modelling in finance (such as arbitrage, risk-neutral measures and martingale 
pricing) are described. Due to lack of space only the discrete models (i.e. models 
with finite time horizon and sample space) are presented here.

Chapter four is devoted to corporate finance. It describes the main types 
of securities offered by companies to finance their economic activities. The 
main aims of issuing securities and methods of offering them are presented. 
The chapter contains also a description of practices from the Polish market and 
contains examples concerning this market.

The fifth chapter deals with modelling the term structure of interest 
rates. Starting from the basic concepts connected with time value of money, it 
introduces and describes various types of interest rates. The methods of estimat-
ing terms structure of interest rates from bonds’ prices are presented here. The 
chapter ends with the description of the main models of term structure of interest 
rates that are used by central banks worldwide.

Chapter six provides broader view on the methods presented in the previ-
ous chapter and is related to the market practice. It contains information about 



the usage of term structure of interest rates in pricing swap instruments. The 
main swap instruments in the Polish financial markets are presented here. In the 
chapter it is shown that after the crisis of 2007-2009 more advanced methods, 
assuming the existence of many yield curves, are needed in practice.

The seventh chapter is devoted to hedge funds and their investment strat-
egies. It presents an overview of the history of hedge funds and the reasons 
for their existence. Then it describes investment strategies used by such funds–
in particular, strategies that make use of derivative instruments. The chapter ends 
with the examples of such strategies.

All the authors hope that this textbook will be helpful for the students of 
the financial engineering programme, but also for all who want to develop 
their knowledge in finance and, in particular, in quantitative methods used in fi-
nance.

8 Preface 
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ChaPter 1 
MultifaCtor Models: Portfolio theory

The capital asset pricing model (CAPM), is one of the most elegant and appealing 
models in finance. This theory was independently developed by Treynor (1961), 
Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965) and Mossin (1966) on the fundamentals of Mar-
kowitz’s efficient portfolio theory (Perold, 2004). Without exaggeration the 
CAPM has probably been one of the most useful and frequently used financial 
economic theories ever developed. It has also been widely discussed and ques-
tioned. In this chapter we will focus on the application of CAPM model to the 
Polish capital market, which according to Modern Index Strategy indexes deliv-
ered by Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) classification, belongs to 
the European emerging markets.1 First, we will start with single-factor models, 
CAPM, and then show how the most successful extensions used in the litera-
ture are employed for this particular market. We will also examine if multifac-
tor models provide a better explanation for the behavior of stocks returns on the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange.

1.1. Capital asset pricing model

Let us start with the assumptions of the single and multifactor models. As the 
capital market theory is based on Markowitz’s portfolio theory, the assumptions 
are nearly identical to those used in Markowitz’s approach and may be summa-
rized as follows (Reilly & Brown, 2002):

1.  All investors are directed by the risk-return distribution. They want to 
obtain the market portfolio or any other portfolio that is on the efficient 
frontier. The choice of the exact portfolio depends on the personal util-
ity function.

2.  All investors have homogenous expectations.
3.  Investors can borrow and lend money at the same risk-free rate.

1 https://www.msci.com/market-classification.
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4.  All investors have the same investment horizon – the models are devel-
oped for a single hypothetical period.

5.  There are no transaction costs, no taxes and no inflation. The investments 
are perfectly divisible. The capital markets are in equilibrium.

We start with the capital asset pricing model which represents the relationship 
between the risk and the expected rate of return. In the CAPM the expected ex-
cess return on any single risky asset, that is the difference between the expected 
return on the asset and the risk-free rate return, is proportional to the expected 
excess return on the market portfolio (Alexander, 2008). The excess return of 
a given asset depends on the excess market return with a special coefficient  :β

 ( ) ( )( ) .i F i M FE R r E R rβ=− −  (1)

Without the expectations the formula is as follows:

 ( )  ,i F i M FR r R rβ+ −=  (2)

where 2
cov( , ) ,

var( )
i M i M iM

i
M M

R R
R

σ σ ρβ
σ

= =

Fr   –  is a risk-free rate,
 iR  –  is return from asset i,

 MR  –  is return from market portfolio,
M, , i Mσ σ  –  stand for standard deviations of returns of asset i and the mar-

ket portfolio,
iMρ  –  describes the correlation coefficient between returns.

On the basis of this return-generating model one easily obtain the required 
(proper) return from the investment in asset i given the actual market condi-
tions. One can compare the required rate of return with the estimated rate of 
return to asses if the asset is overvalued, undervalued or properly valued. The 
difference between expected returns (1) and realized returns (2) is due to errors 
that appear when the expectations are related to the realized values:

 ( ).i i F i M Fe R r R rβ− − −=  (3)

The beta coefficient in this approach represents assets’ sensitivity to the 
market portfolio changes and as such it is perceived as a measure of a system-
atic risk. As it relates the covariance to the variance of market portfolio, it is 
also a standardized measure and thus can be compared across the stocks listed 
on a given market. If beta is higher than 1, then the asset is said to be aggressive, 
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it means it both grows and decreases faster than the market portfolio. We may 
also say that the asset has a higher standardized systematic risk than the market 
and thus it is more volatile than the overall market portfolio. If the beta is equal 
to one, then the portfolio behaves as a market portfolio. Beta in the interval 
(0,1) means that the asset grows more slowly than the market and decreases also 
slowly; such an asset has lower volatility than the market. The most interesting 
is a negative beta case: it happens when the asset returns are changing in differ-
ent direction than the market portfolio returns. There are many approaches to 
calculate beta in the real world and we discuss them in subchapter 1.2.2.

The Security Market Line (SML) is derived from the CAPM (1) model, 
where the expected return ( )iE R  depends on the beta coefficient, .β  The SML 
is often used for valuation and allows to examine if a given asset is underval-
ued, overvalued or properly valued. Based on the actual characteristics of the 
market, the return of the market portfolio, beta of an instrument and the risk-free 
rate, one is able to examine if the asset returns fit the SML. In case the asset 
return is above the SML, this instrument is undervalued, whereas if the return is 
below the SML, it is overvalued. However, in the equilibrium, all single assets 
should “lie” on the SML.

An investor considers not only the return, but also risk of the stock. In the 
CAPM approach risk is measured as the variance of the returns and based on Eq. 
(2) is expressed in the following way:

 ( ) ( )( )var var     .i F i M F iR r R r eβ= + − +  (4)

Taking into account that Fr  and β  are fixed:

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )( )2var var var 2cov .i M F i i M F iiR R r e R r eβ β= + +− −  (5)

( )iE R

Fr

( )ME R
M

Figure 1. The Securities Market Line
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As we assume also that market portfolio return should be not correlated with 
the error term, we obtain:

 ( ) ( ) ( )2var  var var .i M iiR R eβ= +  (6)

Thus the total variance is decomposed into a systematic variance (measured 
by the beta coefficient) and a non-systematic (idiosyncratic) variance. The sys-
tematic risk is due to the market as a whole and is non-diversifiable, while the 
non-systematic risk can be diversified by increasing the number of the assets 
in the portfolio.

Since Ang, Hodrick, Xing and Zhang (2006), there is an ongoing discus-
sion about the idiosyncratic volatility IVOL puzzle. This phenomena appears 
when the performance of stocks with a low idiosyncratic risk outperforms that 
of stocks with a high idiosyncratic risk. Stambaugh, Yu and Yuan (2015) find 
that the relationship between idiosyncratic volatility and return is negative only 
among overpriced stocks, while among underpriced stocks this relationship is 
positive. However, Zaremba (2018) shows that this feature comes out of the 
mathematical properties of return distributions.

Problems and solutions

Problem i

Consider the following characteristics of market and stock X: the risk-free rate 
is 2%, the expected rate (based on fundamental value) of return from market 
portfolio is 6% and the risk measured by its standard deviation is 4%, while 
for X asset it is 5%. The correlation coefficient of asset X’ returns with the mar-
ket portfolio returns is +0.2. The stock is priced at 100 EUR and is supposed to 
be worth 107 within a year. Calculate beta for asset X and find out if stock X is 
undervalued or overvalued.

solution
The expected return for stock X is: ( ) (107 100) /100 7%iE R = − =
Beta for stock X: As 0.2,MXρ =

 

( )
( ) 2

cov  5 0.2  0.25
v

,
ar  4

X M M X MX X MX

M MM

R R
R

σ σ ρ σ ρβ
σσ

⋅ ⋅ ⋅
= = = = =

(and ( )cov ,    (4 5) / 0.2 100).X M M X MXR R σ σ ρ= ⋅ ⋅ ==

The return based on the SML is:
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 ( ) ( )( )  2 0.25 (6 2) 3%.X F M FE R r E R rβ= + − = + ⋅ − =

As our expected rate of return is 7%, and this is higher than 2.5% from SML, 
asset X is undervalued.

Problem ii

An analyst expects a risk-free rate of 3%, a market return of 5.5% with a risk 
measured with standard deviation of 3%. The characteristics for stocks A and B 
are shown below:

Stock beta Standard deviation (%) Expected rate of return (%)
A 1.2 5 7.5
B 0.8 2.5 4

1.  Draw SML and find out if the stocks are fairly valued by the market (un-
der/overvalued)?

2.  Will your conclusion change if the risk-free rate decreases to 1%?

solution

Blue bullets are for the SML line with   3%,Fr =  while red bullets are for the 
SML line with  1 %.Fr =

The black bullet depicts the expected rate of return of A–the difference be-
tween the black and blue (red) bullet for a given value of beta shows that asset A 

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2

Stock B on SML

Stock A on SML

The expected rate of

return of B

The expected rate of

return of A

( )iE R

b
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is undervalued. On the contrary, the black square depicts the expected rate of 
return of B that irrespectively of the value of risk-free rate is overvalued.

The results of calculations are presented below:

Stock beta Standard 
deviation (%)

Expected 
rate of return

SML 
valuation under 

3=Fr   %  (%)

SML 
valuation under 

1=Fr   %  
(%)

A 1.2 5 7.5 6 6.4
B 0.8 2.5 4 5 4.6
M 1 3 5.5

With respect to the second question, the conclusion is not changing as the 
risk-free rate moves from 3% to 1%–both the undervalued and overvalued asset 
are still under- or overvalued.

The SML requires that the risk-free rate is known. As it is often controversial 
which rate would be the best proxy for the risk-free rate and should be taken into 
account, a solution to this problem is to use the market model which does not 
contain a risk-free rate.

1.2. the characteristic line–market model

1.2.1. Model specification

The market model, also called the characteristic line of the security, for an asset 
i has the following specification:

 ( ) ( ) ,   i i i M iE R E R eα β= + +  (7)

where ( )1 ,i i Frα β−=  α  and β  are parameters, and e is an error term.

The assumptions for the characteristic line usually are the following:
1.  ( )  0iE e =
2.  Variance of the error term is homoscedastic: ( ) 2v r .a

i
i ee σ=

3.  The error terms are not correlated: ( )cov , 0i je e =  for each .i j≠
4.  The covariance of error term with market portfolio return is zero: 

( )cov , 0i Me R =  for each i.
Without the expectations the market model is the following:
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 ( )  ,  i i i M iR R eα β+ +=  (8)

and the variance of the return is given by

 ( ) ( )( ) ( )var var   var ,i i i M iR R eα β= + +  (9)

or after transformation and in different notation:

 
2 2 2 2 .

ii i M eσ β σ σ= +  (10)

The last two equations show that risk is decomposed into two parts: a system-
atic risk and a non-systematic one. The former is dependent on the market where 
the asset is listed, and the latter represents the risk of the asset itself.

One can easily present the characteristic line for the portfolio as follows:

 ( )     , P P P M PR R eα β= + +  (11)
where

  1 
  ,

n
P i i

i
xα α

=
= ∑  

 1 
  ,

n
P i i

i
xβ β

=
= ∑  

 1 
  ,

n
P i i

i
R x R

=
= ∑  

 1 
  .

n
P i i

i
e x e

=
= ∑

The variance of the portfolio return is given by:

 ( ) ( ) ( )var var   var ,P P P M PR R eα β= + +  (12)

 ( ) ( ) ( )2var var var ,P M PPR R eβ= +  (13)

The last component in the previous formula is calculated as follows:

 ( )var ,Pe ′= ex V x  (14)

where x is a vector of weights of assets and Ve is the variance-covariance ma-
trix for error terms. In case the errors from the characteristic lines of different 
stocks in the portfolio are not correlated, the formula for non-systematic vari-
ance can be reduced to:

 
( ) ( )2

 1 
var var .

n
P ii

i
e x e

=
= ∑

The parameters of the market model (characteristic line) are estimated usually 
with ordinary least squares. This is achieved by obtaining the best fit to a regres-
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sion line through scatter plot returns for the individual risky asset and returns 
for the market portfolio over some declared period. The number of observations 
and their frequency (monthly, weekly or daily) may vary. As the length of the 
sample period is concerned, a five-year period is a good and common choice. 
Reilly and Brown (2002) state that Value Line Investment Services obtains mar-
ket models using weekly returns for five years (260 weekly observations), while 
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith use monthly returns for the same period 
(60 monthly observations). Also Thomson Reuters shows the beta coefficient 
based on 5-year monthly observations.

The second issue is also undefined: there is no unified correct time interval 
for analysis. This is always a trade-off between the number of observations and 
the empirical distribution of returns in the sample: it is a stylized fact in financial 
econometrics that due to the aggregation, monthly data are more often normally 
distributed than weekly data.

1.2.2. examples of the market model estimation

Let us consider the characteristic lines for returns of 12 stocks listed on the War-
saw Stock Exchange (WSE). These stocks are (in an alphabetical order, with 
tickers in the brackets): Agora (AGO), Assecopol (ACP), Boryszew (BRS), 
BZ WBK (BZW), Bank Handlowy (BHW), KGHM (KGH), Kęty (KTY), 
mBank (MBK), Netia (NET), Orange (OPL), PEKAO S.A. (PEO) and PKN 
Orlen (PKN). The estimates of the parameters are obtained within the market 
models for monthly data for each stock separately. The sample period consists of 
60 monthly observations, from 2012.02 to 2017.01 (data are attached in Data_
book_monthly.xlsx).

Table 1 presents the estimates of alfa and beta parameters as well as standard 
deviations of error terms (s) and determination coefficient, 2,R  for 12 regres-
sions. The beta coefficient varies from 0.19 (NET) to 1.32 (KGH)–our sample 
includes stocks that react to the market changes with different sensitivity. All but 
one beta parameters are statistically significant at   0.05.α =  This exception is the 
estimate for NET returns, that is not different from 0. The α  parameter is statis-
tically significant only in one instance, for KTY–its positive value signifies that 
the stock might be undervalued. The determination coefficient 2R  ranges from 
0.02 (NET) to 0.5 (BHW) showing that in most cases the variability of stock 
returns is rather inadequately explained by the single-factor model.

Next we calculate the systematic and non-systematic risk for the individual 
stocks and portfolio consisting of these assets in three scenarios: equally-weight-
ed portfolio (scenario 1), portfolio minimizing the non-systematic risk (scenario 
2) and minimizing the total risk (scenario 3). The results are presented in Table 2.
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Table 1. Estimates from the market models for 12 stocks listed on the WSE

b a R2 s (%)
AGO 1.17 0.30 0.19 9.29
ACP 0.60 0.47 0.18 5.04
BRS 1.03 0.05 0.20 7.97
BZW 0.99 0.54 0.34 5.37
BHW 1.29 0.11 0.50 4.98
KGH 1.32 –0.19 0.27 8.33
KTY 0.79 2.42 0.18 6.47
MBK 1.26 –0.01 0.45 5.41
NET 0.19 0.15 0.02 5.60
OPL 1.03 –1.36 0.18 8.61
PEO 1.07 –0.35 0.49 4.26
PKN 1.22 1.34 0.37 6.15

Note: The bolded values of parameters depict the statistical significance at significance level   0.05.α =

Table 2. Market model: The risk in equally-weighted portfolio (scenario 1)

b a R2 s (%)
System-

atic
risk

Non-sys-
tematic

risk

Total 
risk xi

2 2( )ix σ

AGO 1.17 0.30 0.19 9.29 20.13 86.24 106.37 0.08 0.60
ACP 0.60 0.47 0.18 5.04 5.39 25.42 30.81 0.08 0.18
BRS 1.03 0.05 0.20 7.97 15.55 63.47 79.02 0.08 0.44
BZW 0.99 0.54 0.34 5.37 14.40 28.89 43.28 0.08 0.20
BHW 1.29 0.11 0.50 4.98 24.56 24.79 49.36 0.08 0.17
KGH 1.32 –0.19 0.27 8.33 25.63 69.41 95.04 0.08 0.48
KTY 0.79 2.42 0.18 6.47 9.29 41.89 51.18 0.08 0.29
MBK 1.26 –0.01 0.45 5.41 23.55 29.32 52.87 0.08 0.20
NET 0.19 0.15 0.02 5.60 0.51 31.33 31.83 0.08 0.22
OPL 1.03 –1.36 0.18 8.61 15.64 74.08 89.72 0.08 0.51
PEO 1.07 –0.35 0.49 4.26 16.87 18.15 35.02 0.08 0.13
PKN 1.22 1.34 0.37 6.15 21.82 37.77 59.58 0.08 0.26
Portfolio 1.00 14.70  3.69 18.39 1.00

If we assume the equal weights for the assets in the portfolio, then for our sam-
ple the estimate of beta portfolio is equal to 1 (which is rather accidental) and 
the total risk accounts for 18.39. The estimated variance of the market portfolio 
for the given period is 14.76. The systematic risk accounts for 80% of the total 
risk. The total risk of the portfolio is much lower than the total risk of an indi-
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vidual asset in the portfolio–this is due to the diversification effect. It is clearly 
seen when one looks at the non-systematic risk: for the portfolio it equals 3.69, 
while for the single assets it ranges from 18.15 to 86.24.

In the next two scenarios we use Solver to find the minimum variance port-
folio. Table 3 presents the risk estimates in scenario 2 and 3. In the former the 
non-systematic risk is minimized. Note that this portfolio is nicely balanced with 
the total risk of 17.29. The overall beta in this case is 0.7 and the systematic 
risk accounts for 83% of the total risk. In the latter scenario 3 we minimize the 
risk focusing on the total risk. As a result we obtain the lowest value of total 
risk out of our three scenarios equal to 15.26, but the systematic risk accounts 
for 68% of the total risk. Note that in the portfolio the assets that dominate 
have beta coefficients lower than 1 (e.g. ACP or NET). Again our portfolios 
are well-diversified as the non-systematic risk is much lower for the portfolio 
than for the single stocks, and, as a result, the total risk of the portfolio is much 
lower than in Scenario 1 and 2.

Table 3. Market model: The risk estimates (scenario 2 and 3) 

Scenario 2 Scenario 3

System-
atic risk

Non-
system-

atic

Total 
risk xi

System-
atic risk

Non-
system-

atic

Total 
risk xi

AGO 20.13 86.24 106.37 0.03 20.13 86.24 106.37 0.02
ACP  5.39 25.42  30.81 0.12  5.39 25.42  30.81 0.22
BRS 15.55 63.47  79.02 0.05 15.55 63.47  79.02 0.04
BZW 14.40 28.89  43.28 0.10 14.40 28.89  43.28 0.10
BHW 24.56 24.79  49.36 0.12 24.56 24.79  49.36 0.02
KGH 25.63 69.41  95.04 0.04 25.63 69.41  95.04 0.01
KTY 9.29 41.89  51.18 0.07  9.29 41.89  51.18 0.10
MBK 23.55 29.32  52.87 0.10 23.55 29.32  52.87 0.03
NET 0.51 31.33  31.83 0.09  0.51 31.33  31.83 0.28
OPL 15.64 74.08  89.72 0.04 15.64 74.08  89.72 0.03
PEO 16.87 18.15  35.02 0.16 16.87 18.15  35.02 0.12
PKN 21.82 37.77  59.58 0.08 21.82 37.77  59.58 0.03
Portfolio 14.35  2.93  17.29 1.00 10.31  4.96  15.26 1.00

The characteristic lines for two assets, KGH and ACP, on the basis of month-
ly returns in the period 2012.02-2017.01 are depicted on Figure 2. KGH is more 
aggressive as its beta is equal to 1.32 for the given period, while ACP is a de-
fensive stock with beta of 0.6. Each square (KGH) and diamond (ACP) repre-
sents the combinations of market returns (X axis) and individual stock returns 
(Y axis). The variability of the returns is quite remarkable–they only rarely lie 
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on the characteristic lines, thus causing low values of determination coefficients, 
27% for KGH versus 18% for ACP.

1.2.3. stability of beta

Tests of the CAPM indicate that the beta coefficients for individual securities are 
often not stable within longer time periods, although the portfolio beta are gener-
ally stable, assuming that sample periods are long enough and trading volume 
is adequate. We will provide some empirical evidence for the hypothesis of beta 
stability for individual stocks. This issue is already discussed in the literature 
(Brooks, Faff, & McKenzie, 1998; Faff, Millier, & Millier, 2000; Dębski, Feder-
-Sempach, & Świderski, 2016; Będowska-Sójka, 2017).

We estimate the beta coefficient in the moving window of 60 monthly data 
starting from 2000.01 to 2017.01. As the moving window is used, the estimates 
of beta coefficients are obtained from 2004.12. We get altogether 145 betas 
for each return series. The descriptive statistics for the beta estimates presented 
in Table 4 show the mean, standard deviations, minimum and maximum values.

Table 4. The descriptive statistics of the estimates of beta parameters for 12 stocks

Variable Min Mean Max Standard 
deviation

AGO 0.57 1.09 1.53 0.23
ACP 0.52 0.85 1.71 0.26
BRS 1.11 1.66 2.42 0.33
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Figure 2. The estimates of characteristic lines for ACP and KGH stocks
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Variable Min Mean Max Standard 
deviation

BZW 0.52 1.10 1.46 0.27
BHW 0.41 0.94 1.28 0.26
KGH 1.23 1.47 1.78 0.11
KTY 0.54 0.79 1.01 0.07
MBK 1.08 1.43 1.67 0.17
NET 0.23 0.80 2.40 0.61
OPL 0.19 0.64 1.27 0.34
PEO 0.95 1.16 1.42 0.13
PKN 0.86 1.03 1.30 0.12

Figure 3 presents the beta coefficients within the sample period 
for 12 stocks. The visual inspection indicates that beta estimates are time-vary-
ing, although the differences between beta coefficients differ from one stock to 
another. There is no common tendency in the beta’ dynamics for the consid-
ered stocks.

Table 4 – cont.

Figure 3. The monthly beta coefficients for 12 stocks from 2004.12 till 2017.01
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1.2.4. Market portfolio: the most important indices

The market portfolio is an efficient portfolio consisting of all risky assets avail-
able on the market. The weights of these assets depend on the market values 
of the constituents of the portfolio. The concept of market portfolio is purely 
theoretical, thus its empirical representation is not obvious. Generally, for a giv-
en stock market the broadest stock index is used as a proxy for unknown market 
portfolio. Usually it is assumed that the proxy is highly correlated with the mar-
ket portfolio. If the market portfolio is specified mistakenly, then the beta coeffi-
cients computed for individual assets and managed portfolios are wrong, and, as 
a result, the inference on under- or overvaluation is wrong, too. There are many 
different proxies that might be used for the market model and the choice of the 
proxy will definitely impact the results.

Although this problem is recognized widely in the literature, it is usually 
assumed that the national stock market indexes provide exposure to individual 
countries. Each stock exchange has at least one, the most important index that 
measures the weighted value of a country’s stock market. Sometimes these indi-
ces consist entirely of the large-cap stocks (e.g. the Dow Jones Industrial Aver-
age or, in a broader sense, Standard and Poor 500 in the United States, DAX 
in Germany, FTSE100 in Great Britain or CAC40 in France). Other indices will 
consist of all the equities that are traded on the market (e.g. FTSE All-Share 
Index in Great Britain, S&P TSX Composite Index in Canada, WIG Index in Po-
land) if only the stocks satisfy the relevant base criteria.

As the market became a global scene, in the comparative studies across dif-
ferent countries the global stock market indices are often used. The dominance 
of the American and European stock markets has passed and the stocks markets 
in Asian and Latin America countries have become more important in recent de-
cades. The markets form Japan, South Korea, China, India or Brazil are among 
the top exchanges in the world. The global indices track stocks from all around 
the world. The most well-known ones that cover developed markets include 
MSCI World Index, FTSE-All World Index, S&P Global 100, STOXX Global 
Indices, Dow Jones Global Titans 50 and Russell Global Index (www.thebalance.
com). There are also the regional indices that cover Asian, European and Lat-
in America regions as e.g. S&P Asia 50 Index, S&P Europe 350 Index and S&P 
Latin America 40 Index. MSCI divide regions into 3 broad categories: Ameri-
cas, Europe & Middle East and Asia. Different indices are used in the emerging 
and the frontier markets–here the examples are MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
or MSCI Frontier Markets Index (www.msci.com). STOXX regional indices are 
devoted to Americas (STOXX Americas), Asia/Pacific (STOXX Asia), Europe 
(Euro STOXX or STOXX Europe) and Africa (STOXX Africa 90). Additionally 
they offer about 70 indices for individual countries (www.stoxx.com). The broad 
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STOXX indices include STOXX Developed Indices and STOXX Emerging In-
dices. Some indices are based on the size, industry, dividend, etc.

With such a diversity of the stock indices available as the potential proxy 
for an unknown market portfolio, the decision which index to choose and which 
would be the best one, is difficult.

Problems and solutions

Problem

Calculate the systematic risk of the portfolio consisting of three assets. The vari-
ance of market portfolio is 2.09. The characteristics of these assets are the fol-
lowing:

Asset Correlation with RM Variance of returns Weights
A 0.6 3.22 0.2
B 0.2 7.15 0.5
C –0.1 4.23 0.3
Market 1 2.09

solution
As we want to calculate the systematic risk of the portfolio, we will need beta 
coefficient (see eq. 13). Thus first we calculate the beta for each asset separately.
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2 2 2  0.29 2.09 0.18.P Mβ σ = ⋅ ≈

The systematic risk of the portfolio is approximately 0.18.

1.3. Multifactor models

The market model (as well as SML model) is an example of a single-factor mod-
el that allows to decompose the risk into a market (systematic) and a firm-specif-
ic (non-systematic) component. However, this decomposition might ignore some 
factors, as it assumes that all stock return series respond to the same market fac-
tor. Thus multifactor models that allow for different securities to be sensitive to 
different factors can provide a better description of the returns.

The general specification for the multifactor model may be expressed in the 
following way:

 1 1     ,     i i i ik k iR f f eα β β= + +…+ +  (16)

where the assumptions are similar to these given in the market model (eq. 7). The 
beta coefficients are called factor sensitivities (or factor loadings/betas). In the 
literature the factors are related to the macroeconomic variables (e.g. GDP or in-
terest rates) or market premiums based on the various characteristics (such as 
size, value/income stocks, liquidity, etc.). Below a few widely-used models are 
presented: Fama and French model (1992), Carhart model (1997) and 5-factors 
Fama and French model (2015).

1.3.1. fama and french (1992)

Fama and French (1992) proposed three factor models in which they added to 
the market factor in the plain CAPM two additional risk factors:

 ( )0 1 2 3      ,    it Ft i i Mt Ft i t i t itR r b b R r b SMB b HML e− = + − + + +  (17)

where Mt FtR r−  accounts for the excess returns to a broad market index (market 
portfolio), tSMB  (small minus big) is the excess return obtained from portfolios 
of small-cap versus portfolios of large-cap stocks and thus reflects size premium, 
whereas the value effect, tHML  (high minus low) is the difference of returns be-
tween portfolios of value-oriented stocks (with high book-to-market ratio) versus 
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growth-oriented portfolios (with low book-to-market ratio). Shortly, the value 
effect is the superior performance of stocks with a low price to book compared 
with stocks with a high price to book.

In the further presentation we use the data available on the web-site of Adam 
Zaremba, PhD.2 (http://adamzaremba.pl/downloadable-data/) with monthly data 
series on Fama–French (1992) three factor model of and Carhart’s (1997) four fac-
tor model with momentum for the Polish stock market.

Figure 4 presents the factors estimated for the Polish stock market. The most 
striking result is that the premiums are very volatile within the time. There are 
periods of the existence of the premium for the small stocks (e.g. in the period 
of 2003-2004) and periods for which the premium for big stocks appears (e.g. 
2011).

Table 5 presents the estimates from the Fama and French three factor model 
for 12 stocks listed on the Warsaw Stock Exchange in the period 2000.01-2017.01. 
The market beta is statistically significant for all the stocks and in most cases dif-
ferent from 1 (the exceptions are: BZW and PEO). As the SMB risk premium 
is considered, it is statistically significantly different from zero only in five out 

2 The author is grateful to prof. Adam Zaremba for the permission to use this dataset.

Figure 4. The factors estimated for the Polish stock market
Note: There are 4 premiums presented: Market stand for market premium, SMB for small minus big, 

HML for high minus low and MOM for momentum from Carhart model (1997).
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of twelve stocks. If the parameter 2ib  is positive (and this is the case for BRS 
and KTY) the stocks are “recognized” or valued by the market as the small 
stocks. In fact, if we look at the capitalization of these stocks presented in Table 
5, they may be considered as smaller companies (but not the smallest ones). If 
the parameter 2ib  is negative (as it is for NET, OPL and PEO), it shows that 
stocks are considered by the market as big ones. It is obviously true for PEO and 
OPL, which are large-cap companies, but not that much for NET, as its capital-
ization is smaller than KTY. One should note that the estimation is done on the 
17-year sample, while the capitalization comes from the end of this period. That 
might explain the lack of coherence in this aspect.

When the parameter 3ib  is considered, the positive values suggest that a stock 
is valued as an income stock, as HML is the differential between high book-to-
-market and low book-to-market stocks. Out of our 12 stocks only three have 
statistically significant parameter, BHW, KGH and PKN–all of them are thus re-
garded as the income stocks. The negative values are not statistically significant.

The Fama and French three factor models do describe the returns bet-
ter than the single factor market model. The comparisons of the determina-
tion coefficients for the individual regressions presented in Table 2 and Table 5 
show it definitely: the R2 increases in the latter approach for all stocks, even if 
in the best case only two out of three parameters for the given factors are statisti-
cally significant.

Table 5. The estimates of the parameters in Fama and French three factor model

AGO ACP BRS BZW BHW KGH

0ib –0.0035 0.0042 0.0237** 0.0108** 0.0024 0.0117*

1ib (Market) 1.2082*** 1.1514*** 1.4682*** 1.0599*** 0.8346*** 1.2839***

2ib (SMB) –0.1263 –0.0590 1.2048 –0.0942 0.0254 0.1884

3ib (HML) –0.0338 –0.1809 0.2365 0.0125 0.2031** 0.4958***
2R 0.41 0.34 0.30 0.49 0.40 0.47

capitalization 0.691 0.815 2.25 36.93 10.56 20.6
P/E na 8.15 11.58 16.71 21.01 na
P/BV 0.69 0.7 1.96 1.69 1.57 1.16

KTY MBK NET OPL PEO PKN

0ib 0.0104* 0.0064 –0.0009 –0.0032 0.0059 0.0052

1ib (Market) 0.7970*** 1.3118*** 1.1758*** 0.8114*** 1.0569*** 0.8963***

2ib (SMB) 0.2248* 0.1557 –0.5687** –0.333*** –0.1978** –0.1005

3ib (HML) –0.0256 0.1594 –0.2799 –0.0560 0.0314 0.2179***
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AGO ACP BRS BZW BHW KGH
R2 0.29 0.53 0.25 0.38 0.62 0.50
capitalization 3.4 19.18 1.88 7.82 34.09 40.91
P/E 13.89 17.57 52.8 na 13.74 6.11
P/BV 2.57 1.34 1.05 0.79 1.47 1.27

Note: The parameters presented are from the three-factor Fama and French model. The stars *, **, *** denote 
statistical significance at α 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 respectively. The date for capitalization (in billions of Polish 

zloty), price-to-earnings (P/E) and price-to-book value (P/BV) are from the end of 2017. 
Source: www.stooq.pl.

1.3.2. Momentum and further extensions

Two of the most popular strategies for investments are momentum and contrar-
ian. The first one refers to the tendency of assets with good past performance to 
outperform in the future, and those with bad performance to underperform in the 
future. The second one aims to form a portfolio based on the assets that are not 
yet recognized by the market as promising ones: the best time to buy a stock is 
when its prices are in a downturn, and to sell – when the prices are at the top. The 
extension of the Fama and French model proposed by Carhart (1997) includes 
momentum as is a fourth common risk factor that accounts for the tendency 
for firms with positive past returns to produce positive returns in future, while 
for firms with negative returns one should expect negative returns in the future. 
Momentum factor, henceforth MOM, is estimated by taking the average return to 
a set of stocks with the best performance over the prior year minus the average 
return to stocks with the worst returns. Thus the model is following:

 ( )0 1 2 3 4        .    it Ft i i Mt Ft i t i t i t itR r b b R r b SMB b HML b MOM e− = + − + + + +  (18)

Typically, momentum factor sensitivity for the momentum variable is posi-
tive, if momentum holds. Carhart (1997) shows that the inclusion of the momen-
tum factor increases the determination coefficient in the regression by 15%. The 
extensive international studies on momentum anomaly are provided e.g in As-
ness, Moskowitz and Pedersen (2013) and Zaremba (2018).

In Table 6 we present the estimates from four factor models for these stocks 
in our sample for which the momentum appeared to be significant.

The momentum factor is statistically significant only for AGO, ACP, BZW 
and PKN. Surprisingly, in two of them, AGO and ACP, the parameter has a neg-
ative value contradicting the momentum effect. The remaining two, BZW and 

Table 5 – cont.
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PKN, display positive values and thus the momentum effect is observed. Last 
but not least, the inclusion of momentum does not improve determination coef-
ficient in the regressions significantly.

Table 6. The estimates of four factor Carhart models for stocks listed on the War-
saw Stock Exchange

AGO ACP BZW PKN
0ib 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00
1ib  (Market) 1.17*** 1.11*** 1.08*** 0.93***
2  ib (SMB) –0.10 –0.04 –0.09 –0.10
3ib  (HML) –0.18 –0.30* 0.11 0.34***
4ib  (MOM) –0.32** –0.26* 0.18* 0.25***

R2 0.42 0.36 0.50 0.52

Note: The parameters presented in the Table are from 4 factor Carhart models. The stars *, **, *** denote 
statistical significance at α level of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 respectively.

Another extension of the Fama and French (1993) model is added by its au-
thors. In Fama and French (2015) they include two new factors already known as 
the quality factors and thus created a five factor model. Two new factors are: in-
vestments and profitability. The former implies that stocks of companies with the 
high total asset growth should have lower average returns, while the latter im-
plies that stocks with a higher operating profitability would perform better. This 
approach ignores well-established momentum factor and, as a new one, is still 
under examination (Fama & French, 2015).

1.3.3. liquidity premium

The above mentioned models are widely used in the literature. However, they 
do not include one factor that seems to provide useful information for the inves-
tors trading in emerging markets: liquidity premium (Lischewski & Voronkowa, 
2012). The most common measure for it is Amihud’s (2002) illiquidity that is 
related to Kyle’s (1985) price impact measure. The illiquidity ILLIQ  is calcu-
lated as follows:

   / ( ),it it it itILLIQ R P VOL⋅=  (19)

where itR  and tiP  are the return and the price of asset i on day t, while ttVOL  
is the number of shares of asset i traded during the day t. Thus in the denomi-
nator we obtain the trading volume of a given asset. ILLIQ  measures the rela-
tive price change that is caused by a given trading volume. Usually the ratio is 
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obtained for the daily data and then aggregated to the monthly (or yearly) mea-
sures. Amihud (2002) examines one-period lagged ILLIQ  as a factor in the 
cross-section study for NYSE stocks where other variables such as beta, size, 
volatility, dividend yield and past returns (for momentum effect) are included. 
The results show that illiquidity has a positive effect on stock returns.

Other measures of liquidity that are based on daily data and might be easily 
calculated include: volume over volatility (Fong, Holden, & Tobek, 2017) and ad-
justed quoted close spread (Chung & Zhang, 2014; Będowska-Sójka, 2018). Vol-
ume over volatility is based on the idea that for liquid stocks a given level of 
volume will cause lower distortions in price than for illiquid stocks. The distor-
tion in prices are proxied with the range between the high and the low prices 
observed within a given day, whereas volume is square rooted in order to mini-
mize the impact of extreme values of volume. The volume over volatility tVoV  
is calculated as follows:
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where  tH is the high price in day t, tL  is the low price in day t.
The adjusted close spread is calculated as in Chung and Zhang (2014), where 

bid and ask prices are replaced by the high and the low prices, respectively. This 
reason for this adjustment is that bid and ask data are not publicly offered, but 
could be replaced with the available high and low prices. The high-low range 
HLR, as calculated in the following way:
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For our sample of stocks we estimate multifactor models with liquidity proxy 
as an additional variable in a form:
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where tLIQ  is represented either by , ILLIQ VoV  or HLR .
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In Table 7 we show the estimates of the models only for these stocks, 
for which liquidity premium in multifactor models is significant. As our mea-
sures of liquidity are in fact illiquidity proxies, we expect the parameters to have 
negative signs. It’s true in all but one case – we got a positive value of the pa-
rameter for PEO. In other cases we may conclude that the more liquid the stock 
is, the higher is the return: there exists positive premium for liquidity.

Table 7. The estimates of multifactor models with liquidity premium

KGH KGH KGH AGO MBK PEO PKN
0ib 0.02 0.02 0.02 –0.01 0.03** 0.00 0.04*
1ib (Market) 1.26*** 1.26*** 1.26*** 1.22*** 1.29*** 1.07*** 0.87***
2ib (SMB) 0.21 0.21 0.21 –0.13 0.16 –0.22 –0.12
3ib (HML) 0.54*** 0.54*** 0.52*** –0.03 0.19* 0.04 0.24
4ib (MOM) 0.04 0.04 0.07
5ib (ILLIQ) –6.47* –6.35* 2.70*
5ib (VoV) –3.86*
5ib (HLR) –0.82* –1.14**
2R 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.41 0.53 0.63 0.51

Note: The parameters presented in the Table are from multifactor models with liquidity premiums, proxied by 
either ILLIQ, VoV or HLR. The stars *, **, *** denote statistical significance at α level 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01 re-

spectively.

Problems and solutions

Problem i

Let us consider two stocks, ACP and KGH:
Stock Beta Standard deviation of residuals

ACP 0.60 5.04
KGH 1.32 8.33

The risk of a market portfolio measured by the standard deviation is equal to 
3.84.

1.  Assume that the one-factor market model’s assumptions hold what is the 
risk measured by standard deviation of portfolio consisting of 70% ACP?

2.  Assume that one-factor model does not hold and the correlation of errors 
is 0.5. Calculate the risk of a portfolio measured by standard deviation.

3.  Consider ACP and KGH in a different setting, assuming that 2-factor mod-
el holds in which GDP changes are the second factor.
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Stock Market beta GDP beta Standard deviation 
of residuals

ACP  0.6 1.1 5.04
KGH 1.32 0.4 8.33

The standard deviation of the index representing changes in GDP is 0.25. 
There is no autocorrelation in the residuals from the model. Again, what is the 
risk of a portfolio measured by standard deviation?

solution
1.  The risk of the portfolio measured with variance of returns is calculated 

in the following formula (on a similar basis as eq. (9)):
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Thus, we need portfolio beta, Pβ , and the variance of the residuals. Based 
on information that the one-factor assumptions hold, we may use the follow-
ing formula:
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, ,var   0.7 5.04   0.3 8.33P ACP e ACP KGH e KGHe x xσ σ= ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅=  = 18.69.

Thus the risk of the portfolio measured by the standard deviation is 
28.51  5.34.=
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2.  If the one-factor model does not hold, then we should consider the cor-
relation of the errors in the formula for ( )var Pe :

 ( )var ,Pe ′= ex V x

where:

 

2

2

5.04 20.99
,

20.99. 8.33

 
=   

 
eV  [0.7 0.3],′ =x

and , ,20.99 5.04 8.33 0.5.e ACP e KGHσ σ ρ= ⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ ⋅

The variance of the return is calculated as:

 

( )( ) ( )

( )

2 22 2 2 2 2

2

  0.7 0.6  1 0.7 1.32 3,84   0.7 5.04   

0.3 8.33   2 0.7 0.3 20.99 37.33.

pP P M eσ β σ σ+ ⋅ + − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ +

+ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

= =

3.  In a two-factor model the variance of the portfolio is given as:

 
2 2 2 2 2 2

, ,  .    
pP P M M P GDP GDP eσ β σ β σ σ= + +

Thus:

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

2 22 2 2

2 2

0.7 0.6  0.3 1.32 3,84   0.7 1.1  0.3 0.4 0.25   

0.7 5.04   0.3 8.33 8.2 56

Pσ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ +

=+ ⋅

=

+ ⋅

The risk of the portfolio measured by the standard deviation is 28.56   5.34.=

Problem ii
Suppose you are considering the purchase of shares of one of two banks. As a re-
sult of the Fama-French three factor model on monthly returns for the past five 
years, you obtain the following three factors coefficient estimates:

Bank 1 Bank 2 
Market factor 0.83 1.05
SMB factor 0.02 –0.19
HML factor 0.20 0.03
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Describe what types of stocks are Bank1 and Bank 2 on the basis of data giv-
en?

solution
Bank1 seems to be a defensive stock with market beta coefficient lower than 1. 
As SMB coefficient is positive, it might be a small company that behaves as 
an income stock (positive HML coefficient). Bank2 is an aggressive stock, with-
market beta higher than 1), it behaves as a big stock (SMB factor coefficient is 
negative) and represents a kind of income stock (HML factor coefficient is posi-
tive, but not significantly different from zero.

Problem iii
Consider the data for two factors (1 and 2) and two stocks (A and B):

0   0.22,f =  1   0.05f =  and 2   0.18,f =−  1  1 .46,Ab =  1  1 .06,Bb =  2  1 .20Ab =  
and 2   0.19.Bb =−

a.  Compute the expected returns for both stocks.
b.  Assuming that stock A is currently priced at 23 EUR, while stock B is cur-

rently priced at 16 EUR and both stocks are expected to pay dividend of 
1 EUR during the coming year. What is the expected price for each secu-
rity one year from now based on the given model?

solution
The expected returns:

 ( ) 0 1 1 2 2  ,  i i iE R f f b f b= + +

 ( ) 0.22  0.05 1.46  ( 0.18) 1.2 0.077,AE R = + ⋅ + − ⋅ =

 ( ) 0.22  0.05 1.06 ( 0.18) ( 0.19) 0.287.BE R = + ⋅ + − ⋅ − =

The expected price of the securities:

 
1

1

  ( )  ,t t t
t

t

P P DE R
P

−

−

− +
=

 
1 1) ,(   t t t t tP E R P D P− −− +=
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 ,   0.077 23 1  23  23.77,t AP = ⋅ − + =

 ,   0.287 16 1 1 6 1 9.59.t BP = ⋅ − + =
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ChaPter 2
finanCial risk MeasureMent

2.1. financial risk management

Financial risk is an inherent factor which firms must accept in their economic 
activity. The majority of firm managers are aware that proper risk management 
is not only a way to increase their economic efficiency, but also ensures the exis-
tence on a market in general. There are many ways to manage the risk depending 
on type of risk, source of risk or target the manager wants to achieve and tools 
he or she is going to take advantage of. Some risks can be directly managed and 
other risks are moved beyond the control of company management.

In our day-to-day life, the risk and the uncertainty are treated as synonyms 
but both terms do not mean exactly the same. The formal distinction comes from 
Knight (1921). A risk can be understood as a danger that some events will cause 
an undesirable outcome in the financial situation of the firm or the investor. It 
is possible to identify its future alternatives, assuming that the chances (prob-
abilities) of possible alternatives are known. The term uncertainty is defined as 
a state in which the possible future alternatives and chances of their occurrence 
are unknown. The difference between a risk and uncertainty can be expressed 
as follows:

1)  a risk is defined as the situation of losing something worthy and future 
possible events are known; we face uncertainty if we have no knowledge 
about the future events,

2)  in case of a risk, probabilities of possible outcomes are known, and it is 
not possible to define probabilities in case of uncertainty,

3)  a risk, conversely to uncertainty, can be measured through theoretical 
models whereas uncertainty cannot be measured in quantitative ways,

4)  a risk can be managed and minimized by many ways, but uncertainty is 
beyond the control of an investor.

There are three main sources of financial risks:
1)  financial risks arising from a firm’s exposure to changes in market prices, 

such as interest rates, exchange rates, stock and indices or commodity 
prices–this is a market risk,
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2)  financial risks arising from the actions of other organizations such as sell-
ers, customers, and counterparties in transactions–this is a credit risk,

3)  financial risks resulting from internal actions or failures of the firm, peo-
ple, processes, and systems–this is an operational risk.

Many times all types of risk are closely tied together. The four examples 
below describe famous bankruptcy cases and identify the type of risk which led 
to bankruptcy.

Example. Barings Bank Ltd. was a British merchant bank based in London (the 
world’s second oldest one). Twenty-something Nicholas Leeson was a market 
trader and back-office manager of the bank in a Singapore department. Initially, 
he transferred the bank’s internal orders for execution, and then he promoted 
and managed a team of traders. Leeson speculated in more and more capital. He 
invested in futures contracts for the Japanese stock market index Nikkei. He took 
long positions although the market was falling (a market risk). For a long time 
he was able to conceal the losses (an operational risk) from the London head-
quarters of the bank. Unfortunately, after an earthquake in Kobe on January 17, 
1995, the index dropped below 18 thousand points and Leeson no longer had the 
money for margin, and his losses on investment exceeded 800 million pounds. It 
was twice as high as the capital of the bank. The bank was unable to handle 
such a large loss and had to declare bankruptcy (a credit risk). Finally, Nick Lee-
son was arrested at the Frankfurt airport and accused of fraud. He was sentenced 
to 6.5 years in prison.

Example. Long Term Capital Management (LTCM)–an investment fund was 
created in 1993 by three genius people: Nobel Prize winners Robert Merton and 
Myron Scholes and the legend of bond market John Meriwether. The fund fo-
cused on arbitrage and speculation transactions burdened with high financial le-
verage. Its key concept was as follows: the reduction of fund’s volatility through 
hedging (it involves the use of derivatives in investment strategies) will al-
low to increase the scale of planned transactions with the same level of vola-
tility as observed in the case of unhedged transactions, but with a higher ex-
pected return. In 1995 the fund realized a return of 63%, and in 1996–57%. 
In 1997 LTCM invested in Russian bonds and hedged its position in ruble by 
forward contracts. On August 17, Russia announced the suspension in payment 
of its obligations (a credit risk) and the devaluation of the ruble. The regula-
tion allowing national banks to disregard currency contracts for a month was 
introduced. As a result of the Russian crisis and bankruptcy of Russia, the fund 
suffered a loss of $4.6 billion.
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Example. Enron Corporation was an American energy, commodities and servic-
es company (a US blue chip) based in Texas. At the end of 2001 it was revealed 
that its financial reports were systematically falsified using creative accounting 
(an operational risk). This action was conducted in cooperation with Enron’s au-
ditor Arthur Andersen. Many accusations were made, connected with the falsifi-
cation of financial statements, frauds related to securities, the use of confidential 
information, as well as making false statements. Finally Enron went bankrupt 
in November 2004. Employees were fired and two CEOs were brought to jus-
tice. Arthur Andersen was accused in the process of the collapse of Enron com-
pany for help in hiding company debts and falsifying financial statements of 
Enron and went bankrupt in 2002.

Example. Lehman Brothers Holding Inc. was a global financial services firm, the 
fourth-largest investment bank in the United States (behind Goldman Sachs, Mor-
gan Stanley, and Merrill Lynch). The company existed for almost 160 years. Its 
collapse on September 15, 2008 was so far the largest in the history of finance 
and it has been considered as the symbolic beginning of the global financial 
crisis. Mass mortgage lending to people who did not have creditworthiness was 
common practice in the US in 2004-2005. The increasing problem with their re-
payments exploded in autumn 2008 when interest rates increased from 1% to 
over 5%. Losses on such loans (a credit risk) and, consequently, depreciation of 
shares (a market risk) were the main reason for the bank’s collapse. The bank’s 
collapse caused panic on the stock exchanges. The American part of Lehm-
an Brothers’ assets was overtaken by Barclays and the European and Asian one 
by the Japanese Nomura bank.

We should ask then and answer the following question: was it possible to 
avoid the said bankruptcies by managing the risk? The answer is yes, but behind 
all those examples lie human decisions, driven by lust for profit and fame and 
inflated self-confidence. Isaac Newton said: “I can calculate the motion of heav-
enly bodies, but not the madness of people.”

Apart from the three main types of financial risk we can we also define (Hull, 
2010):

1)  a liquidity risk which appears when an organization has a problem with 
conversion of its assets into cash. It can be understood in two ways. In in-
vesting terms, investors face a liquidity risk based on the likelihood that 
they may be forced to sell a security below its market value. In economics 
and business management, liquidity refers to the ability of a firm to ensure 
continuity of settlement of its liabilities,

2)  a legal risk which is the risk of disadvantageous changes in legal regula-
tions,

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accounting_scandals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_services
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Investment_bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goldman_Sachs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morgan_Stanley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morgan_Stanley
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Merrill_Lynch
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3)  an events risk which appears according to a singular event like terrorist 
attacks or natural disasters,

4)  a model risk which is the risk of an invalid model of the risk or pricing.
Financial risk management is a process to deal with the risk resulting from 

financial markets. It involves assessing the financial risks facing an organiza-
tion and developing management strategies consistent with internal priorities and 
policies. Strategies for risk management often involve derivatives.

The process of financial risk management can be summarized as follows:
1) identify financial risks factors,
2) measure the risk level and determine an appropriate level of risk tolerance,
3) implement risk management strategy in accordance with policy,
4) report, monitor, and refine as needed.
The risk management process involves both internal and external analy-

sis. This part of the process involves identifying and prioritizing the financial 
risks faced by an organization and understanding their relevance. There are three 
broad alternatives for managing risks:

1)  do nothing and accept all risks,
2)  hedge a portion of exposures by determining which exposures can and 

should be hedged,
3)  hedge all exposures possible.

2.2. Market risk measurement

Risk measurement attempts to quantify the risk of losses due movements in fi-
nancial market variables. The variables include: interest rates, foreign exchange 
rates, equities, commodities. Positions can include cash or derivative instru-
ments.

Desirable properties of risk measures – coherent risk measure ρ (Artzner, 
Delbaen, Eber, & Heath, 1999):

Let X be a random variable that represents the net worth of the position at the 
end of the trading period. The value ( )Xρ  is a measure of risk. We require that 
the measure ρ  should have the following properties.

1. Monotonicity: ( ) ( )1 2 1 2 .X X X Xρ ρ≤ ⇒ ≥
If portfolio has systematically lower value then another, it must have a great-

er risk.
2. Translation invariance: (   )  ( ) .X k X kρ ρ+ = −
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Adding cash k to the portfolio reduces the risk of portfolio by k. The lowest 
value of portfolio is reduced.

3. Homogeneity: ( )  ( ).bX b Xρ ρ=
Increasing the size of a portfolio by a factor b should scale its measure by the 

same factor b.
4. Subadditivity: ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2    .X X X Xρ ρ ρ+ ≤ +
The risk of a portfolio must be less than the sum of separate asset risks. This 

is a diversification effect.
There are three groups of risk measures:
1)  volatility measures–measure deviations of variable values (e.g. standard 

deviation, variance),
2)  sensitivity measures–measure sensitivity of the investment to the risk fac-

tors (e.g. duration, CAPM beta, option Greeks),
3)  downside risk measures–measure losses on investment (e.g. semi-standard 

deviation, Value at Risk, Expected Shortfall).
Financial risk management process focuses on downside risk measures, espe-

cially on Value at Risk and Expected Shortfall. The measures are generally used 
by financial institutions to determine the potential losses in their institutional 
portfolios. Value at Risk is a measure of risk that describes the risk in probabil-
ity terms. It is widely used by all the financial institutions, banks, investment 
funds and corporations. The advantage of VaR is that it describes the total risk 
in a portfolio of financial assets by only one value. VaR indicates how big the 
maximum loss over target horizon is such that there is a low, pre-specified prob-
ability that the actual loss will be equal or larger. The general formula is as fol-
lows:

 0Pr( VaR) ,P P α≤ − =

where:
0P  – initial value of portfolio,

P  – final value of portfolio (random variable),
α  – tolerance level (small value).

VaR says how bad things can get. In other words we can interpret VaR in such 
a way that there is a probability c that our portfolio will not lose more than VaR 
in the next few days.

 0Pr( VaR) ,P P c− < =

where:
0  X P P= −  – portfolio loss,

1c α= −  – confidence level (value close to 1).
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Example. Consider the portfolio worth $100 million. 10-day Value at Risk with 
a 5% level of tolerance is equal to $7 million. We are 95% certain that our port-
folio will not lose more than $7 million in the next 10 days. In other words, there 
is only 5% chance that our portfolio will lose $7 million or more in the next 
10 days.

To describe VaR two parameters are needed: confidence (or tolerance) level 
and time horizon (Jorion, 2011).
1. Confidence level c

 – the higher the confidence level, the greater the VaR value,
 – the higher the confidence level, the fewer exceedances of VaR and 

poor statistical properties of the measure.
2. Horizon T

 – the longer the horizon, the greater the VaR measure,
 – VaR can be extended from 1-day horizon to T-days by using squared-root 

of time rule:

 VaR( ) VaR(1 ) .T day day T− = −

This adjustment is used under i.i.d. (independent and identical distributed) as-
sumption for returns that have a normal distribution with zero mean.

The easiest way to measure VaR is to use the following expression:

 VaR   )( ) ( ,c cX q SD X⋅=

where:
( ) SD X – standard deviation of losses,

–VaR

Figure 1. Histogram of portfolio changes over a given horizon
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cq  – c-th quantile of standardized normal distribution,
If 0.95c =  then 1.645cq =  and VaR 1.645( ) ( ),c X SD X⋅=
If 0.99c =  then 2.326cq =  and VaR 2.326( ) ( ).c X SD X⋅=

Disadvantages of VaR
1.  VaR does not indicate how much an investor can lose when VaR is ex-

ceeded.
2.  VaR is measured with some error, and different statistical methodologies 

can lead to different VaR numbers.
3.  VaR is not a coherent risk measure generally; VaR satisfies the subadditiv-

ity property in the case of elliptical distribution (i.e. normal distribution).

The Basel Committee Rules for VaR parameters
The Basel committee is a powerful group of bank regulators that meets regularly 
to agree risk management rules that affect every bank in the world. The most 
important rule is the “capital adequacy ratio”, which sets the minimum reserve 
of capital a bank must keep to absorb losses on their loans. Committee mem-
bers come from Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, France, 
Germany, Hong Kong SAR, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, 
Mexico, the Netherlands, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States. The 
Committee’s Secretariat is located at the Bank for International Settlements 
(BIS) in Basel, Switzerland. Basel requirements due to VaR calculation in Inter-
nal Model Approach are as follows:

1.  A time horizon of 10 trading days, or two calendar weeks.
2.  A 99-percent confidence level.
3.  An observation period based on at least a year of historical data and up-

dated at least once a quarter (amendment introduced in 2009, require 
updating at least once a month).

The Market Risk Charge (MRC) is measured as follows:

 

60
1

 1 

1  max VaR , Va
6

,R
0t t i t t

i
MRC k SRC− −

=

 
= + 

 
∑

where:
k –  multiplier no less than 3, depending on the number of VaR exceed-

ances in the backtesting procedure,
SRC – the specific risk charge related to the individual security.
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A bank experiencing an excessive number of violations will be penalized by 
having to set aside a larger amount of risk capital.

Example. Calculate Value at Risk according to Basel rules, knowing that VaR 
(95%, 1-day) = $30 000.

We assume a normal model for VaR, thus for daily VaR we have:

 0.95VaR 1.645 SD= ⋅

 
0.99 0,95

2.326VaR 2.326 VaR
1.645

,SD= ⋅ =

then 10-day VaR:

 
( )0.99 0.95

2.326VaR 10 10 VaR 134, 142.1.
1.645

day =− = ⋅ ⋅

Stress-testing
Stress-testing is a key risk management step. Its goal is to identify of potential 
vulnerability. Stress-testing is analyzed by scenario analysis–it exhibits the port-
folio to large movements in financial market variables. The scenarios can be 
created by:

1) moving key variables at the time,
2) using historical scenarios,
3) creating prospective scenarios.

Expected Shortfall (conditional VaR, tail conditional expectation, conditional 
loss, expected tail loss)–tells us how much one can lose on average if the losses 
exceed the VaR

 ES = [ ]| VaR ,E X X ≥

where X is a portfolio or an asset loss. It is a measure that is used in risk mea-
surement process as a supplement of VaR.

2.2.1. Value at risk methods

Financial rates, exchange rates and prices are affected by a number of fac-
tors. These are general economic conditions, government debt and policy, fi-
nancial and political stability, relative strength of currencies, inflation, monetary 
policy of the central bank, investors speculations and many others. It is essential 
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to understand how much the factors impact markets and potential risks of an or-
ganization. On the other hand, it is impossible to capture the huge amount of 
complexity in risk models. Risk measurement is a trade-off between accuracy 
and usefulness. There are three methods of calculating VAR: the historical simu-
lation method, the variance-covariance method and Monte Carlo simulation. We 
present them for univariate and multivariate case.

2.2.1.1. historical simulation method (hs)

Historical simulation is a nonparametric method and the simplest way for esti-
mating risks. It takes into account an empirical distribution.

Univariate case. We observe data from 1 to t, the current asset value is 
.tP  Then we calculate daily returns iR  and generate tomorrow’s prices 
  (1  ) ,i i tSP R P= +  for 2, , .i t= …  Then we calculate changes of simulated asset 

  , 2, , .i i t i tSP SP P R P i t∆ − = = …=  Losses are on the left-hand side of the distribu-
tion. Finally, we calculate VaR as a α-th quantile of changes in value.

Multivariate case. We observe data from 1 to t for each asset. The current portfolio 
value is .tP  We generate i t� �2, ,  scenarios for tomorrow , , ,  (1  )i j i j t jSP R P= +  
for  1 , ,j N= …  components of portfolio. Generated tomorrow’s portfolio values 

are 
 1 

, . 
T

i ji
j

SP SP
=

= ∑  Then the procedure is like in the univariate case, we calcu-

late changes of simulated portfolio   ,   2, , .i i tSP SP P i t∆ = − = …  Again, losses are 
on the left-hand side of the distribution, and finally we calculate VaR as a α-th 
quantile of changes in value.

Advantages (A) and disadvantages (D) of HS
 – we do not assume a theoretical distribution class (A),
 – the method can be easily implemented to the assets portfolio (A),
 – all past scenarios have the same influence on tomorrow’s VaR (D),
 – we cannot use a square root of time rule to calculate a T-day VaR (D).

ES estimation
ES is calculated by taking the average of all exceedances of VaR.

Example. Consider a portfolio of three stocks. Portfolio consists of 100 stocks 1, 
200 stocks 2, and 300 stocks 3. We calculate VaR of separate position in stocks 
and of the whole portfolio. The first seven rows and the last one are presented 
in Table 1.
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VaR for separate position is a minus quantile of elements in data vector in the 
last three columns. We get 53.23, 77.30 and 46.67.

To calculate VaR for whole portfolio, we have to first summarize SPi,j. Then we 
subtract current portfolio value, here 26.15  ·  100 + 9.78  ·  200 + 3.90  ·  300 = 5741 
and obtain changes of portfolio to calculate its quantile.

VaR is a minus quantile of values in the lost column. We get 155.12.

2.2.1.2. Variance-covariance method (VC)

Variance-covariance method is a parametric method. The most popular is the 
model with normal distribution for returns assuming zero mean. Both VaR and 
ES have closed form solutions (Jorion, 2005).

univariate case

 V ,aR  = tq Pα ασ−

where:
tP  – asset value at time t,

σ  – standard deviation of returns,
qα  – α -th quantile of returns distribution 1%( 2.326,q = −  5% 1.645).q = −

Multivariate case

 ,VaR tq Pα ασ−=

where:
tP  – portfolio value at time t,

and variance of portfolio is as follows:

 
2 ,σ ′= w wΣ

Σ  – covariance matrix of returns,
w – vector of portfolio weights.

Advantages (A) and disadvantages (D) of VC method
 – a method easy to calculate (A),
 – we have to assume a theoretical distribution class, usually normal distribu-

tion (D),
 – the method can be easy implemented to the assets portfolio in case of 

normal distribution (A),
 – all past scenarios have the same influence on tomorrow’s VaR (D),
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 – we can use a square root of time rule to calculate a T-day VaR in case of 
normal distribution (A),

 – too thin tails of normal distribution which cause underestimation of the 
risk (D).

es estimation

 

( ) ,t
qES P ασφ

α
= −

where:
tP  – value of asset or portfolio at time t,

φ  – probability density function of the standard normal distribution.

2.2.1.3. Monte Carlo methods (MC)

Monte Carlo is a simulation method for risk measurement. Usually MC is based 
on geometric Brownian motion:

 
t

t

dP dt dt
P

µ σ∈= +

where:
µ  – mean,
σ  – volatility,
dt  – time interval,
∈  – standard normal random variable.
Using Itô lemma we receive the following asset value:

 

2
  

2
0e .

t t
tP P

σµ σ∈
 

− + 
 =

Univariate case. We generate many (e.g. 10 000) realizations of ,∈  and accord-
ing to the upper formula, we calculate the values of an asset after t time. Next 
we calculate the changes of asset 0  t tP P P∆ = −  and finally α -th quantile as VaR.
Multivariate case. Because individual assets are correlated, random variables 

iz  should be generated in a way to have correlated variables with the correla-
tion matrix R. The method of solving this problem is called the Cholesky de-
composition. Correlated random variables have the form:

 

1 1

  

L L

z

z

∈

∈

   
   … = …   
      

T ,
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where:
 i∈  – uncorrelated random variables,
 T  –  lower triangular matrix (zeros above the diagonal) fulfilling:
  '.=R TT

Example. Find a closed form solution for two correlated assets with a correla-
tion between returns equal to .ρ

Matrix T  has the form:

 

11

21 22

0
.

a
a a

 
=  

 
T

and can be decomposed into Cholesky factors

 

11 11 21

21 22 22

1 0
' .

1 0
a a a
a a a

ρ
ρ

     
= ⇒ =     

     
R TT

After simplification we obtain:

 
2

21 1111
2 2

21 11 21 22

1
,

1   

a a a

a a a a
ρ

ρ

  
=   

+    
and hence

Figure 2. Simulations of prices and returns

                                               Generated price                                      Returns distribution
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11

11 21
2 2
21 22

1

1.

a
a a

a a

ρ

 =


=
 =+

Solving the system of equations we have: 2
11 21 22 1 ,   ,   1 .a a aρ ρ= = = −  Fi-

nally, we obtain correlated random variables:

 

11 1
2 22 2 1 2

1 0
    .

1   1

z
z ρ ρ

∈∈
∈ ρ ρ ∈∈

      
= =      

− + −         

The prices after time t are equal to:

 

2
1

1 1 1  
2

1 1( ( e ,) 0)
t t

P t P
∈σµ σ

 
− + 

 =

 

2
22

2 2 1 2  (   1 )
2

2 2( ) (0)e .
t t

P t P
σµ σ ρ∈ ρ ∈

 
− + + − 

 =

Advantages (A) and disadvantages (D) of MC methods
 – flexibility, we can use various stochastic processes (A),
 – it allows to take into account various factors of risk (A)
 – all past scenarios have the same influence on tomorrow’s VaR (D),
 – the method is complex and it is not easily implemented in portfolio case 

(D),
Value at Risk measure can be easily applicable for measuring nonlinear in-

struments risks, like bonds or options.

VaR for bonds. Let MD  be a modified duration and y be a yield of bond. Using 
duration approximation we have

 ,P MD P y∆ ∆= − ⋅ ⋅

and

 ( ) ( ).P MD P yσ ∆ σ ∆= ⋅ ⋅
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The Risk Metrics1 uses constant ( / ),y yσ ∆  hence volatility of yield changes 
is as follows:

 
( )  .yP y

y
∆σ ∆ σ

 
= ⋅  

 
Finally:

 
( )  ,yP MD P y

y
∆σ ∆ σ

 
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅  

 

and VaR in “normal world” is:

 
.VaR yMD P y q

yα α
∆σ

 
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 

 
= −

Example. Investor has a position in bond with face value of $1 million. The 
bond price is 97.5, accrued 2.15%, annual yield 5.42%, duration 9.15 and yield 
volatility 12%, assume 250 trading days a year. Calculate 10-day VaR at the 99% 
confidence level for his position.

 
( )97.5  2.15

  $1 million  $0.9965 million
100

P
+

= ⋅ =

 

9.15 8.6796.
1  1  0.0542

DMD
y

= = =
+ +

Because we have annual volatility, we have to divide it by 25  to obtain 10-
-day volatility, thus

 VaR = 8.6796 $0.9965 million  0.0542 0.12 / 25 2.326 $26,169.61.⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

VaR for options. Let ∆  be the option delta, and P be the option price, S be 
underlying asset price, delta approximation is:

 .dP dS∆= ⋅

1 RiskMetrics is a methodology that contains techniques and data sets used to calculate the 
VaR of a portfolio of investments. RiskMetrics was launched in 1994, as a technical document 
in October 1994 by J. P. Morgan. It is widely available for practitioners and the general public.
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VaR can be calculated as follows:

 
( ) .    dSVaR VaR dS S q

Sα α∆ ∆ σ  = ⋅ =− ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 
 

The absolute value is used because the put option delta is negative. The ac-
curacy of the approximation depends on the model that is used to option valua-
tion and model risk appears in this case. The most popular option pricing model 
is the Black-Scholes model that gives delta in closed-form solution (see: Hull, 
2015).

Example. At-the-money put option on Polish WIG20 stock index is struck 
on 24 000 PLN. An annual volatility of index is 15%. What is 10-day VaR at the 
95% confidence level? Assume 250 trading days per year and zero mean nor-
mal distribution.

The delta of the ATM put must be around –0.5, which implies:

 VaR 0.5 24,000 0.15 / 25 1.645 592.2 .PLN= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =

2.2.2. Backtesting

Backtesting is a procedure that is used to compare various models of risk. It al-
lows to confirm if the risk model measures the risk correctly. It aims to take an 
ex ante Value at Risk forecasts from a particular model and compare them with 
ex post realized returns. The most popular application in research is Kupiec’s test.

Kupiec’s Proportion of Failures Test
The most important test for the number of exceedances. Define a* as the actual 
frequency of VaR exceedances. The test considers the following hypotheses:

H0: * α α=

H1: *.α α≠

Test statistics is of the form:

 
( )( )  2 ln 1 ln 1 ,

N n N
n NNN NLR

n n
α α

−
−       = − − −          
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where:
n  – sample size,
N  – number of VaR exceedances.
LR ~ χ2 (1) when H0 is true.

The Basel Committee’s Traffic Light Coverage Test
The test is the Basel Committee’s procedure based on no statistical theory 
for hypothesis testing. It is important because of its wide use by banks. Back-
tests is to be performed quarterly using the most recent 250 days of data. Based 
on the number of exceedances experienced during that period, the VaR measure 
would be categorized as falling into one of three colored zones, as it is presented 
in Table 3.

Table 3. Color zones in traffic light coverage test

Zone Number 
of exceedances Multiplier Cumulative probability 

for c = 0.99
Green 0 3 0.0811

1 3 0.2858
2 3 0.5432
3 3 0.7581
4 3 0.8922

Yellow 5 3.4 0.9588
6 3.5 0.9863
7 3.65 0.9960
8 3.75 0.9989
9 3.85 0.9997

Red 10 or more 4 0.9999

Cumulative probability is calculated with a binomial distribution, assuming 
0,99 probability that exceedance of VaR does not occur. A bank experiencing 
an excessive number of violations is penalized by higher multiplier and, as con-
sequence, it has to set aside a larger amount of risk capital to cover greater mar-
ket risk. Moreover, if the number of exceedances is in the red zone, banks will 
have to take an immediate action to reduce their risk or improve the VaR mod-
el. Otherwise, they may even lose their banking license.

Example. A risk manager tested VaR model at 95% confidence level. VaR fore-
casts were calculated on the basis of 250 last trading days and were daily updat-
ed in the period of 07.01.2009–29.12.2017. In the period he got 2263 returns and 
VaR forecasts which were compared. He received 91 exceptions. Figure 3 shows 
returns and VaRs in the period. Is his model correct?
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Taking Traffic Light Coverage Test into account, we calculate cumula-
tive probability:

 

91
2263

  0

2263
 0.95 0.05   0.016.

91
k k

k
Pr −

=

 
= = 

 
∑

Such value falls into green zone.
Taking Kupiec’s test into account, we calculate the proportion of exceedances 

91   4.02%.
2263

=

 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )91 2263 91 2263 9191  2 ln 0.0402 1 0.0402 ln 0.05 1 0.05   4.88.LR − −= − − − =

The critical value at a 5% confidence level is equal to 3.84. Because 
4.88 3.84> , we reject null hypothesis and consider that model VaR as invalid.

2.3. Credit risk

Credit risk is associated with losses caused by counterparties that are unwilling 
or unable to fulfill their contractual obligations. It concerns any borrowers, bond 
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issuers, trade agreement counterparties or counterparties in derivatives. The 
quantity of credit risk is reflected in:

 – assessment of the borrower's creditworthiness (rating),
 – the amount of the premium (higher interest) that borrower must pay 

for funds,
 – the market price of debt.

Example. Suppose that two companies AAACorp and BBBCorp, are go-
ing to issue a 1-year zero-coupon bonds with the notional of $100 million. 
Because they have different credit ratings, yield of AAACorp’s bond is 4% 
and yield of BBBCorp’s bond is 6%. Today market prices of debt are equal to 
$100 million / 1.04 = $96.15 million for AAACorp and $100 million /  1.06 = 
= $94.34 million for BBBCorp.

Drivers of credit risk
During credit risk measurement, the following decomposition of loss is consid-
ered:

 ,L EAD LGD b= ⋅ ⋅

where:
EAD –  Exposure At Default is the economic value of the claim on the coun-

terparty,
LGD –  Loss Given Default is the fractional loss (given as a percent of 

EAD) on obligation which is lost by default, some portion of obliga-
tion (recovery rate, RR) is recovered by creditors. It holds that LGD + 
+ RR = 1,

b –  is random variable that takes the value 1 if default appears and 0 oth-
erwise.

Random variable b has Bernoulli distribution with success probability of DP 
(default probability). Taking expectation and variance (V) of b we have:

 [ ] 1   0(1 ) ,E b DP DP DP= ⋅ + − =

 
2 2 2([ ] 1   0 1 (1 ).)V b P DP DP DD DP P= + − −=−⋅

Assuming that EAD is not random variable and that LGD and b are indepen-
dent, we have the following expected value and standard deviation (SD) of loss:

 [ ] [ ] ,E L EAD E LGD DP= ⋅ ⋅
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 ( )2[ ]  [ ]  (1 ) [ ] .SD L EAD DP V LGD DP DP E LGD= ⋅ ⋅ + −

Proving the formula for SD[L] requires taking the advantage of the law of to-
tal variance – see (Jorion, 2011, p. 457). [ ]E L  is called the expected credit loss 
but [ ]SD L  represents the unexpected credit loss.

Example. The bank has lent $1 million to company. The company has 2% 
chance of defaulting over a year. Some calculations suggest that if it defaults, 
the bank will recover 60% of the loan. Variance of LGD is 50%. Calculate the 
expected and unexpected credit loss.

 [ ] $1  million (1 0.6) 0.02 $8,000,E L = ⋅ − ⋅ =

 
2[ ] $1 million 0.02 0.5  0.02(1 0.02)(1 0.6)   $114,612.4.SD L = ⋅ ⋅ + − − =

2.3.1. Credit ratings

Credit ratings play an important role in the assessment of debt quality. They pro-
vide an independent evaluation of the creditworthiness of debt securities issued 
by governments and corporations. There are three the biggest rating agencies 
(called the Big Three): Standard and Poor’s Agency, Fitch Rating and Moody’s 
Investors Services, they control approximately 95% of the ratings business. Cred-
it agencies take into account many different factors in the assessment process. To 
assess sovereign bonds they consider, among others, political risk factors, eco-
nomic structure and economic growth prospects, fiscal flexibility, the public 
debt level, budget deficit or monetary stability. To assess creditworthiness of 
corporations, rating agencies analyze financial reports, and economic prospects 
as well. Among others, they include growth potential, economic environment 
and exposure to financial risk factors. They also use private information obtained 
from meetings with management staff. Gradations of creditworthiness are indi-
cated by various rating symbols. Table 4 demonstrates such grades.

The credit quality of most issuers and their obligations is not fixed and 
steady over time, but tends to undergo changes. A change in rating may oc-
cur at any time when an agency observes some alteration in creditworthi-
ness. Thanks to publicly available ratings, investors can easily compare the 
creditworthiness of many countries. Table 5 shows sovereign credit ratings 
of 26 countries in March 2018.
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Table 4. Rating symbols

Moody’s S&P Fitch Rating description
Investment grades: high credibility

Aaa AAA AAA Prime
Aa1 AA+ AA+ High grade
Aa2 AA AA
Aa3 AA– AA–
A1 A+ A+ Upper medium grade
A2 A A
A3 A– A–
Baa1 BBB+ BBB+ Lower medium grade
Baa2 BBB BBB
Baa3 BBB– BBB–

Speculative grades: low credibility
Ba1 BB+ BB+ Lower medium grade
Ba2 BB BB
Ba3 BB– BB–
B1 B+ B+ Non-investment grade speculative
B2 B B
B3 B– B–

Highly speculative grades: high probability of default
Caa1 CCC+ Substantial risk
Caa2 CCC CCC
Caa3 CCC–
Ca CC CCC Extremely speculative

C CCC Default imminent
C C– DDD In default
  DD–
 D D

Source: (Wikipedia).

Table 5. Sovereign credit ratings

COUNTRY S&P
RATING

FITCH
RATING

MOODY’s
RATING

AZERBAIJAN BB+ BBB– Ba2
BELARUS B– NR Caa1
BRAZIL BB– BB Ba2
CHINA A+ A+ A1
CROATIA BB BB+ Ba2
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COUNTRY S&P
RATING

FITCH
RATING

MOODY’s
RATING

CZECH REPUBLIC AA– A+ A1
DENMARK AAA AAA Aaa
EGYPT B– B B3
FRANCE AA AA Aa2
GERMANY AAA AAA Aaa
GREECE B B B3
HUNGARY BBB– BBB– Baa3
INDIA BBB– BBB– Baa2
IRELAND A+ A+ A2
ITALY BBB BBB Baa2
JAPAN A+ A A1
NIGERIA B BB– B1
NORWAY AAA AAA Aaa
POLAND BBB+ A– A2
PORTUGAL BB BBB Ba1
RUSSIA BBB– BBB– Ba1
SLOVAKIA A+ A+ A2
SPAIN BBB+ A– Baa2
UKRAINE B– B– Caa2
U.S. AA+ AAA Aaa
VIETNAM BB– B+ B1

Note: NR – no rating.
Source: (Wikipedia).

2.3.2. internal credit ratings

In practice only large bond issuers receive ratings from credit rating agen-
cies but not companies that are not publicly traded. Most banks have 
their own procedures to describe creditworthiness of their counterparties like 
small and medium-sized firms. Such internal ratings are based on estimat-
ing the risk of defaulting on the basis of financial statements indices. The 
most widespread tool is Altman’s Z-score developed in 1968. It is a statisti-
cal technique known as discriminant analysis aiming at bankruptcy predic-
tion. The Z-score formula is:

 1 2 3 4 51.2  1 .4   3.3   0.6   0.999 ,Z X X X X X= + + + +

Table 5 – cont.
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where:
1X  – working capital/total assets,
2X  – retained earnings/total assets,
3X  – earnings before interest and taxes/total assets,
4X  – market value of equity/book value of total liabilities,
5X  – sales/total assets.

There are three zones of discrimination. The “safe” zone is if Z > 2.99 and the 
company is considered unlikely to default. The “grey” zone is if 1.81 < Z < 2.99 
and it is a good chance of the company going bankrupt within the next 2 years 
of operations. The “distress” zone is for Z < 1.81, then the score indicates a high 
probability of distress within this time period. In its initial test, the Altman’s 
Z-score was found to be 72% accurate in predicting bankruptcy two years pri-
or to the event. The above Z-score formula is dedicated to publicly traded manu-
facturing companies. Later variations by Altman were designed to be applicable 
to privately held companies and non-manufacturing companies A lot of simi-
lar models were developed over years to reflect specific factors of firms, markets 
or countries.

Example. Consider a company for which current assets are 150,000, current 
liabilities are 50,000, total assets are 350,000, retained earnings is 110,000, earn-
ings before interest and taxes is 35,000, sales are 250,000, market value of eq-
uity is 220,000 and book value of total liabilities is 120,000.

Calculating Z-score factors we have

 
1 2

150,000 50,000 110,0000.286, 
350,000 350,000

X X=
−

= = =

 
3 4 5

35,000 220,000 250,0000.314, 0.1, 1.833, 0.714,
350,000 120,000 350,000

X X X= = = == = =

  1 .2 0.286 1 .4 0.314  3.3 0.1  0.6 1.833  0.999 0.714  2.926.Z = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ =

Because 2.99Z <  the company is in danger of bankruptcy in the next 2 years.

http://www.stockopedia.co.uk/content/the-altman-z-score-is-it-possible-to-predict-corporate-bankruptcy-using-a-formula-55725/
http://www.stockopedia.co.uk/content/the-altman-z-score-is-it-possible-to-predict-corporate-bankruptcy-using-a-formula-55725/
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2.3.3. Measuring default risk probabilities from bond spreads

Credit spread is a difference between bond yield and risk-free rate: .fy y−  Cred-
it spread is a risk premium and a valuable source of information about credit 
risk of obligation. Suppose that an investor has a one-year zero-coupon bond. 
Next year the bond will pay off the notional, N if the bond is not defaulting, 
or otherwise only the recovery rate (RR) of notional. In “risk-neutral world” the 
current price of asset is equal to expected value of payoff discounted with risk-
free interest rate

 
(1 ) .

1  1  1  f f

N N N RRDP DP
y y y

⋅
= − +

+ + +

After rearranging terms we have:

 ( )1 (1  )(1 ),fy y DP LGD+ = + − ⋅

thus implied default probability equals:

 

1  1 11 .
1  1  

f fy y y
DP

LGD y LGD y
+ −   

= − =   + +   

Rewriting the upper equation, we can show credit spread as follows:

 (1  ).fy y LGD DP y⋅ +=−

We can conclude that credit spread approximately is a product of yield and 
loss given default. The above equations explain how credit spread determines 
the probability of default, higher spread entails greater probability of default 
in future.

Similarly one can show that for multiple, T-period, case-implied default prob-
ability equals:

 

1  1  1 ,
1  

T
fy

DP
LGD y

 +  = −   +  

where DP  is the average annual default probability.
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Example. Consider a zero-coupon bond with the notional of $1,000 and matu-
rity in 5 years. Bond yield is 6% and risk-free rate is 2%. Calculate the default 
probability supposing that recovery rate is 40%.

 

51 1  0.021 29.16%.
(1 0.4) 1  0.06

DP
 +  = − =  − +  

An average probability of defaulting in 5 years equals 29.16%.

2.3.4. Measuring default risk probabilities from equity prices

In 1974, Robert Merton proposed a method to evaluate credit risk of a com-
pany by modeling the company’s equity as a call option on its assets. Under the 
model, a default event occurs when firm’s assets reach a sufficiently low level 
compared to its liabilities. The model is called structural because it provides 
a relationship between the credit risk and the financial structure of the firm. The 
market value of a company’s assets tV  at time t is a sum of company’s equity 

tE , and market value tB  of its liabilities L  with maturity T:

   .t t tV E B+=

If at maturity date T, TV L≥  the value of shareholders equals TV L− . How-
ever, if TV L<  shareholders receive nothing and the firms defaults because 
in this case additional funds are necessary to pay company’s debt. Equity of the 
company is then as follows:

 ( )  max , 0 .T TE V L= −

The above equation shows that company’s equity at maturity is a call op-
tion with the value of assets as underlying and liability level as a strike price. 
In practice, firms have many liabilities with different maturities, and liability 
threshold is commonly set somewhere between the value of the short-term li-
abilities and the value of the total liabilities e.g. short-term liabilities plus a half 
of long-term liabilities.

Rearranging the above equations, we get the market value of debt:

 ( ) ( )max , 0 max , 0 .T T T T T TB V E V V L L L V− − − = − −= =
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It is equivalent to a long position in a risk-free zero-coupon bond and a short 
position in a put option with the value of assets as underlying and liability level 
as a strike price. We can illustrate equity and market value of debt in Figure 4.

Taking the above information and Black-Scholes pricing formula we obtain:

 ( ) ( )( )
1 2 ,r T t

t tE V N d Le N d− −−=

 ( ) ( )( )
1 2 ,r T t

t t t tB V E V N d Le N d− −− += − =

where:

2

1

1ln     ( )
2

tV r T t
Ld

T t

σ

σ
=

   + + −   
   

−
,

2 1 ,d d T tσ− −=

( )N ⋅  – cumulative standard normal distribution function,
r – risk-free interest rate,
σ  – volatility of firm’s assets ( )  Vσ σ= .

The market value of the firm’s assets is an unobservable variable–it is not 
possible to calculate directly its volatility. Only the market value of equity is ob-
servable, given by the firm’s stock market price times the number of outstanding 
shares. The Merton model combines volatility of firm’s assets and volatility of 
equity with the equation:

 
  t

t t
t

EdE dV
V

∂
=

∂
.

L L

TE TB

TV TV

Figure 4. Values of equity and debt
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Derivative t

t

E
V

∂
∂

 is an option delta ( )1( )N d  in Black-Scholes model, thus:

 
( )1 1( ) .t t

t t t t
t t

dE dVdE N d dV E V N d
E V

== ⇒

Taking the volatility, we obtain a relationship that allows us to calculate the 
volatility of firm’s assets:

 ( )1 .t E t VE V N dσ σ=

Wanting to solve problem one has to solve the system of equations:

 

( ) ( )
( )

( )
1 2

1

,
,

r T t
t t

t E t V

E V N d Le N d
E V N dσ σ

− −

=
−=




with respect to tV  and .Vσ

From Black-Scholes model we can estimate risk-neutral default probability 
that equals:

 ( ) ( )2 .TDP Pr V L N d= < = −

Credit losses at maturity T are equal to .TL B−  Expected credit losses are 
priced as the difference of liability and the future value of market value of debt:

 [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 1    r T t r T t r T t

t t t tE L L B e L V N d e L N d V N d e− − −= − − − −= − = − +

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )1 ( )
2 2

2
1 .t r T tN dVN d L L e N d

L N d
− −

+ − = − −  − 

Because   EAD L=  and ( )2  DP N d= −  and, as it was indicated at the beginning 
of this subchapter, [ ]  [ ] ,E L EAD E LGD DP= ⋅ ⋅  we can compare the middle terms:

 

( )
( )

1 ( )

2
[ ] 1 .t r T tN dVE LGD e

L N d
−−

= −
−
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We can obtain a recovery rate as an endogenous variable in the model:

 

( )
( )

1 ( )

2
. t r T tN dVRR e

L N d
−−

=
−

Example. Consider a company that has equity of $5 million and volatility of the 
equity of 60%. The liability that will have to be paid in two-year horizon is $10. 
The risk free rate is 5% per annum.

In this case we have   5,   0,6,   5%,   2.t EE r Tσ= = = =  Solving the system of 
equations we obtain  1 3.88tV =  and   0.233.Vσ =  Probability of default is 12.8%. 
The market value of the debt is 8.88. Expected loss on the debt is therefore 
18.37% and recovery rate is 85.65%.
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ChaPter 3
introduCtion to deriVatiVe instruMents 

PriCing

3.1. Pricing in one-period model

3.1.1. stochastic model of market

We will consider finite models of markets – i.e. models with discrete time 
in which prices of all the available assets can take values from a finite set of 
numbers. In this subchapter we will study the simplest version of such a model, 
namely we consider only two trading dates. This is obviously very unrealistic 
oversimplification of real changes in stock and bond prices, but it allows to point 
out some important features of stochastic models of markets and develop basic 
relationships that hold true also in much more complicated models.

We assume that there are only two trading dates: the initial date   0t =  and the 
terminal date   .t T=  We have all the information about events and prices at the 
initial date – it is “the present moment”. However, we do not know what will 
happen in the future. The prices at the terminal date are modelled as random 
variables. To simplify, we assume that the sample space is finite. There are M 
possible outcomes (or states of the world) in the future. The sample space is 
thus defined as follows:

 { }1 2 , , , .Mω ω ωΩ = …

Each state of the world could happen with some positive probability. The 
probability measure (called real probability) of the state of the world ω  is giv-
en by ( ) 0.P ω >  Formally the stochastic setup of the model is defined by finite 
probability space ( , ,  ),F PΩ  where F  is a σ -algebra of all subsets of .Ω

In the financial market there are  1 N +  financial assets, which are labelled 
form 0 to N. The prices of the asset n  at the moment t  is given by ( ),nS t  
where   0,1, , ,n N= …    0, .t T=  We assume that all prices are non-negative (at the 
moment 0t =  and at the moment t T=  in all possible states of the world). The 
prices at the moment t T=  can be different in different states of the world.
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The prices of the first instrument, 0 ( ),S t  are strictly positive. We take this in-
strument as a numéraire – the values of all the other instruments and portfolios 
will be measured in the units of the numéraire. Traditionally, a numéraire is as-
sumed to be a riskless security and one uses the terms “bond” or “bank account” 
to describe it. In this approach, if the risk-free interest rate from the moment 
0 to the final moment T  equals 0,r >  then the prices of the first instrument are 
given by

 0 ( )0  1 S =   and  0  1  ( )  .S T r= +

Generally, a numéraire does not have to be riskless. However, without los-
ing generality we can assume that 0 0  ( ) 1 .S =  Let us define the discount fac-

tor as: 0( ) 1 ( ./ )t S tβ =  Thus (0) 1 β =  and 1( )  .
1  

T
r

β =
+

The prices at the initial moment are known to the investor, but the prices at 
the moment T are random variables. Using vector notation we can write:

 ( )0 1( ) ( ) (( )  , ,  , ) .T
Nt tS t S S tS= …

(0)S  is a (N  +  1)-dimensional vector and ( )S T  is (N  +  1)-dimen-
sional random variable. The prices of assets at the terminal date are ran-
dom variables and depend on the state of the world. We state this depen-
dence explicitly expressing the prices in the state of the world ω  by the 

vector ( )0 1( ) (( , )  , , , , ) ( ) ., , T
NS T S t S t S tω ω ω ω= …

Define also ( ) ( )0 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (( )  , , , 1, ( ) , , ( ))
T T

N Nt t tS t S S S ttt tS Sβ β= =… …     as 

the vector of discounted assets’ prices, i.e. prices measured in the units of numérai-
re. Again, (0)S  is (N  +  1)-dimensional vector and ( )S T  is a vector random vari-
able and its value depends on ω : ( )1( )  ( , )  1 ( ) (, , ,  ,  ) .,

T
NS T S T S T S Tω ω ω= = …   

A portfolio or a trading strategy h  is an (N  +  1)-dimensional vector that 
describes the holdings of the investor, ( )0 1  , , , .Nh h h h= …  Here nh  denotes the 
number of asset n  held in the portfolio from the moment   0t =  till terminal date 
T. The value of the portfolio at the moment t  is given by

   0
( ) ( )( ) .

N
h

n n
n

V h S t h St t
=

⋅ == ∑
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The value at the initial moment is a constant, whereas the value at the final 

moment is a random variable: 
  0

, ( , ) ( ,  ).( )
N

h
n n

n
V T h S T h S Tω ω ω

=
⋅ == ∑

The gain from the portfolio h equals

   0
( )   (0) ,

N
h h h

n n
n

G V V h S h ST
=

− = ⋅ ∆ == ∆∑

where (  ) (0)n n nTS S S∆ = −  and ( )0  , , S .T
NS S∆ = ∆ … ∆  We define also the dis-

counted value of the portfolio – i.e. the value of the portfolio measured in the 
units of the numéraire:

   0
  ( ) ( )  ( ) ( )  ( ).

N
h h

n n
n

V t V t h S t h S tt β
=

= = ⋅ = ∑ 

The discounted gain is defined as

  1 
    ( ( , ) )  0

N
h h h

n n
n

G V T V h S h S
=

= − = = ∆⋅ ∆ ∑   

where (  ) (0).n n nTS S S∆ = −    Notice that summation starts with  1 n =  as the incre-
ment in the discounted value of the numéraire is 0.

example 1
Assume that there are three assets. The numéraire is the bank account and the 
riskless interest rate equals 5%. Thus 0 (0) 1 S =  and 0  ( 5) 1 .0 .S T =  The discount 

factor equals 1   0.95238.
1.05

=  The prices of risky assets at the initial moment are 

1  (0)  50S =  and 2  00) .( 1 5S =  We assume that there are three states of the world, 
so { }1 2 3 , , ω ω ωΩ = . We assume the following probabilities for the states of the 

world: ( )1
1  
2

P ω =  and ( ) ( )2 3
1    .
4

P Pω ω= =  The final prices of risky assets in dif-

ferent states of the world are given in Table 1.
The discounted prices of risky assets in all the possible states of the world are 

given in Table 2.
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Table 1. Data for example 1–prices at the terminal date

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

0( , )S T ω 1.05 1.05 1.05

1( , )S T ω 47.25 47.25 63

2( , )S T ω 162.75 157.5 152.25

Table 2. Example 1–discounted prices at the terminal date

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

0( , )S T ω 1 1 1

1( , )S T ω 45 45 60

2( , )S T ω 155 150 145

The increments in the prices and discounted prices are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Example 1–increments in the prices and discounted prices

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ 1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

0( )S ω∆ 0.05 0.05 0.05 0( )S ω∆  0 0 0
1( )S ω∆ –2.75 –2.75 13 1( )S ω∆  –5 –5 10
2( )S ω∆ 12.75 7.5 2.25 2( )S ω∆  5 0 –5

A portfolio is a three-dimensional vector ( )0 1 2  , ., Th h h h=  Its value at the ini-
tial moment equals 0 1 2    50  1 5) 0(0 .hV h h h= + +  The value at the terminal moment 
depends on the state of the world. In Table 4 the values, discounted values, gains 
and discounted gains are calculated for every possible state of the world.

Table 4. Example 1–values and gains

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

( , )hV T ω 0 1 21.05   47.25  1 62.75h h h+ + 0 1 21.05   47.25  1 57.5h h h+ + 0 1 21.05   63  1 52.25h h h+ +

( , )hV T ω 0 1 2  45  1 55h h h+ + 0 1 2  45  1 50h h h+ + 0 1 2  60  1 45h h h+ +

( )hG ω 0 1 20.05 2.75  1 2.75h h h− + 0 1 20.05 2.75   7.5h h h− + 0 1 20.05  1 3   2.25h h h+ +

( )hG ω 1 25   5h h− + 15h− 1 210 5h h−

example 2
We assume, as in Example 1, that interest rate is 5% and the prices of two risky 
assets at the initial date are 50 and 150. There are three equally possible states of 
the world and the prices at the terminal date are given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Data for example 2–prices at the terminal date

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

1( , )S T ω 42 47.25 63

2( , )S T ω 162.75 157.5 152.25

Try to calculate discounted prices, increments and discounted increments as 
well as values and gains (and their discounted counterparts). The answers are 
given in Table 6 and Table 7.

Table 6. Discounted prices and increments in Example 2

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ 1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

0( , )S T ω 1 1 1

1( , )S T ω 40 45 60

2( , )S T ω 155 150 145

0( )S ω∆ 0.05 0.05 0.05 0( )S ω∆  0 0 0

1( )S ω∆ –8 –2.75 13 1( )S ω∆  –10 –5 10

2( )S ω∆ 12.75 7.5 2.25 2( )S ω∆  5 0 –5

Table 7. Values and gains in Example 2

1ϖ 2ϖ 3ϖ

( , )hV T ω 0 1 21.05   42  1 62.75h h h+ + 0 1 21.05   47.25  1 57.5h h h+ + 0 1 21.05   63  1 52.25h h h+ +

( , )hV T ω 0 1 2  40  1 55h h h+ + 0 1 2  45  1 50h h h+ + 0 1 2  60  1 45h h h+ +

( )hG ω 0 1 20.05 8  1 2.75h h h− + 0 1 20.05 2.25   7.5h h h− + 0 1 20.05  1 3   2.25h h h+ +

( )hG ω 1 210   5h h− + 15h− 1 210 5h h−

example 3
Let us take all the data from Example 1 and assume that there is one additional 
state of the world 4ω . The sample space is now { }1 4, ,ω ωΩ = … . We assume 

that all outcomes are equally probable, thus ( ) 1  .
4iP ω =  The prices of risky as-

sets at the terminal date in the new state of the world are ( )1 4,   68.25S T ω =  
and ( )2 4,  1 47.S T ω =  The discounted prices in the additional state of the world 
are ( )1 4,   65S T ω =  and ( )2 4,  1 40.S T ω =  The increments are ( )1 4  1 8.25,S ω∆ =  

( )2 4   3,S ω∆ =−  ( )1 4  1 5S ω∆ =  and ( )2 4   10.S ω∆ =−  The value and discounted val-
ue are ( )4 0 1 2,  1 .05   68.25  1 47hV T h h hω = + +  and ( )4 0 1 2,      .65 1 40hV T h h hω = + +  
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The gain and discounted gain equal ( )4 0 1 2  0.05  1 8.25 3hG h h hω = + −  and 
( )4 1 2 1 5 10hG h hω = − .

3.1.2. arbitrage opportunity and the first fundamental theorem 
of asset Pricing

We assume that the market is “frictionless”. There are no transaction costs or tax-
es, an investor can build any portfolio he wishes – there are no restrictions on the 
size of position, unlimited short sales and borrowing are allowed. Additionally, 
the securities are perfectly divisible, which means that the investor’s positions 

ih  can take any real values.
To be economically reasonable, the model should fulfill some additional as-

sumptions. In particular, the model is unreasonable if it assumes that the inves-
tor is able to make profits without any exposure to risk. Such a possibility would 
be “a free lunch” and it is assumed that it is impossible in the real market. For-
mally, we define this as arbitrage opportunity.

A portfolio h is an arbitrage opportunity (or arbitrage strategy) if its initial 
value is zero,  0(0)  ,hV =  and its value at the terminal date satisfies

 ( )( ) 0  1 hP V T ≥ =    and   ( )( ) 0 0.hP V T > >

The arbitrage opportunity is thus a portfolio with an initial value, which al-
most surely (i.e. with probability 1) produces a non-negative final value and, 
with positive probability, its final value can be positive. In this definition the 
nominal (not discounted) values were used. However, one can also use a dis-
counted value or discounted gain to define the arbitrage opportunity.

In the model there exists an arbitrage opportunity if and only if there exists 
a portfolio h such that (0)  0,hV =  and at the terminal date its discounted val-
ue fulfills:

 ( )( ) 0  1 hP V T ≥ =    and   ( )) 0 0(h TP V > >

or there is a portfolio h such that

 ( )0  1 hP G ≥ =    and   ( )0 0.hP G > >

The last criterion, which uses discounted gain, is the easiest one to check. 
Note that in this criterion there is no assumption that initial value of the arbitrage 
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strategy should equal zero. If there is no arbitrage opportunity in the model, we 
say that the model is arbitrage-free or viable.

example 1 – cont.
We will consider if there exists an arbitrage opportunity in the model presented 
in Example 1. To this end we will make use of the last criterion based on dis-
counted gain. Discounted gains in all states of the world are calculated in Table 
3 (the last row). As all states of the world have positive probability, for the arbi-
trage strategy we should have ( ) 0hG ω ≥  for every ω . An arbitrage opportunity 
exists if and only if the following system of inequalities

 1 25   5 0,h h− + ≥

 15 0,h− ≥

 1 210 5 0h h− ≥

has a solution with at least one inequality being strict. As it is easy to check, the 
only solution to this system is 1 2    0h h= = . Thus in this model there is no arbi-
trage opportunity.

example 2 – cont.
One can easily check that for any portfolio with 1  1h =−  and 2   2h =−  we have 

( ) ( )1 3  0h hG Gω ω= =   and ( )2   5 0.hG ω = >  Thus the arbitrage opportunity exists 
in this model. If we take 0   350h = , we obtain the portfolio   (350, 1, 2)h = − −  such 
that  0(0)  ,hV =  ( ) ( )1 3,   ,   0h hV T V Tω ω= =  and ( )2,   5.25.hV T ω =  This portfolio is 
thus an arbitrage strategy.

Let us consider the same model of market as before, but assume that instead 
of real probabilities ( )P ω  of different states of the world, we have some artifi-
cial probabilities ( ).Q ω  We assume that the two probabilistic measures, P and 
Q, are equivalent, which means that ( ) 0Q ω >  for all the states of the world with 

( ) 0.P ω >  In our setup this is equivalent to the assumption that ( ) 0Q ω >  for all 
1{ , , }.Mω ω ω∈Ω = …

A probabilistic measure Q is called a martingale measure (or risk neutral 
measure) if the initial prices of all instruments are equal to the expected val-
ues (calculated with respect to Q) of their discounted terminal prices:

 
[ ] ( )

 1 
0   ( )   ( ) ( )   ( ) ( , )( .)

M
Q Q

n n n i n i
i

S E S T E T S T Q T S Tβ ω β ω
=

 = = =  ∑  (1)
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In the formula above [ ]QE ⋅  is an expected value calculated for the prob-
ability measure Q. It should be noted that the martingale measure is always con-
nected with the numéraire that is used. We can always change the numéraire 
and, if there exists a martingale measure for standard numéraire 0S , there is also 
a probability measure in which initial prices of all securities (measured in the 
units of numéraire) are expected values of their prices. For example, suppose 
that asset 1 can serve as a numéraire (i.e. its final prices is always positive, 

1( ) 0).S T >  Let us define probability measure 1Q  as follows:

 

11

1 0

( )( )
(

,  (
0) ( , )

).S TQ Q
S S T

ωω ω
ω

=  (2)

One can easily check that probabilities 1Q  are positive and that they sum up 
to 1:

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( )111
1

1 0 1 1 1  1  1 

1

1

,, 1    ,
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,

 1 0
0

.)
( )
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i i i i

ii i i

E S TS T
Q Q S T Q

S S T S S
S
S

ωω
ω ω ω ω

ω= = =

  = = = =

= =
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If we denote by 1[ ]E ⋅  the expected value calculated for the probability mea-
sure 1,Q  we can make the following derivations:
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Thus we have:

 
1

1 1

(0) ( )
(0

 
)

 
) (

,n n TS SE
S TS

 
=  

 

which is an equivalent of equation (1) for the asset 1 as a numéraire. The prob-
abilities 1Q  are called martingale measure for the numéraire S1. Similarly, one 
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can define martingale measures 2,Q  3,Q  … and so on–for any security that 
can serve as a numéraire. The martingale measure Q , connected with the stan-
dard numéraire 0S  will be called simply “risk-neutral measure” or “martingale 
measure” (without any addition).

There exists a deep relationship between the existence of arbitrage opportu-
nity in the model and martingale measures. It is known as “First Fundamental 
Theorem”, which states that existence of an arbitrage opportunity and existence 
of martingale measure are mutually exclusive.

First Fundamental Theorem. The model of financial market is arbitrage-free 
if and only if there exists a martingale measure, i.e. the probability measure Q  
for which the following equation holds for all securities:

 
[ ]

0

( )0     ( ) ( ) .
(

( )
)

nQ Q
n n

S TS E E T S T
S T

β
 

= = 
 

 (3)

This rule can be also reformulated as follows. The model is arbitrage-free if 
for any security mS  that can serve as a numéraire there exists a probability 
measure mQ  such that

 

( )  (0) .
( )

(0) nm
n m

m

S TS S E
S T

 
=  

 
 (4)

The economic interpretation of equations (3) and (4) is that initial prices of 
securities are obtained as the expected value (under appropriate probability mea-
sure Q  or mQ ) of the final prices of assets, discounted with the chosen nu-
méraire. The equation (3) is also referred to as the “risk-neutral” pricing for-
mula. The proof of the theorem is rather simple and is based on the mathematical 
result known as “separating hyperplane theorem”. The proof can be found, e.g. 
in (Bingham & Kiesel, 2004; Elliott & Kopp, 1999; Pliska, 1997).

The other question is how to find martingale probabilities, if such a measure 
exists in the model. One can try to calculate them directly from the definition – 
using equations (1) or (3). We can also transform these equations. Using the defi-
nition of increments of discounted prices, (  ( ),) 0n n nTS S S∆ = −     we obtain the 
following condition:

 
  0Q

nE S ∆ = 
    for all  1 , , .n N= …  (5)
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example 1 – cont.
We will try to obtain a risk-neutral measure in the model presented in Example 1. 
To this end, we will use the condition (4). Let us denote by 1q , 2q  and 3q  mar-
tingale probabilities of the states of the world 1ω , 2ω  and 3ω , respectively. Re-
writing equation (5) for  1 , 2n =  and using the condition that probabilities should 
sum up to 1, we obtain the following system of linear equations:

 1 2 35 5  1 0   0,q q q− − + =

 1 35 5   0,q q− =

 1 2 3     1 .q q q+ + =

The only solution to this system is 1 2 3
1      .
3

q q q= = =  Thus in the martingale 

measure all states of the world are equally probable. One can easily check that 
the martingale probabilities fulfill also equation (3). In the model there is a mar-
tingale measure, so the model is arbitrage-free, as we have already checked 
in a more direct way.

Let us consider now taking 1S  as a numéraire. Using equation (2) we can cal-
culate the martingale measure for this numéraire. Denote by 1

1 ,q  1
2q  and 1

3q  the 
martingale probabilities of subsequent states of the world. We have:

 
1 1
1 2

47.25 1      0.3,
50 1.05 3

q q= = ⋅ =
⋅

 
1
3

63 1    0.4.
50 1.05 3

q = ⋅ =
⋅

One can easily check that the obtained probabilities indeed are a martingale 
measure for the numéraire 1,S  i.e. they fulfill condition (3). For example, taking 

  2n =  we obtain:

 

21
1 2

1

( ) 162.75 157.5 152.25(0)   50 0.3  0.3  0.4   50 3 1 50  
( ) 47.25 4

(0).
7.25 63

S TS E S
S T

   = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ = =     

To check this condition for security 0S  is left as an exercise.
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example 2 – cont.
One can use the equation (5) to form a system of linear equations, similar to 

that in example 1. The only solution to the system is 1
1  ,
2

q =  2   0,q =  3
1  .
2

q =  

The only measure that satisfies the condition (5) is thus ( ) ( )1 3
1    ,
2

Q Qω ω= =  

( )2   0.Q ω =  This is a well-defined probability measure, but it fails to satisfy the 
assumption that a martingale measure should be equivalent to the real measure 
P. In this case measure Q is not a risk-neutral measure because one of the prob-
abilities is not positive. Thus, according to the First Fundamental Theorem, the 
model is not arbitrage-free.

example 3 – cont.
In the model presented in Example 3 the discounted increments of prices in the 
states of the world 1 3, , ω ω…  are the same as in Example 1. The discounted in-
crements of prices in state of the world 4ω  are ( )1 4  1 5S ω∆ =  and ( )2 4   10.S ω∆ =−  
The condition (5) leads to the following system of equations:

 1 2 3 45 5 10 15   0,q q q q+− =+−

 1 3 45 5 10   0,q q q− − =

 1 2 3 4       1 q q q q+ + + = .

The system has more than one solution. Solving it, one can obtain that set of 
the solutions:

 

1 1 3 1 1 1, ,1 2 , : , .
2 2 2 2 3 2

q q q q q    − − − ∈    
    

In this case there is no single martingale measure. There are many such measures 
– in fact, infinitely many. All martingale measures can be expressed as a combina-

tion of two “extreme” measures 0Q  and 1Q , where ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 2 0 3
1      ,
3

Q Q Qω ω ω= = =  

( )0 4   0Q ω =  and ( )1 1
1  ,
2

Q ω =  ( )1 3   0,Q ω =  ( ) ( )1 2 1 4
1    .
4

Q Qω ω= =  Then every mea-

sure Qλ , defined as ( ) ( ) ( )0 1  1   ( ) Q Q Qλ ω λ ω λ ω= − + for (0,1),λ ∈  is a martingale 
measure. Note that the measures 0Q  and 1Q  are not martingale measures, as 
they assign probability zero to some states of the world.
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3.1.3. replication and completeness of the market

In the model we have  1 N +  securities, whose initial prices are given and whose 
values at the terminal date can be random. Usually one assumes than the termi-
nal price of the first instrument ( )0S  is known in advance and the future prices 
of all other N  instruments are random. We assume that these securities are cor-
rectly priced by the market. We will consider the following problem. We con-
sider a financial instrument that was not traded in the market previously. We 
assume that cash flows connected with this new instrument will take place at 
the terminal moment T  and that these cash flows can depend on the state of the 
world. The seller of the instrument promises the buyer to pay him at the date T  
the amount ( )X ω  if the true state of the world turns out to be ω . If ( )X ω  is 
negative, we interpret it as the sum that the buyer is to pay the seller. Thus in the 
further considerations we can treat a derivative instrument or contingent claim 
as a random variable defined on :Ω

 : .X RΩ →

example 4
Consider a European call option, which gives the owner a right (but not an ob-
ligation) to buy a unit of underlying asset in the future (at execution date T) at 
a predetermined strike price K. The option will be executed only if at the execu-
tion date the price of the underlying asset is higher than the strike price. Other-
wise it is worthless to the holder. The payoffs of the option are thus given by the 
following formula:

 ( )  ( )  ) ,( ,X S T Kω ω += −

where ( , )S T ω  is the price of the underlying asset at the moment T in the state 
of the world ω  and the plus in the superscript means a nonnegative value of the 
expression, i.e. for any expression x  the symbol   x +  denotes   max{0, }.x x+ =

On the other hand, a European put option gives the owner a right to sell 
a unit of underlying asset at a predetermined strike price. The transaction may 
take place at the specified date (the execution date T ). The owner will execute 
the option only if at the execution date the price of the underlying asset is low-
er than the price in the contract. The payoff is thus given by

 ( )  ( )  , ) .(X K S Tω ω += −
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Let us take the model presented in Example 1 and consider three derivative 
instruments: a call option on the first asset with the strike price   50,K =  a put 
option with the same strike prices, and an option which gives the right to buy at 
the terminal date a basket consisting of one unit of asset 1 and one unit of asset 2 
for the price 200. We will denote these contingent claims by 1X , 2X  and 3,X  
respectively. As it is easy to calculate, the payoffs of these claims are

 

( )
1

1
2

3

0,   ,
  0,   ,

13,   ,
X

ω ω
ω ω ω

ω ω

=
= =
 =

 ( )
1

2
2

3

2.75,   ,
  2.75,   ,

0,   ,
X

ω ω
ω ω ω

ω ω

=
= =
 =

 

( )
1

3
2

3

10,   ,
  4.75,   ,

15.25,   .
X

ω ω
ω ω ω

ω ω

=
= =
 =

We will also consider the same instruments in the model presented in Ex-
ample 3, with additional state of the world, 4ω . The payoffs of contingent claim 
we consider in the additional state of the world are ( )1

4  1 8.25,X ω =  ( )2
4   0X ω =  

and ( )3
4  1 5.25.X ω =

The natural question to ask is the problem of derivative instruments pric-
ing. We know the payoffs that the instrument could bring in the future in differ-
ent states of the world and we can ask what should be the current fair price of 
this instrument. The fundamental finding in the pricing of derivative instruments 
is the notion of replication, which gives the methods for establishing a unique 
fair price for some of the contingent claims.

A portfolio h  replicates a contingent claim X  if its final value is equal to 
the payoff of X  in all possible states of the world, i.e.

 ,  (  ( ))hV T Xω ω=  for all .ω ∈Ω  (6)

A contingent claim for which there exists a replicating portfolio is called at-
tainable. In case of an attainable claim, one can calculate the correct price as-
suming that the new financial instrument should not create arbitrage opportuni-
ties.

example 5
A forward contract is an agreement which gives its owner the right and obliga-
tion to buy an underlying asset in the future (at the moment T) for a specified 
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price K. If the underlying asset in the contract is the first security, 1S , then the 
payoffs of the forward contract are equal to

 1  ( ) .X S T K= −

Let us assume that the numéraire 0S  is the risk-free bond, whose price at the 
initial moment is 0 (0) 1 S =  and the final price is equal to 0  1  ( )  ,S rT = +  where r  

it the risk-free rate. Consider the following portfolio   ,1
1  

Kh
r

 = − + 
 in which we 

buy one unit of the underlying asset and borrow / (1  )K r− +  units of curren-
cy. The value of this portfolio at the terminal date T equals 1 ( ,) ( ) hV S T KT = −  
so it is equal to the payoff of the forward contract – regardless of the final price 
of the security 1S .

We claim that the initial price of the forward should be equal to the initial 

value of the portfolio h , 1(0) (0)  .
1  

h KV S
r

= −
+

 Indeed, if the initial price of the 

forward is higher, say 0 (0),hX V>  then one can sell the forward (take a short 
position in the contract) and use the money to buy the portfolio h. At the termi-
nal date T the money from the portfolio allows to pay for the claims connected 
with the short position in the contract. The difference 0 (0)hX V−  is a riskless 
gain for the investor. On the other hand, if the initial price of the forward con-
tract is lower than the initial value of the portfolio h , 0 (0),hX V<  the inves-
tor can take a long position in the contract and sell the portfolio h , i.e. create 

the portfolio with the opposite positions:   , 1 .
1  

Kh
r

 − = − + 
 In practical terms this 

means selling short one unit of the security 1S  and investing the amount 
1  

K
r+

 

in the riskless asset. At the terminal data the payoffs from the contract and the 
value of the portfolio cancel each other out. The difference 0(0)hV X−  is the 
risk-free gain. Thus the only price of the contract for which there is no arbitrage 
opportunity is 0   (0).hX V=

In real market practice the forward contracts are exchanged without any pay-
ments at time 0. Both parties of the contract negotiate over the price K  that is 

specified in the contract. Thus the contract will be fairly priced if 1   0.
1 

(0)
 

KS
r

− =
+

 
As one can easily calculate, the delivery price should be thus

 1  (1  ).() 0K r S= +  (7)

The equation (7) defines a fair forward price for an underlying asset 1.S
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Based on Example 5 we can formulate a more general method of pricing, 
known as “the Law of One Price”. Generally, it states that if two financial instru-
ments bring the same payoffs at the end of investment period, then their initial 
prices should also be the same. Otherwise there is an arbitrage opportunity in the 
market. Here we state this law in the context of derivative instrument pricing.

Law of One Price. If a portfolio h replicates an attainable contingent claim X, 
then there is a unique fair price for X at the moment 0, which is equal to the 
initial value of the portfolio h:

 0     (0).(0)hX V h S= = ⋅

example 4 – cont.
Consider the derivative instrument 1X –the call option on the first asset with 
the strike price of 50. We will try to find a replication portfolio for this contin-
gent claim. If we consider the model presented in Example 1, the definition of 
replication portfolio, given in equation (6), leads to the following system of lin-
ear equations:

 0 1 21.05   47.25  1 62.75   0,h h h+ + =

 0 1 21.05   47.25  1 57.5   0,h h h+ + =  (8)

 0 1 21.05   63  1 52.25  1 3.h h h+ + =

Its solution is 0   37.14,h =−  1   0.8254,h =  2   0.h =  Thus the derivative instru-
ment is attainable and according to the Law of One Price its initial price should 
be

 
1
0   37.14  0.8254 50  0 150  4.13.X =− + ⋅ + ⋅ =

Note that the replicating portfolio does not contain the second security, 2.S
Consider the same derivative instrument in the model from Example 3. 

Searching for a replicating portfolio leads us to the system of equations (8) with 
one additional equation:

 0 1 21.05   68.25  1 47  1 8.25.h h h+ + =  (9)

As one can easily check, the new system does not have a solution, as the only 
solution of (8), i.e.   ( 37.14,0.8254, 0)h = −  does not fulfill the equation (9). Thus 
the contingent claim 1X  is not attainable in the model from Example 3.
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Exercise 1. Find replicating portfolios for derivative instruments 2X  and 3X  
from Example 4, assuming the model from Example 1.

Exercise 2. Show that a contingent claim in the model from Example 3 is attainable, 
only if its payoffs fulfill the condition ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 42 4   3   0.X X X Xω ω ω ω− − + =  
A hint: consider the system of equations (8) with RHS (right hand side) defined 
by ( )1 3, , ( ).X Xω ω…  Find its general solution and find the value of ( )4X ω  
for which equation (9) is fulfilled.

The Law of One Price is applicable only to derivatives that can be repli-
cated. It would be advantageous if we knew the simple criterion that allows us 
to check if the derivative instrument is attainable or not. Such a criterion exists, 
and indeed is a very simple one, for a special class of models. We call a model 
of market complete (or call the market itself complete) if all contingent claims 
are attainable.

Later we will establish a criterion to check if a market is complete. For now let 
us make the following observation. In the market model with M possible states 
of the world any contingent claim X has M possible payoffs in different states 
of the world. Finding a replicating portfolio requires solving a system of M lin-
ear equations:

 ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 1 1 1 1 11,   1,     1,   ( ),N NS h S h S h Xω ω ω ω+ + … + =

 …………………………………………………………………

 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 1 11,   1,     1,   ( ).M M N M N MS h S h S h Xω ω ω ω+ + … + =

The system of equation has a solution only if the number of variables is 
greater or equal to the number of equations. This gives us a “role of thumb” 
for checking completeness. If the number of independent assets in the model is 
smaller than the number of states of the world, then the model is incomplete. 
That is why the model from Example 3 is incomplete. It has four possible states 
of the world and only three securities.

3.1.4. Martingale pricing

We will describe another approach to pricing of derivative instruments. We as-
sume that there is no arbitrage opportunity in the model, and thus, according to 
the First Fundamental Theorem, there is a martingale measure Q. Consider an at-
tainable contingent claim X  with the replicating portfolio h. According to the 
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Law of One Price, the initial price of X  should be equal to the initial value of 
the portfolio h . We can perform the following calculations:
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In this way we have obtained the simple formula for the prices of deriva-
tive instrument.

Martingale Pricing. If X  is an attainable instrument, then its unique fair price 
at the moment   0t =  is

 [ ]0   ( ) ,QX E T Xβ=  (10)

where Q is any martingale measure.

In the Martingale Pricing formula the expectation is calculated with respect 
to a martingale measure Q. As we have seen in Example 3, there can be more 
such measures. Howwever, this is not a problem, since it does not matter which 
measure we choose. The expected value will be the same.

In deriving equation (10) we have taken the riskless asset 0S  as the numérai-
re. Let us now assume that the numéraire is ,mS  which requires that ( ) 0mS t >  
for all t  and all the possible states of the world. The model is arbitrage-free, thus 
there exists a martingale measure mQ  for mS  as the numéraire. Let us take any 
attainable derivative instrument X  and calculate the fair price 0X  for this in-
strument:

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )0 0
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0

N N Nn nh m
n n m n m n
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We have obtained in this way another formulation of the Martingale Pric-
ing rule.

Martingale Pricing. If X  is an attainable instrument, then its unique fair price 
fulfills the following condition:

 

0   
(0) ( )

m

m m

X XE
S S T

 
=  

 
, (11)

where the expectation mE  is calculated with respect to martingale measure 
mQ  for the numéraire mS .

example 4 – cont.
Let us consider again the pricing of the derivative instrument 1X  (a call op-
tion on the first asset) in the mode1 from example 1. The model is free of arbi-

trage and its unique martingale measure is ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3
1      .
3

Q Q Qω ω ω= = =  Using the 

equation (10) we can calculate the fair price of 1:X

 
1
0

1 0 1 0 1 13        4.13.
31.05 31.05 31.05

X = + + =

We can also use the first risky asset, 1S , as the numéraire. The martingale 
measure for this numéraire is ( ) ( )1 2    0.3,Q Qω ω= =  ( )3   0.4.Q ω =  Thus

 

1
0 0 0 13  0.3   0.3   0.4   0.08254.

50 47.25 47.25 63
X

= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ =

The fair price of the option equals 1
0   50 0.08254  4.13.X = ⋅ =

Exercise 3. Calculate the fair prices of the contingent claims 2X  and 3X  from 
Example 4. Assume that the model from Example 1 is true. Make calculations 
using 0S  and 1S  as the numéraire.

Martingale Pricing rule is applicable only to attainable contingent claims 
and it gives no information how to price a non-attainable derivative instrument 
in the market model without arbitrage opportunity. As it turns out, one cannot 
set a unique fair price for a contingent claim that is not attainable. However, it 
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is possible to establish a range of possible prices that do not allow for arbitrage. 
One can do this by considering portfolios that give good approximation to the 
payoffs of the instrument.

Let us consider a contingent claim X. A portfolio h super-replicates X if its 
final value is no lower than the payoffs of X in all possible states of the world, 
i.e. ) .(hV T X≥  A portfolio that super-replicates a contingent claim X provides 
enough money to secure possible payoffs of X. Thus if the price of derivative 
instrument is higher than the initial value of super-replicating portfolio, there ex-
ists an opportunity for arbitrage. One can sell the contingent claim X and create 
the super-replicating portfolio h. The money from the portfolio will cover the 
payoffs connected with X. The difference between the price of the contingent 
claim and the value of the super-replicating portfolio is a riskless gain for the in-
vestor. Thus an initial value of any super-replicating portfolio is an upper bound 
on the price of the derivative claim.

On the other hand, we say that a portfolio h sub-replicates a contingent claim 
X if its final value never exceeds the payoffs of X, i.e. ) .(hV T X≤  Using argu-
mentation analogous to the one from the previous paragraph, we can show that 
the fair price of the contingent claim cannot be lower than the initial value of 
a sub-replication portfolio. Sub-replicating portfolios set a lower bounds on the 
possible prices of a contingent claim.

Super- and sub-replicating portfolios set an interval for possible fair prices of 
a contingent claim. The price should not exceed the initial value of the cheapest 
super-replicating portfolio, and, on the other hand, it should be no lower than the 
initial value of the most expensive one from sub-replicating portfolios. As it 
turns out, the limitations on the fair price for a contingent claim can be also ex-
pressed using martingale measures.

The bounds on prices for a contingent claim. The fair price of any deriva-
tive instrument X  should lie in the interval 0 0, ,b aX X    where 0

bX  is the bid 
price or buyer’s price, defined as

 0 0max{ :  sub-replicat= es },b hX V h X

and 0
aX  is the ask price or seller’s price:

 0 0min{ :  super-replicat= es }.a hX V h X

The bid and ask prices can be also calculated with the following formulae:
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0   ],[maxa Q

Q
X E Xβ

∈
=

Q
 (12)

 
0   [ ].minb Q

Q
X E Xβ

∈
=

Q
  (13)

where Q is the set of all martingale measures.

example 4 – cont.
Consider the contingent claim 1X  (a call option on the first security) in the 
model presented in Example 1. As we have shown, the model is not complete 
and the derivative instrument is not attainable. Thus there is no unique fair price 
for this instrument. However, we can set bounds on possible prices, using formu-
lae (12) and (13). The set of all risk-neutral measures is given by

 

1 1 3 1 1 1  , ,1 2 , : , .
2 2 2 2 3 2

q q q q q    = − − − ∈    
    

Q

The expected value of discounted payoffs is

 
( )13 18.25 3 1 55 155  0  0  1 2       

1.05 1.05 2 2
[ ]

42 42
QE X q q qβ  = + + − + − = + 

 

and it obtains minimal and maximal values for 1  
3

q =  and 1  
2

q = , respective-

ly. The bid price equals 1
0

55 1 155 8      4   4.13
42 3 42 63

bX = ⋅ + = =  and the ask price is 

1
0

55 1 155 29      4   4.35.
42 2 42 84

aX = ⋅ + = =

One can also use the fact that any martingale measure in this model can be ex-
pressed as a linear combination of two “extreme” measures 0Q  and 1Q . Taking 

expectation with respect to these measures, we obtain 0 1 1 13    4.13
3 1.05

E Xβ  = ⋅ =   

and 1 1 1 18.25    4.35.
4 1.05

E Xβ  = ⋅ =   The market price of the option 1X  should be 

between 4.13 and 4.35. Otherwise there is an arbitrage opportunity.
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Exercise 4. Calculate the bounds on prices of the contingent claims 2X  and 3X  
from Example 4. Assume that the model from example 3 is true.

3.1.5. second fundamental theorem of asset Pricing

Recall that a model is called complete if every contingent claim is attainable. At 
the end of section 3.1.3 we indicated that a market model can be complete only 
if the number of financial instruments is at least equal to the number of possible 
future states of the world. Here we express the condition for completeness of 
a model in terms of martingale measure.

If a contingent claim is attainable, it has a unique fair price. This means that 
its bid and ask prices are equal. According to the equations (12) and (13) such 
situation is possible only if the expected values of the discounted payoffs from 
the instrument are the same, regardless of the martingale measure that is used. 
On the other hand, if for a given contingent claim X  the expected value of 
its discounted payoffs, [ ],QE Xβ  is the same for every martingale measure, 
then the bid price equals the ask price. This means that the cheapest super-rep-
licating portfolio coincides with the most expensive sub-replicating portfolio, 
which in turn means that the contingent claim is attainable.

Assume that the model is viable and let Q be the set of all martingale mea-
sures. A contingent claim X  is attainable if and only if the expected value 

[ ]QE Xβ  is the same for any .Q ∈Q

If the set of all martingale measures consists of only one element, then the 
expected values of discounted payoffs from any instrument X, [ ]QE Xβ  are 
also one-element sets, which means that any derivative instrument is attain-
able. The model is complete. On the other hand, if there is more than one 
martingale measure, then there exists an instrument for which the expected 
values of discounted payoffs are different. Suppose, for example, that there are 
two different martingale measures 1Q  and 2Q . There is a state of the world, 
say kω , for which these two probabilities differ, i.e. ( )1 2 ( ).k kQ Qω ω≠  Define 
a contingent claim X  as follows. Let ( ) 1 /kX ω β=  and ( )  0X ω =  for any oth-
er state of the world ω . Then we have ( ) ( )1 1 2 2 ] [  [ ] k kE X Q Q E Xβ ω ω β= ≠ =  
and therefore the contingent claim X  is not attainable. Thus the model is 
not complete. We have obtained the following result, known as the Second 
Fundamental Theorem.
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Second Fundamental Theorem. Assume that the model is viable. The model 
is complete if and only if there exists only one martingale measure, i.e. the set 
Q is a singleton.

Considering again the models presented in examples 1 and 3, we can notice 
the difference between them. In the model from example 1 there is only one 
risk-neutral measure. Thus, according to the Second Fundamental Theorem, the 
model is complete. In the model from example 3 there are many (in fact–infi-
nitely many) martingale measures. The model is viable but not arbitrage-free.

3.2. Pricing in multi-period models

A realistic model of financial markets should assume that there are more than two 
moments in which trade can take place. Here we extend the analysis from the 
previous subchapter to the situation in which there are many possible trading 
dates. We consider here only models with discrete and finite sets of trading dates 
and possible states of the world.

3.2.1. Multi-period stochastic model of market

We assume that between the initial date 0 and the terminal date T  there are 
T  periods of equal length. The trade on securities can take place only at 
the moments 0, 1, …, 1T − , T. The planning horizon for an investor is thus 

  {0, 1, , 1, }.T T= … −T  There are  1 N +  assets and the security 0S  is a risk-free 
bond or bank account. This security is the default numéraire. Its initial value is 

0 (0) 1 S =  and in each period its price grows at a risk-free rate 1tr > − , which is 
known in advance at the moment 1.t −  The price of 0S  at the moment t equals

 ( )( ) ( )0 1 2  1  1  .( )  1  tS r r rt = + + +

In general, the risk-free interest rate can change randomly. If the riskless 
interest rate is constant,   ,tr r=  then the price of 0S  at the moment t equals 

0   (1 ( )  ) .tS t r= +  The discount factor β  is defined as 0( ) 1 / ( ).t S tβ =  In case of 
a constant risk-free rate, the discount factor equals ( ) (1  ) .tt rβ −= +

The other securities are risky. The initial prices are known at time 0. The price 
( )kS t  of stock k  at time t  is a random variable and its value is known only at 
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time t  and depends on the particular state of the world which appears on the mar-
ket. The sequence of prices (0),kS  (1),kS  …, ( )kS T  is a stochastic process. We 

write ( )0 1( ) (( )  , ,) , ( )  T
Nt tS t S S S t= …  to denote a stock price vector at moment 

t. The sequence of price vectors at the subsequent moments is a (N + 1)-dimen-
sional stochastic process. We also define a stochastic process that describe dis-

counted prices ( ) ( )0 1 1( ) ( ) ( )( ) , , , ( ) (1, ( ) , , ) .( )
T T

N Nt t t t tS t S S S t S t Sβ β= …=…   

The possible states of the world ω  are complete scenarios of price chang-
es up to the terminal date T. One can identify them with possible trajectories 
of prices. At any moment t  an investor knows only partial history up to this 
moment. The information available to an investor at subsequent moments 
is described by a sequence of σ-algebras 0F , 1F , …, TF . Each σ-algebra 

tF  contains events that are known by the moment t . It is assumed that 
0   { , },F = ∅ Ω  i.e. at moment 0 we have no information about future changes 

in prices. The σ-algebra TF  consists of all subsets of the set ,Ω  which means 
that at the terminal date we know everything. We know exactly which state 
of the world was realized. For any moment t  in the middle of the planning 
horizon sets in the σ-algebra tF  consist of these ω ∈Ω  for which partial 
price history up to the moment t  is the same. Thus, for example, 1F  con-
tains all sets of scenarios for which prices at moment 1 are the same. The 
σ-algebra 2F  consists of the sets of scenarios in which prices at moments 1 
and 2 are the same, etc.

example 6
There are two periods. The risk-free rate is constant and equal to 0.05r = . 
Thus the prices of the risk-free bond (default numéraire) are 0 1(0) ,S =  

0 (1) 1.05,S =  2
0 1.05 1.(2) 1025.S = =  There is only one risky asset and its ini-

tial price is ( )1 0  1 00S = . At each moment the price of the stock can either rise 
by 20% or fall by 10%, with equal probability. Possible prices at moment 1 
are 1  01) 2( 1 S =  and 1  .1) 0(  9S =  Possible prices at moment 2 are 1  42) ,( 1 4S =  

1  82) 0( 1 S =  and 1  .2) 1(  8S =  The possible trajectories of price changes are pre-
sented in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents possible evolution of discounted prices, i.e. 
prices divided by 1.05 at moment 1 and by 2(1.05)  at moment 2.

There are four possible scenarios, thus the sampling space is 1 2 3 4{ , , , }.ω ω ω ωΩ =  
At the initial moment 0 an investor knows nothing, so 0   { , }.F = ∅ Ω  At moment 1 
an investor can distinguish between the scenario in which the price of the asset 
equals 120 (the set 1 2{ , }ω ω ) and the scenario with the price at moment 1 equalling 
90 (the set 3 4{ , }ω ω ). The information at moment 1 is described by the σ-alge bra 

{ }{ }1 1 2 3 4  , , , , { , } .F ω ω ω ω= ∅ Ω  At moment 2 the investor knows exactly which sce-
nario has been realized. He knows the trajectory of price up to the final moment 2. 
The σ-algebra 2F  consists of all subsets of .Ω
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example 7
We consider a market model with two periods. The risk-free rate is 5%. There 
are two risky securities on the market and their initial prices are 1  00) 0( 1 S =  and 

2  .0) 0(  5S =  At moments 0 and 1 there are possible three types of price move-
ments. The prices of stocks can grow. In this case the price of the first stock 
grows with rate 15% and of the second stock grows with rate 10%. The prices 
can fall – at rate of 20% for the first stock and at rate of 5% for the second stock. 
The third possibility is that the prices remain at the same level.

Possible states of the world are connected with trajectories of prices. For ex-
ample, if the prices grow in both periods, then the trajectory of prices of risky 
securities is 1  51) ,( 1 1S =  2  ,1) 5(  5S =  1  1 32(2 5) .2 ,S =  2   60.5.(2)S =  If the prices 
grow in the first period and remain constant in period 2, the trajectory of prices 
is ( )1 1  1 15S = , ( )2 1   55S = , ( )1 2  1 15S = , ( )2 2   55S = . At moment 1 only the pric-
es at this moment and historical prices are known. Thus those two trajectories 
are indistinguishable.

Figure 2. The model from Example 6–evolution of discounted prices

1(0) 100S �

1(1) 120S �

1(1) 90S �

1(2) 144S �

1(2) 108S �

1(2) 108S �

1(2) 81S �

Figure 1. The model from Example 6–possible trajectories of prices
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Exercise 5. Draw all possible trajectories in the model from example 7. Check 
that the sample space in this model consists of 9 states of the world (possible 
paths of prices), i.e. 1 2 9{ ,  ,  ,  }ω ω ωΩ = … . Which states of the world are distin-
guishable at moment 1?

In the multi-period model an investor can adjust his portfolio at any moment 
of time. Moreover, in doing this he can account for changes in the current market 
situation. In a single-period model trading consists of buying a portfolio at mo-
ment 0 and selling it at the terminal moment T. In models with several periods 
an investor buys an initial portfolio at moment 0 and then is allowed to change 
it at intermediate moments 1 , 2, …, 1T − . At moment 1t −  an investor choos-
es a portfolio ( )0 1( ) (( )  ,  ,) , ( )  T

Nt th t h h h t= …  and holds it until the next trading 
moment  1 t + . The sequence of portfolios forms a stochastic process–an inves-
tor does not know at the initial moment what portfolios he will buy at the next 
time steps. The stochastic process is predictable, i.e. the value ( )h t  is known at 
moment 1.t −  Thus we come to the following definitions.

A trading strategy h is an (N  +  1)-dimensional predictable stochastic pro-
cess describing the holdings of the investor from moment 1t −  to moment t. We 
also define (0)  (1).h h=  The value process of the trading strategy at moment t is 
given by

   0
  ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ).)

N
h

n n
n

V h t S t h tt S t
=

= ⋅ = ∑

Notice that the value ( )hV t  is the value of the portfolio transferred from mo-
ment 1,t −  i.e. the value before the trading at moment t. The value of the trading 
strategy h after the trading at moment t equals

 
  

  0
  (  1 ) ( ) (  1 )( ) ( ).

N
h

n n
n

V h t S tt h t S t+
=

= + ⋅ = +∑

The gain process from the trading strategy h  is defined as

  1  1   0
( )  ( ) ( ) (s) ( ),

t t N
h

n n
s s n

G t h s S s h S s
= = =

= ⋅ ∆ = ∆∑ ∑ ∑

where ( ) ( )( )  1n n nS t S St t∆ = − −  and ( )0( )  ( ), , .S ( ) T
NS t S t t∆ = ∆ … ∆  We define 

also the discounted value of the trading strategy – i.e. the value measured in the 
units of the numéraire:
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   0
  ( ) ( )  ( ) ( ) ( ) () ).(

N
h h

n n
n

V t V t h t S tt h t S tβ
=

= = ⋅ = ∑ 

The discounted value after the trading at moment t  equals

 
    

  0
  ( ) ( )  (  1 ( ) ) ( ) (  1 ) ( ).

N
h h

n n
n

tV t V t h t S t h t S tβ+ +
=

= = + ⋅ = +∑ 

The discounted gain process is defined as

  1  1   0
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),

t t N
h

n n
s s n

G t h s S s h S ss
= = =

= ⋅ = ∆∆∑ ∑ ∑  

where ( ) 1( ) ( ).n n ntS t S S t∆ = − −  

We consider a class of such trading strategies in which an investor put his 
own money only at the initial moment and later he does not add or withdraw any 
funds. All changes in investor’s wealth are the results of changes of the prices 
in the market. For such strategies at any moment of time t the value of the strat-
egy before and after transactions is equal. We call an investment strategy self-
-financing if for any moment t the following condition is fulfilled:

     ( ).( )h hV t V t+ =  (14)

The value of a self-financing trading strategy changes only due to a profit 
or loss on investments. By simple bookkeeping calculations it can be shown that 
a trading strategy is self-financing if and only if the following condition is met:

 ( ) (0    ( )) .h h htV V G t= +  (15)

The condition can be also expressed with the use of discounted process-
es. A trading strategy is self-financing if and only if

 ( ) (0)   ). (h h htV V tG= +    (16)

Exercise 6. Prove that equation (15) is a consequence of (14).

Exercise 7. Prove that equations (15) and (16) are equivalent.
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example 6 – cont.
Consider again the model from Example 6. Assume that an investor at the initial 
moment buys two stocks and takes a loan to finance it. His initial portfolio is 

(1)  ( 200, 2)h = −  and its value at the moment 0 equals  0(0)  .hV =  At moment 1 the 
money debt rises to 210. The value of portfolio before the trading takes place 
equals either   240 210(1   0) 3 ,hV = − =  if the stock price has risen to 120 (i.e. in the 
states of the world 1ω  and 2ω ), or  1 80(1) 210  30.hV = − =−  Assume also that the 
investor has decided at   0t =  that if stock price rises, he will buy an additional 
share, and if it falls, he will sell one share. If his strategy is to be self-financing, 
then in case of the rise it should fulfill the condition 01.05   360  302) ,(h + =  and 

0   2(2 2 / .) 00 7h =−  The portfolio created at moment 1 for the states of the world 

1ω  and 2ω  is 2200(2)  , 3 .
7

h  = − 
 

 If the price falls, the portfolio should fulfill the 

condition 01.05   90(2)   30,h + =−  thus 0   (2) 800 / 7h =−  and the portfolio created at 

moment 1 is 800(2) ,1 .
7

h  = − 
 

The final value of the strategy h depends on the state of the world:

 
( ) ( )2

1
22002,   1.05   3 144  85.5,

7
hV ω =− + ⋅ =

 

( ) ( )2
2

22002,   1.05   3 108  22.5,
7

hV ω =− + ⋅ =−

 
( ) ( )2

3
8002,   1.05  1 108  18,

7
hV ω =− + ⋅ =−

 
( ) ( )2

4
8002,   1.05  1 81  45.

7
hV ω =− + ⋅ =−

3.2.2. no-arbitrage and martingale measures

Here we consider an idea of arbitrage in a model with multiple time periods. The 
main concept is the same as in single-period models: an arbitrage is an opportu-
nity to obtain profits without bearing any risk. Of course, in a realistic model of 
financial market, there should be no possibility for such strategies. In contrary 
to single period models, we define an arbitrage opportunity rather in terms of 
strategies then single portfolios.
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An investment strategy h  is an arbitrage opportunity if it is self-financing, 
its initial value is zero, (0)  0hV =  and its value at terminal date satisfies:

 ( )( ) 0  1 hP V T ≥ =    and   ( )( ) 0 0.hV TP > >

If in a model such a strategy does not exist, then the model is arbitrage--free 
or viable.

As in the case of a single-period model, the existence of an arbitrage oppor-
tunity can be expressed also using a discounted value process or a discounted 
gain process.

There exists an arbitrage opportunity in the model, if and only if there exists 
a self-financing trading strategy h such that (0)  0hV =  and at the terminal data 
its discounted value fulfills:

 ( )( ) 0  1 hP V T ≥ =    and   ( )) 0 0(h TP V > >

or there is a portfolio h  such that

 ( )0  1 hP G ≥ =    and   ( )0 0.hP G > >

As we have seen in case of single-period models, there is a close connection be-
tween viability of the market and risk-neutral measures. Similar connection exists 
in a multi-period model. However, now the meaning of a risk-neutral measure has 
changed. In the multi-period models it concerns stochastic processes.

A probabilistic measure Q is called a martingale measure (or risk-neutral 
measure) if the discounted prices of all the instruments are martingales, i.e. 
their current discounted prices are equal to expected values of future discount-
ed prices

 [ ]|   ( )) ( ) |( ( )Q Q
n n s n sS E S F E t S Fs t tβ  = =   (17)

for any .s t<

The following theorem is an extension of First Fundamental Theorem of As-
set Pricing for models with multiple periods. As in the case of single-period 
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models, viability of a model is equivalent to the existence of a martingale mea-
sure. In a viable model current discounted prices are expected values of future 
(discounted) prices, albeit the expectations can be calculated with respect to 
some artificial probability measure.

First Fundamental Theorem. The model of financial market is arbitrage-free 
if and only if there exists a martingale measure.

example 6 – cont.
Let us check if the model presented in Example 6 is complete. The dynamics of 
discounted prices is presented in Figure 2. Let us begin with the prices at mo-

ment  1 t = . In the set 1 2{ , }ω ω  discounted price 1
800(1)  

7
S =  should be equal to 

expected values of discounted prices at moment   2t =  in the states of the world 
1ω  and 2ω . Denote by 12,1q  and 12,2q  the conditional probabilities that if at 

moment 1 the scenario 1 2{ , }ω ω  is being realized, then at moment 2 it will end 
in the state of the world 1ω  or 2ω , respectively. If the pair 12,1q  and 12,2q  de-
fines martingale probability, then the following equation must be fulfilled:

 
12,1 12,2

800 6400 4800    
7 49 49

q q= + .

Together with the condition that probabilities should sum up to 
1 (i.e. 12,1 12,2   1 q q+ = ), it gives a system of linear equations, whose solution is 

12,1 12,2
1    .
2

q q= =  Consider now the set 3 4{ , }ω ω  and denote by 34,3q  and 34,4q  

the probabilities that the state of the world 3ω  (or 4ω , respectively) will be 
realized under the condition that at moment 1 the current scenario is 3 4{ , }ω ω . 
For a martingale measure the following system of linear equation should be ful-
filled:

 
34,3 34,4

600 4800 3600    ,
7 49 49

q q= +

 34,3 34,4   1 q q+ = .

The unique solution is 34,3 34,4
1    .
2

q q= =
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Let us consider now the initial moment. The initial price is ( )1 0  1 00S = . De-
note by 0,12q  and 0,34q  the probabilities that at moment  1 t =  the price will be 
120 or 90, respectively. For a risk-neutral measure the following system of equa-
tions should hold:

 
0,12 0,34

800 600100    ,
7 7

q q= +

 0,12 0,34   1 q q+ = .

Its unique solution is again 0,12 0,34
1    .
2

q q= =

The martingale probabilities are given as multiplications of conditional prob-
abilities along the trajectory connected with a specific state of the world. In this 
model there exists a unique martingale measure Q, given by the following prob-
abilities:

 
( )1 0,12 12,1

1 1 1      ,
2 2 4

Q q qω = = ⋅ =    ( )2 0,12 12,2
1 1 1      ,
2 2 4

Q q qω = = ⋅ =

 
( )3 0,34 34,3

1 1 1      ,
2 2 4

Q q qω = = ⋅ =    ( )4 0,34 34,4
1 1 1      .
2 2 4

Q q qω = = ⋅ =

According to the First Fundamental Theorem the model is viable.

example 7 – cont.
In the model in this example there are 9 possible states of the world, i.e. 

1 9{ , , },ω ωΩ = …  (check the solution of Exercise 5). Martingale probabilities 
can be calculated similarly as in Example 6–by considering conditional prob-
abilities of changes from one moment to the next. For example, if there was 
an increase in prices in the first period and at moment 1 the stock prices are 

1  51) 1( 1 S =  and 2  (1)  55S =  (the set of scenarios 1 2 3{ , , }ω ω ω ), then at the final 
moment there are possible three schemes of prices: (2) (132.25, 60.5)S =  (the 
scenario 1),ω  (2) (115, 55)S =  (the scenario 2)ω  and (2) (92, 52.25)S =  (the sce-
nario 3).ω  Denote by 1q , 2q  and 3q  the (conditional) probabilities of these price 
movements. For the martingale measure the following system of linear equations 
should be fulfilled:

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 32 2 2

115 132.25 115 92      ,
1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05

q q q= + +
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 ( ) ( ) ( )
1 2 32 2 2

55 60.5 55 52.25      ,
1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05

q q q= + +

 1 2 3     1 .q q q+ + =

One can check that the only solution is 1   0.6,q =  2 3    0.2.q q= =  Similarly, one 
can calculate conditional martingale probabilities for the rest of possible sce-
narios. The martingale probabilities can be calculated by multiplying conditional 
probabilities along each possible path.

Exercise 8. Calculate the rest of martingale conditional probabilities in Ex-
ample 7 and check that martingale probabilities are as follows: ( )1   0.36,Q ω =

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3 4 7        0.12Q Q Q Qω ω ω ω= = = =  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )5 6 8 9        0.04.Q Q Q Qω ω ω ω= = = =

3.2.3. replication and market completeness

A notion of a contingent claim has its counterpart in multi-period models. As 
the name suggests, it is a financial instrument whose payoffs depend on the con-
dition in the market: on current prices of assets or on their history. Here we 
consider only the simplest kind contingent claims, which brings payoffs only at 
a fixed date in the future. Without losing generality we can assume that the pay-
ment date is the final moment in a model T. Such financial instruments are called 
European contingent claims (or European derivatives), to distinguish them from 
American derivatives, where payoffs can take place in any time, chosen by the 
owner of such an instrument. The payoff of a contingent claim depends on the 
complete history of price changes, i.e. on the scenario ω , which was realized. 
Hence the following definition:

A European derivative (or contingent claim) with expiry date T is a random 
variable : .X RΩ →
The value ( )X ω  for any scenario ω  represents payoff to the owner of at mo-
ment T in case the scenario ω  was realized.

Hence we deal with European derivatives only, we will use terms “deriva-
tive” or “contingent claim”, without specifying that it is a European one.

The notion of replication also naturally extends to the case of multi-period 
models. If there exists a self-financing strategy h, such that its final value equals 
payoffs of a derivative in every scenario, i.e.
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 ,  (  ( ))hV T Xω ω=  for all ,ω ∈Ω

we say that the contingent claim X is attainable and the strategy h replicates it 
(is a replicating strategy).

In the previous definition it is important that a replicating strategy should be 
self-financing. If it is so, then a derivative and a replicating strategy are finan-
cially equivalent. In both cases (either buying a derivative instrument or creating 
a replicating strategy) an investor has to make use of his own money only at the 
initial moment, and at the final date he will obtain payoff connected with the de-
rivative instrument or its equivalent. If the strategy is not self-financing, then it 
differs from derivative instrument in additional payments or withdrawals.

Using the same arbitrage argument as in the case of single-period models, 
we came to the conclusion that the fair price of any attainable contingent claim 
should be equal to the current value of a strategy that replicates this claim. Hence 
we can state the following pricing rule:

Non-Arbitrage Pricing. If a derivative instrument X is attainable and h is its 
replicating strategy ( )( )  ,hV T X=  then the fair price of X at the initial moment 

equals the initial value of the replicating strategy:

 0   (0)hX V= . (18)

Moreover, if we denote by tX  the fair price of the derivative instrument X at 
any moment {0,1, , },t T∈ …  then it should be equal to the value of strategy h :

   ( ).h
tX V t=   (19)

  

example 6 – cont.
In the model from Example 6 let us consider a European call option on stock with 
the execution price of 100 and execution date 2. The payoff of the derivative in-
strument is defined as ( )  

1(2)  10 .0X S += −  Thus ( )1   44,X ω =  ( ) ( )2 3    8X Xω ω= =  
and ( )4   0.X ω =  We will calculate a replicating strategy. Let us start with moment 
1 and assume that scenario 1 2{ , }ω ω  is being realized (see Figure 1). An in-
vestor creates a portfolio 0 1( , )h h , whose value final value should be equal to 
44 (on 1ω ) or 8 (on 2ω ). This gives the following system of equations:

 ( )2
0 11.05  1 44   44,h h+ =
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 ( )2
0 11.05  1 08   8,h h+ =

whose unique solution is 
( )

0 2
100  ,

1.05
h =−  1 1 .h =  The value of this portfolio at 

moment  1 t =  equals { }( )
( )

1 2 2
100 5201, ,   1.05 1 120  24.76.

211.05
hV ω ω =− ⋅ + ⋅ = ≈

Consider now the set of scenarios 3 4{ , }ω ω  at moment  1 t = . We obtain the 
following system of equations:

 ( )2
0 11.05  1 08   8,h h+ =

 ( )2
0 11.05   81   0,h h+ =

whose unique solution is 
( )

0 2
24  ,

1.05
h =−  1

8  .
27

h =  The initial value of the portfo-

lio is { }( )
( )

3 4 2
24 8 801, ,   1.05  90  3.81.

27 211.05
hV ω ω =− ⋅ + ⋅ = ≈

The investor at the initial moment creates a portfolio 0 1( , ).h h  As the repli-
cating strategy is self-financing, the value of this portfolio at moment 1 should 
be equal to either { }( )1 21, ,hV ω ω  or { }( )3 41, , .hV ω ω  This gives the following 
system of equations:

 
0 1

5201.05  1 20   ,
21

h h+ =

 
0 1

801.05   90   .
21

h h+ =

The solution is 0 2
24800  ,

21
h =−  1

44  
63

h =  and the initial value of the replicating 

strategy equals ( ) 2 2
24800 44 60000     100  13.61

6321 21
hV =− + ⋅ = ≈ .

The fair price of an option at moment 0 is 13.61. The price at moment 
1 should be equal either to 24.76 or 3.81–depending on whether the price of the 
stock rises or falls.

Formulae (18) and (19) allow to find the fair price of any attainable derivative 
instrument. As in the single-period case, we call a model of market complete, if 
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all contingent claims are attainable. The Second Fundamental Theorem naturally 
extends to models with many periods.

Second Fundamental Theorem. Assume that the model is viable. The model 
is complete if and only if there exists only one martingale measure.

example 8
Let us take the model from Example 6 and assume that in the second pe-
riod there is also a possibility that stock price will not change (but only 
if there is growth in the first period). The model is presented in Figure 3. 
There are five possible scenarios (of states of the world): 1ω ,   …,   5ω . 
It can be shown that in this model there are infinitely many martingale mea-

sures: ( )1   ,
2
qQ ω =  ( )2

3 3  ,
4 2

qQ ω = −  ( )3
1  ,
4

Q qω = −  ( ) ( )4 5
1    ,
4

Q Qω ω= =  where q  

is any number between 1
4

 and 1 .
2

 Thus the model is incomplete.

1(0) 100S �

1(1) 120S �

1(1) 90S �

1(2) 144S �

1(2) 120S �

1(2) 108S �

1(2) 108S �

1(2) 81S �

Figure 3. The model from Example 8

Exercise 9. Calculate all the martingale measures in the model from example 8. 
Check that they have a from presented in this example. Check directly that mod-
el is not complete (find any unattainable contingent claim).

The equations (18) and (19) present one approach to the pricing of deriva-
tive instruments. There is also another one, which takes advantage of the fact, 
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that in a viable market discounted prices of all the assets are martingales (un-
der a martingale measure). Repeating the reasoning from the beginning of sec-
tion 3.1.4, we can state the following pricing rule:

Martingale Pricing. The discounted fair price of any attainable derivative in-
strument X  is a martingale under any martingale measure Q:

 [ ]( )   ( ) | ,Q
s t ss X E t X Fβ β=   for any .s t<  (20)

In particular, the initial price of X  equals

 0   [ ( ) ].QX E T Xβ=  (21)

example 6 – cont.
Let us compute again the fair price of the European call option with the strike 
price of 100, using the martingale pricing rule. We know that the derivative is 
attainable, as the model is complete (there is only one martingale measure). Ac-
cording to equation (21) the initial price equals

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0 2 2 2 2 2

1 44 1 8 1 8 1 0 60          13.61.
4 4 4 41.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 4 1.05

X = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = ≈
⋅

With equation (20) we can compute prices at moment 1. For the set of sce-
narios 1 2{ , }ω ω  we have

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

2 2 2
1 44 1 8 52      ,

1.05 2 21.05 1.05 2 1.05

X
= ⋅ + ⋅ =

⋅
   thus   1

52  24.76,
2.1

X = ≈

while for the set of scenarios 3 4{ , }:ω ω

 ( ) ( ) ( )
1

2 2 2
1 8 1 0 8      ,

1.05 2 21.05 1.05 2 1.05

X
= ⋅ + ⋅ =

⋅
   thus   1

8  3.81.
2.1

X = ≈

Exercise 10. In the model from Example 7 consider an option which gives its 
owner the right to buy at moment 2 a portfolio consisting of one share of first 
asset and two shares of second asset at the price of 190. The payoffs of the de-
rivative instrument are thus ( )  

1 2    (2) (2 1 .2 0) 9X S S += + −  Calculate the fair price 
of this option and find a replicating strategy.
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Exercise 11. In the model from Example 6 consider an Asian call option with 
the strike price of 95. The payoff of such an option depends not on the price 
of the underlying asset in the final moment but on the average price during 
the whole period till the exercise date, i.e. the payoff is ( )  

  9 ,5X S
+

= −  where 

( )1 1 1
1      .(1) (2 (
3

) 3)S S S S= + +  Find the fair price of the option and calculate rep-

licating strategy.

Exercise 12. The payoff function of a European call option is ( )  ( ) ,cX S T K += −  
where ( )S T  is the price of the underlying asset S  at the exercise moment T  
and K  is the strike price. The payoff of a put option with the same strike price 
and exercise date is ( )    .( )pX K S T += −  Let us denote by c

tX  and p
tX  the pric-

es of call and put options at any moment .t T<  Using the arbitrage argument 
show that the following call-put parity must hold:

   ( ) ( , ) ,pc
t tX X S t P t T K− = −

where ( , )P t T  is the discount factor from moment T to moment t (the value at t 
of 1 unit of money that will be paid at moment T).

solutions to selected exercises
Exercise 1. Replicating portfolio for instrument 2X  is (10.4762, 0.1746,0).−  
For instrument 3X  it is ( 190.4762,1 ,1 ).−

Exercise 3.

 
2 2
0

1 2.75 1 2.75 1 0  ( )        1 .75,
3 1.05 3 1.05 3 1.05

QX E T Xβ = = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = 

 

2
2 1

10
1

2.75 2.75 0  (0)   50 0.3   0.3   0.4  1 .75,
( ) 47.25 47.25 63

XX S E
S T

   = = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ =     

 
3 3
0

1 10 1 4.75 1 15.25  ( )         9.52,
3 1.05 3 1.05 3 1.05

QX E T Xβ = = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ = 

 

3
3 1

10
1

10 4.75 15.25  (0)   50 0.3   0.3   0.4   9.52.
( ) 47.25 47.25 63

XX S E
S T

   = = ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ =     
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Exercise 4. The price of 2X  should be between 1.75 and 1.96. The price of 3X  
equals 9.52. This instrument is attainable.

Exercise 6. We have

 
[ ]

  0   0   0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) 1   ( )

N N N
h

n n n n n n n
n n n

V h S h St t t t t S t t th S
= = =

= = − + −∆ = +∑ ∑ ∑

 
  

  0
( ) ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( 1) )+ , (

N
h h h h

n n
n

t t th S V G t V Gt t+
=

∆ = − + ∆ = − + ∆∑

where ( ) ( ) ( . ) 1h h hGtG Gt t∆ −= −  Repeating this derivation for moments 1t − , 
2t − , …, 2 , 1  we obtain

 ( ) (0) (1) (2) (      ( ).) (0)h h h h h h hV V G GtG G V tt += + ∆ + ∆ =… + ∆ +

Exercise 7. The derivation is analogous to the one in Exercise 6.

Exercise 9. Martingale measure: ( )1   ,
2
qQ ω =  ( )2

3 3  ,
4 2

qQ ω = −  ( )3
1  ,
4

Q qω = −  

( ) ( )4 5
1    ,
4

Q Qω ω= =  where 1 1, .
4 2

q  ∈ 
 

 Attainable instruments should fulfill the 

condition ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 33   2   0,X X Xω ω ω− + =  so for example the instrument which 
pays 1 in 1ω  and 0 in all other states of the world is not attainable.

Exercise 10. The payoffs of the instrument are 63.25 in 1ω , 35 in 2ω  and 4,ω  
10 in 5ω  and 6.5 in 3ω  and 7ω . In 6ω , 8ω  and 9ω  the payoff is 0. The 
martingale measure is ( )1   0.36Q ω = , ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3 4 7        0.12,Q Q Q Qω ω ω ω= = = =  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )5 6 8 9        0.04.Q Q Q Qω ω ω ω= = = =  The price of the instrument at   0t =  equals 
30.05.

Exercise 11. The payoffs of the instrument are ( )1
1  26 ,
3

X ω =  ( )2
1 1 4 ,
3

X ω =  

( )3
1  4 ,
3

X ω =  ( )4   0.X ω =  The price at   0t =  is 10.20.

Exercise 12. Consider a portfolio in which there is one unit of the underlying as-
set S , one call put option and ( , )P t T K−  in money (in other way: there is a debt 
in the amount ( , )P t T K  and until exercise moment T the value of the debt grows 
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to K). The portfolio is created at moment t and held until moment T. Show that 
the final value of this portfolio equals the payoffs of the call option–regardless of 
the final price of the underlying asset. The portfolio replicates the call option, so 
its initial value should equal the initial price of this option.
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ChaPter 4
CorPorate finanCing–designing 

and offering seCurities

Securities are packages of cashflow and control rights
Stephen C. Myers

Handbook of the economics of finance

4.1. designing securities

4.1.1. Control rights versus cash flow rights

Different kinds of securities issued by companies represent different claims of 
their holders that generally refer to cash flow rights and control rights. The 
scope of these rights is generally given by law but to some extent it may be lim-
ited or expanded in corporates’ articles of incorporation or charters and bylaws.

Common stocks entitle their holders to participate in issuer’s profits, usual-
ly in the form of a cash dividend (cash flow rights) and to decide about how the 
issuing company should be managed (control rights). The latter is expressed 
by voting rights, which are usually (but not always) proportional to the num-
ber of stocks held. Shareholders holding the highest stakes, called major share-
holders (or main shareholders) are usually able to appoint managers who share 
their vision of pursuing company’s strategy or fire those who don’t. It is obvious 
when they hold the majority of votes but even if they do not, and the ownership 
structure is dispersed, they will still be able to decide, because rarely all the vot-
ing rights are represented during shareholders’ meetings where crucial decisions 
are usually made.

Bondholders have cash flow rights too, but their control rights are limited 
to the minimum. Nevertheless, their claims on cash flows are superior to the 
claims of common shareholders and other company’s stakeholders. It means, 
among others, that in case of a liquidation they must be paid off before any 
shareholders (including also preferred shareholders).
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Table 1. Basic features of main types of securities issued by corporations

Areas of comparison Common stock Preferred stock Corporate bond
Voting rights yes limited (usually) no
Cash flow rights–claim’s character residual residual / defined defined
Cash flow rights–form dividends dividends interest and debt 

repayments
Cash flow rights–seniority low medium high
Maturity undefined undefined defined
Risk (investors’ perspective) high medium low
Risk (issuers’ perspective) low medium high

Claims of the preferred shareholders differ across countries but generally they 
represent a mix of claims of common shareholders and bondholders, that is why 
they are called hybrid securities. Typically their cash flow rights are stronger than com-
mon shareholders’ ones but sometimes at the cost of control rights. This is the case 
in the U.S. where companies are obliged to pay dividends to preferred sharehold-
ers, similarly as they pay interest to debtholders, but, on the other hand, preferred 
stocks usually give no voting rights or these rights are much limited. That is why 
they are more similar to bonds than common stocks. On the contrary, in Poland 
preferred stocks are more similar to common shares. First of all, Polish companies 
are not obliged to pay dividends to preferred shareholders. They can do so if and 
only if a company generates profits (the same condition as for common stocks). Sec-
ondly, dividends for preferred shareholders are not set in advance in Poland, but 
on the other hand they can be higher than for common shareholders (up to 150% 
according to the current law). Polish preferred stocks differ from U.S. ones also 
in other aspects. They typically give extra voting rights (like dual-class shares in the 
U.S.). Nevertheless, Polish company law (Kodeks spółek handlowych or ksh) limits 
the maximum parity to two votes per one share. It is worth mentioning that before 
ksh was introduced in 2000 the limit was set much higher: five votes per one share. 
That is why many Polish companies (included listed companies) that were incorpo-
rated before 2000 still have preferred stocks giving their holders (typically found-
ers) five votes per share.

Notice that common shareholders control the company but in practice the 
so-called effective control is in hands of managers (directors), especially 
when ownership structure is dispersed, which often leads to the separation of 
ownership and control. Such a situation is common in public companies and 
may cause the so-called agency problems, which stem from potential conflicts 
of interest between owners and managers acting as owners’ agents. This issue 
is very important in both corporate finance and corporate governance but goes 
far beyond the scope of this chapter.
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4.1.2. one share–one vote principle and control-enhancing 
mechanisms

Traditionally one common stock gives one voting right. It means that share-
holders’ control rights are proportional to their cash flow rights. The number of 
total votes equals the number of total shares. An investor willing to gain con-
trol over the company will have to bear proportional costs of acquiring required 
number of stock. The same refers to current shareholders, especially company’s 
founders – to retain control they have to hold majority of shares.

For some reasons company’s owners may be more interested in control rights 
than in cash flow rights, meaning that they are willing to sacrifice cash flows 
to retain control over the company. Such a situation is quite common in Eu-
ropean companies (even listed companies) controlled by founders or founders’ 
families. Sometimes–as in case of the so-called golden share–their holders do 
not even have to sacrifice anything, still controlling the company. Golden shares 
are typically held by states in state-controlled companies and give them the ulti-
mate right to vote “for” or “against”, outvoting other shareholders. It means that 
all the decisions have to gain the approval of the golden share’s holder.

While the golden share is an extreme example of violating the one-share one-
vote principle and it would be difficult to implement such a solution in a pub-
lic company, there are many other mechanisms that can be used to increase 
some owners’ control rights. These mechanisms called control-enhancing 
mechanisms (CEMs) or proportionality-limiting measures (PLMs) include 
among others:

 – dual-class shares (multiple voting rights shares),
 – pyramid structures and cross-shareholdings,
 – voting restrictions (voting rights ceilings),
 – disproportional board representation,
 – holding period requirements,
 – shareholders agreements.

Dual class shares may increase or decrease control rights of their holders. If 
dual class shares give more than one vote per share (e.g. 10 votes per share), 
the voting power of their holders is disproportionally higher than their cash 
flow rights. Such shares may be issued and offered to current shareholders if 
they want to increase their control rights. However, when companies want to 
raise more capital from outside investors, they can issue dual class shares with 
less than one vote per share (e.g. 1/10 votes per share). By doing it, the exist-
ing shareholders reduce the new issue dilution effect and can retain control 
over the company. Of course, if the number of newly issued shares equals the 
number of existing shares, future dividends will be divided proportionally be-
tween new and old shareholders. Dual class shares are very popular in many 
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countries including the U.S. and Scandinavian countries. Listed companies 
may issue dual class shares which are traded on the open market just like any 
other shares. If two classes of shares are traded on the market, they are typi-
cally named class A shares and class B shares and the latter one usually carries 
less voting rights. In some countries, e.g. in continental Europe, including Po-
land, listed companies cannot issue multiple voting rights shares but they may 
still issue non-voting shares. Companies listed on Warsaw Stock Exchange have 
preferred stocks outstanding issued before these companies went public. How-
ever, they cannot be traded on the open market via stock exchange (according 
to the Polish stock exchange regulations they should be converted into com-
mon shares first).

in practice
Alphabet (Google) is a good example of multiple voting rights issuer. The 
company’s stocks form a multi class structure: class A stocks give one vote, 
class B stocks give 10 votes and class C stocks are non-voting stocks. Class B 
shares are held by the founders and are not traded on the open market. Class 
A (GOOGL) and class C (GOOG) are publicly available as they are traded 
on NASDAQ stock exchange.

Pyramid structures, also called cascading holdings, enable the holder to 
control assets worth much more than the value of the controlling stake in the ul-
timate parent company. If you own 51% of common shares of an ultimate par-
ent company, you also control, although however indirectly, all lower-tier com-
panies within the holding structure.

example 1
Pharaoh Inc. has one million shares outstanding that give one voting right 
per share, with a market price of $10. Investor K owns 60% of shares, thus 
her stake is worth $6m. Company finances its operations partly with debt. Its 
D/E ratio equals 1. It has 60% stakes in other companies L-T1 and L-T2 that 
have identical size and capital structure to the parent company. What is the value 
of assets controlled by investor K?

Pharaoh’s equity value: $10 · 1m = $10m
Pharaoh’s debt value = $10m · 1 = $10m
Pharaoh’s total firm value = $10m + $10m = $20m
Value of Pharaoh stakes in L-T1 and L-T2 (separately): 60% · $10m = $6m
Value of L-T1’s (and L-T2’s) assets in excess of Pharaoh’s stake = $20m + 

– $6m = $14m
Total assets controlled by investor K: $20m + $14m + $14m = $48m
Notice, that each tier in a holding structure multiplies the assets controlled by 

the major shareholder of the ultimate parent company.
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Multiple voting class shares and pyramid structures are most commonly used 
control-enhancing mechanisms but some companies use also other mechanisms 
that are included in their corporates’ articles of incorporation or charters. A good 
example is a voting rights ceiling meaning that shareholders can exercise a lim-
ited number of votes regardless of the number of shares they hold. Founders of 
some companies are allowed to appoint a certain number of board mem-
bers (managers) regardless of the number of shares they hold. This privilege 
typically expires when founders’ stake goes below a minimum required (e.g. 
10%). In some countries investors need to hold shares for a minimum required 
holding period (e.g. one year) if they want to exercise their voting rights. This 
restriction usually refers to shares with special voting rights, not to the com-
mon shares.

4.1.3. seniority and security in corporate debt instruments

Equities have different control rights and cash flow rights than debt instruments, 
but it is worth mentioning that securities within each group of securities may 
also differ among themselves. This may refer to stocks (common shares, pre-
ferred shares and multiple voting rights shares) but it mostly refers to corporate 
bonds, which can have very different structures defined separately in bond con-
tracts each time when new bonds are issued.

Corporate bonds may differ among themselves in terms of seniority and 
collateral used to secure bondholder’s claims. Seniority refers to the power of 
claims and the priority in their satisfaction in case of a bankruptcy. Collateral is 
typically a property or any other asset that secures debtholder’s claim. It means 
that a company cannot sell the asset without permission of the debtholder and 
once it gets the approval, it has to use the proceeds from selling the asset to sat-
isfy debtholders’ claims first. There are some kinds of debt instruments issued 
by corporations that are secured (have collateral), e.g. mortgage bonds, but gen-
erally most of corporate bonds are unsecured–they are called debentures. De-
benture holders’ claims are secured only by the general creditworthiness of the 
issuer (which is assessed by rating agencies).

Because debentures are unsecured, their holders typically protect themselves 
in a different way. They put the so called covenants (restrictive clauses) in a bond 
contract. Covenants may limit to some extent issuer’s control over the use of pro-
ceeds from the debt raised (as in case of bank loans), but also protect debtholders from 
the company’s future actions that could impose a higher risk on their claims. The best 
example is a covenant that prohibits the company from raising any other debt with-
out the approval of current debtholders. It is an extremely rigid clause which is usu-
ally softened: current debtholders may accept new debt issues but only if their claims 
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remain superior to the claims of future bondholders. Thus their bonds are treated as 
senior bonds and any other bonds will be junior bonds. This is how debt seniority 
structure is formed.

Companies often issue many series of bonds, so bondholders holding bonds 
that were issued in different times may have claims of different seniority. If 
a bond A is subordinated to previously issued bond B (senior debt), it means 
that in case of bankruptcy, claims of bond A holders have priority over the claims 
of holders of bond B.

4.2. aims of security offerings

Companies issue and offer securities first of all in order to raise capital necessary 
for financing future investment projects (e.g. capital expenditures, R&D). Com-
panies raise funds basically by issuing new shares (increasing its equity) or by 
issuing bonds (increasing its liabilities). Of course, there are more ways used by 
companies to raise capital, which can come from many sources like bank loans 
or leasing agreements. Some companies also issue hybrid securities such as pre-
ferred stocks or convertible bonds that combine some features of both stocks and 
bonds and may also include some built-in options. Nevertheless, in this chap-
ter we generally limit our analysis to basic securities: common stocks and bonds.

New shareholders or bondholders have to pay a market price for the newly 
issued securities offered by companies, so from a company’s perspective it is 
a cash injection equal to the market value of new securities issued (net of any 
transaction costs). It may seem obvious but is not–companies at early stages 
may offer securities to their founders or other supporting parties at a price much 
lower than their market values (and it must be mentioned that estimating the 
intrinsic value of a startup’s stock is always difficult).

Debt securities are also offered mainly to raise funds for future investments 
but many companies issue new bonds just to repay current debts. Replacing 
maturing debt with a new one is a way of keeping debt to equity ratio at a rela-
tively stable level, which is practiced by many companies. Sometimes compa-
nies issue new debt to replace the existing one before the latter matures. It hap-
pens mainly when interest rates decline and companies may thus benefit from 
replacing old “expensive” debt with a “cheaper” one. It still does not affect the 
ratio of equity to debt.

However, some companies issue debt instruments to restructure their fi-
nancing mix. Companies may decide to use the proceeds from a bond issue to 
buy back and redeem part of their shares. It should not affect company’s invest-
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ment policy (at least directly) but it will change the capital structure, the finan-
cial leverage and thus the risk borne by all stakeholders. After such a change 
shareholders can count on higher returns on (lowered) invested capital but they 
risk more by retaining their stake in now more indebted company. Benefits of 
financial leverage may be thus offset by a higher risk and thus a higher required 
rate of return (higher cost of equity).

To what extent (if any) changes in capital structure affect firm value and 
shareholders’ wealth is a crucial issue in the modern corporate finance. Academ-
ics present different arguments for or against the hypothesis that changes in capi-
tal structure may have impact on firm value by referring to the so-called market 
imperfections (taxes, information asymmetry, agency costs). Nevertheless, this 
topic goes far beyond the scope of this chapter–devoted to securities offerings–
and thus will not be considered here.

Hybrid securities such as preferred stocks or convertible bonds also pro-
vide companies with funds but give their holders special rights. For example 
U.S. companies that issue preferred stock have an obligation to pay dividends, 
so preferred stockholders get dividends even when companies generate losses 
and pay nothing to common shareholders. On the other hand, it typically comes 
at a cost of no voting right. Convertible bonds give their holders an option to 
decide whether to convert them into stocks and become common stockholders 
or let them be repaid by issuers. Such extra rights or options may encourage out-
side investors to provide companies with capital. Moreover, by issuing convert-
ible bonds current shareholders retain control over the company and postpone 
the moment they will have to start sharing voting rights with new stakeholders.

Some offerings include not only newly issued shares (primary tranche 
or primary offering) but existing shares held by current shareholders (second-
ary tranche or secondary offering). The aim of such offering is to enable cur-
rent shareholders withdraw their stake (at least partially) and realize returns–it 
simply helps existing shareholders to cash out and diversify their portfolios. No-
tice that proceeds from such offerings flow directly to leaving shareholders, not 
to the company. Such offerings are common in the initial (first) public offer-
ing–when private companies become public companies. A flotation stimulates 
significant changes in ownership structure–founders can leave the company but 
typically they decide to reduce their stake, still retaining the control over the 
company (by keeping the majority stake).

Raising capital for future investments is the most important aim of security of-
ferings but under some circumstances companies can issue and offer new stocks 
for other reasons:

 – to award managers: when stocks are used as a part of compensation pack-
ages,
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 – to pay in shares for stakes in another company in mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A) transactions (stock-for-stock deals),

 – to avoid a hostile takeover: when newly issued stocks are offered to cur-
rent shareholders to discourage the acquiring firm (often these newly is-
sued stocks give more voting rights that standard common stocks, how-
ever, it is not possible in every country).

4.3. side effects of stock offerings: dilution and wealth 
transfers

Raising capital is the main aim of security offerings. When this capital comes from 
outside investors such offerings have some side effects for existing shareholders. 
Selling new shares of the same type (e.g. common shares) to new shareholders 
will always reduce current shareholders’ stake in a company and thus reduce 
their voting power. This effect is called dilution of control. Some shareholders 
may thus prefer debt capital to newly issued shares as a way of raising new funds 
without affecting their voting power. Dilution of control may be calculated as 
a percentage of voting rights transferred to new shareholders:

 

            .
      

Number of newstocks number of votes per onenewstockDoC
Total number of votes after newissue

×
=

Dilution changes the structure of control rights but generally does not affect 
shareholders’ wealth if new shares are offered at a price that reflects their intrin-
sic value. Selling new securities to new shareholders at a price lower than the 
intrinsic value would diminish current shareholders’ wealth–it would be a wealth 
transfer from existing shareholders to the new ones. On the other hand, selling 
stocks for a price higher than the intrinsic value would cause a similar wealth 
transfer but in the opposite direction – from the new shareholders to the old ones.

Sometimes another consequence of a new stock issue is pointed out. Even if 
the newly issued stocks are offered at a current market price, the increasing num-
ber of shares will affect some financial ratios (such as EPS or P/E), especially 
when they are calculated on historical book data–this effect is called accounting 
dilution. Some investors allegedly perceive these changes in commonly used 
ratios as signals of worsening of company’s performance, which is simply not 
true. It is the aim of raising new capital, not the transaction itself, that is crucial 
for company’s future performance. If the raised capital is effectively invested 
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into new projects, contributing to the increase in future profits and free cash 
flow, it will push the future stock value and thus the market price up. If not, the 
dilution effect will cause a decrease in dividends per share which can lead to 
a lowered stock price. So, the issuing per se should not affect total firm value 
or stockholder’s wealth. At least when all stakeholders have the same informa-
tion about companies’ future perspectives. What if not? New issues of stocks 
or bonds may be treated by less informed investors as a bad (stocks) or good 
(bonds) signal about company’s future performance perceived by insiders. This 
idea refers to one of capital structure theories based on information asymmetry 
and goes beyond the scope of this chapter.

example 2
The table presented below shows the above mentioned effects of a new stock 
issue: reduced voting power of old shareholders, accounting dilution and pos-
sible wealth transfer between new and old shareholders on the example of Dol-
lar Inc. Different consequences of newly issued stocks are presented in separate 
columns: column [3] shows the situation before the issue; column [4] shows 
the situation after the issue of 0.5m new stocks offered to new shareholders at 
$30 (intrinsic value); column [4] shows the situation after the issue of 0.5m 
new stocks offered to new shareholders at $15 (below intrinsic value).

Table 2. Consequences of new stock issue on shareholders’ position and financial 
ratios

[Units] Before 
the issue

After 
the issue (S1)

After 
the issue (S2)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]
PANEL A
Number of newly issued stock [m] 0.5 0.5
Total value of operating assets [$m] 40.0 40.0 40.0
Value of non-operating assets [$m] 0.0 15.0 7.5
Total firm value [$m] 40.0 55.0 47.5
Debt value [$m] 10.0 10.0 10.0
Market value of equity [$m] 30.0 45.0 37.5
Number of shares outstanding [m] 1.0 1.5 1.5
Intrinsic value of one stock [$] 30.0 30.0 25.0
Offering price for one stock [$] 30.0 15.0
PANEL B
Par value of single stock [$] 1.0 1.0 1.0
Book value of paid-in capital [$m] 1.0 1.5 1.5
Book value of retained earnings [$m] 11.0 11.0 11.0
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[Units] Before 
the issue

After 
the issue (S1)

After 
the issue (S2)

Book value of additional paid-
in capital [$m] 14.5 7.0

Book value of total common equity [$m] 12.0 27.0 19.5
Book value per share [$] 12.0 18.0 13.0
Net profit for last 12 months [$m] 1.5 1.5 1.5
PANEL C
EPS 1.5 1.0  1.0
MV/BV 2.5 1.7 1.9
P/E 20.0 30.0 25.0
Old shareholders’ stake (%) 100.0 66.7 66.7
New shareholders’ stake (%) 33.3 33.3
Value of old shareholders’ stake [$m] 30.0 30.0 25.0
Value of new shareholders’ stake [$m] 15.0 12.5
Wealth transfer [$m] 0.0 –5.0

Panel A shows the results of a discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation of com-
pany’s assets, its equity and its single stock. According to a DCF valuation firm 
value is the sum of the value of operating assets (assets that generate free cash 
flow–FCF) and non-operating assets (such as excess cash and marketable secu-
rities, unused property etc.). The value of operating assets is estimated as the 
present value of company’s future FCF discounted at weighted average cost of 
capital (WACC). It is assumed that Dollar Inc. has operating assets worth $40m 
and no non-operating assets. Its interest-bearing debt accounts for $10m. The 
value of equity of $30m is a difference between total firm value and the value 
of financial debt. The company has 1 million shares outstanding so the intrinsic 
value of single stock is $30 ($30m of equity divided by 1m shares outstanding).

After the new stock issue the total firm value grows by the amount of the 
new cash raised (for simplicity, we ignore any transaction costs). The cash is 
treated as a non-operating asset to be used by the company in the future.

In the first scenario (S1) we assume that the company issues 0.5m new shares 
and offers them to new shareholders for a price reflecting their intrinsic (mar-
ket) value: $30. Proceeds from the new issue ($15m) increase the total firm val-
ue to $55m and the value of equity to $45m. The stock’s intrinsic value remains 
unchanged ($45m / 1.5m = $30).

In the second scenario (S2) new shareholders pay a price that is lower than the 
“true” value of the stocks they purchase: $15 per share. In such a case the pro-
ceeds of $7.5m would increase the firm value only to $47.5m and the value 
of equity to $37.5m. Notice that it should eventually decrease the market val-

Table 2 – cont.
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ue of one stock, calculated as the quotient of market value of equity and (in-
creased) number of shares. In our example it drops to $25 ($37.5m / 1.5m).

Panel B simply informs about the accounting treatment of of newly issued 
shares. Proceeds from the issue will increase the book value of equity by $15m 
(0.5m stocks issued at $30) in the first scenario and by $7.5m (0.5m stocks is-
sued at $15) in the second one (from assumed $12m before the issue).

Panel C shows the consequences of the new issue from the perspective of 
current (old) and new shareholders. Dilution leads to a decrease in earnings 
per share (EPS) from 1.5 to 1.0 regardless of the scenario, because the same 
amount of (historical) earnings is now divided by higher number of shares. Mar-
ket to book value ratio (MV/BV), calculated as the quotient of market value 
of equity to its book value, also decreases, but not to the same extent in both 
scenarios. Price to earnings ratio (stock’s market value divided by earnings 
per share) rises from 20 to 30 in the first scenario and 25 in the second one, so 
outside investors may find the stock relatively less attractive if they look only at 
numbers, ignoring the cause of the change.

After the new issue the stake held by old shareholders drops to 66.6%, which 
is an obvious result of issuing new shares and offering them to new sharehold-
ers. Notice that the same effect is observed regardless of the price paid by 
new shareholders (we assume that the newly issued shares have the same voting 
parity as the outstanding shares).

Finally, the last row of the table shows that there is no wealth trans-
fer when stocks are “fairly” priced – the value of the total stake of old sharehold-
ers remains unchanged (S1). However, in the second scenario (S2) we can see 
a decline in the value of old shareholders’ stake from $30m before the offering 
to $25m after it (1 million shares, each worth $25). What we see is a wealth 
transfer from the old shareholders to the new ones who now own a stake worth 
$12.5m (0.5 million shares, each worth $25) for which they have actually paid 
$7.5m.

To avoid possible wealth transfers and to prevent the weakening of old share-
holders’ voting power, managers–who are expected to act in the best interest of 
current shareholders–often decide to offer newly issued securities only to ex-
isting shareholders in order to raise more capital without affecting ownership 
structure. Moreover, in many countries current shareholders have priority right 
to newly issued stocks guaranteed by law–the so called preemptive rights. We 
will refer to this later on when we introduce the so called rights offerings.

What if existing shareholders do not have capital or do not want to employ 
capital to the company but are still interested in retaining control? They may of-
fer new shares to new shareholders but limiting their voting power. This can be 
done by issuing different classes of shares. In some countries companies may 
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issue shares with lower/higher voting rights (or no voting rights at all) and of-
fer them to new shareholders. If a company issues new shares with lower par-
ity (e.g. 1/10) and offers them to new shareholders, it is able to raise required 
capital with current shareholders retaining their control over the company. The 
question is why new investors would accept such an offer. The answer is quite 
simple–many shareholders of public companies never exercise their voting 
rights but always exercise their cash flow rights (rights to receive dividends). So 
it seems reasonable to give such shareholders exactly what they want, especially 
when current shareholders care deeply about retaining control.

4.4. security offerings and companies’ life cycle

Both the aim and the type of a security offering depend heavily on firms’ life 
cycle and their status (whether or not they are listed). Young, private firms are fi-
nanced solely with funds provided by their founders or founders’ families. These 
firms issue securities almost exclusively to raise capital and their offerings are 
private, which means that newly issued securities are offered to a small group 
of investors or even to a single investor that specializes in providing funds 
for private companies. It may be a business angel (a wealthy individual inter-
ested in providing the so-called seed capital for startups), venture capital firm 
(VC) or private equity firm (PE). However, during the last decade another way 
of raising capital gained popularity among startups: crowdfunding. Basically, 
crowdfunding may not even include any security offering, because providers of 
funds (called backers rather than investors) can be rewarded in many different 
ways (e.g. obtaining discounts when buying company’s products).

At a later stage a company that wants to raise more capital to finance its 
growth has a few more options. Generally, it can issue and offer its securities 
(stocks, bonds and hybrid securities) in three ways depending on the final target:

 – in the form of a private placement, when securities are offered only to 
a small specified group of knowledgeable investors,

 – in the form of a rights offering, when securities are offered only to exist-
ing shareholders,

 – in the form of a public offering, when securities are offered to general pub-
lic on the open market via stock exchange (it is also called general cash 
offer).

When a private company decides to offer securities publicly, it becomes 
a public company, whose securities are traded on the open market. Public com-
panies have much better access to capital and much more options of raising 
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it. Moreover, as we pointed out in the previous subchapter, public companies 
may offer securities not only to raise additional capital but for many different 
reasons. They still can use all three methods: rights offering (when they of-
fer new shares to existing shareholders, e.g. to avoid a hostile takeover); private 
placements (especially when they issue bonds to a small group of financial in-
stitutions) and subsequent public offerings (when they offer newly issued shares 
on the open market to raise capital).

Public offerings are more complex and more time-consuming than private place-
ments. Newly issued stocks or bonds that are publicly offered have to be regis-
tered by a given regulatory authority, such as Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion (SEC) in the U.S. or Polish Financial Supervision Authority (KNF) in Poland. 
Not all the companies meet the requirements set by regulators to register their se-
curities, so this type of offering may be not available to many companies.

In public companies the decision about new security issue and its form is 
made by managers (executives) but in some legal systems it has to be approved by 
existing shareholders. Generally, in the U.S. managers (or being precise–a board 
of directors) have far-reaching flexibility in issuing new securities. Moreover, 
the power of deciding to whom the newly issued shares are offered and what 
type of offering is used is practically in the hands of the board of directors, 
mostly because of limitations of shareholders’ preemptive rights. In Europe, 
on the contrary, shareholders must approve managers’ propositions. Their pre-
emptive rights are generally given as a general principle (the so-called default 
rule). Moreover, in some countries any increase in stock capital has to be ap-
proved by shareholders’ meeting with supermajority, so managers’ discretion is 
thus curbed to a significant extent.

4.5. types of offerings

4.5.1. Private placements

As we mentioned before, capital market regulatory and supervisory authorities 
register all publicly offered securities. The registration procedure may be quite 
complex, costly and time-consuming. This does not refer to private placements, 
which is the biggest advantage of this method of security offering. Offerings are 
treated as private placements when they target a specified and limited group of 
investors Currently (2018) the maximum acceptable number of targeted inves-
tors equals 35 in the U.S. and 149 in Poland. An offer to an undefined group of 
investors or an offer to a defined group of investors exceeding a certain num-
ber (e.g. to 150 or more investors in Poland) is treated as a public offering.
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Private placements are generally much easier to arrange and require much 
less information to be revealed by the issuing company. They are also less time-
consuming than public offerings, which means that additional capital can be 
raised relatively quickly. Moreover, companies’ managers (in private compa-
nies simply their owners) may decide to whom new securities are offered so they 
can “set” the ownership structure (to some extent it is also possible in public 
offerings but with limitations).

The main disadvantage of private placements is a limited secondary mar-
ket. Any investor deciding to buy bonds or stocks in a private placement should 
be aware that it may be quite difficult to exit, because it is not so easy to find 
a buyer outside the open market. It is a problem for investors but also for issu-
ing companies – to attract investors they have to compensate them for this lack 
of liquidity by offering extra premium to the rate of return. That’s why it is not 
obvious whether private placements are “effectively” cheaper than public offer-
ings. On the one hand, direct costs of organizing an offer (fees for legal advisors, 
auditors and underwriters, commissions paid to authorities and stock exchanges, 
etc.) are lower but, on the other hand, cost of capital (e.g. an offered coupon rate 
in bond offering) is higher.

Private placements are used mostly for debt instruments, especially in the 
U.S., where bonds are offered to institutional investors, like pension funds, mu-
tual funds or insurance companies. Notice that bonds have strictly defined matu-
rity, so these investors will be eventually paid off when the bonds mature with-
out a need to resell them (of course, they will have to find a buyer, if they want 
to exit before maturity date). It does not refer to stocks which have undefined 
maturity, so to exit, one needs to find a willing buyer.

Since the ‘90s this method has been also used extensively by mature Europe-
an companies and companies from other parts of the world to issue both stocks 
and bonds in the U.S. due to some relaxed restrictions in subsequent trading of 
such securities. In 1990 SEC adopted Rule 144A under which securities can be 
offered in the form of a private placement to U.S. big financial institutions (with 
at least $100m in assets under management), called qualified institutional buy-
ers (QIBs), who can trade unregistered securities among themselves before they 
are eventually traded on the open market. Relaxing the trading restrictions sig-
nificantly broadened the US private equity market (and bond market, especially 
for non-U.S. companies).

Polish listed companies use private placements mainly to raise additional 
capital in a special form called target capital (unknown in common law sys-
tems). Shareholders can delegate to managers the power to increase the initial 
share capital by the amount that cannot exceed 75% of the outstanding shares 
(similar rules exist in other European countries, including Germany, Italy and 
many more but they can differ slightly). Managers can exercise this right and 
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increase the share capital by issuing and offering new shares to old or new share-
holders. In practice, they typically start with offering subscription warrants to 
a specified group of investors. These warrants can be eventually converted into 
company’s shares. The procedure allows to raise capital relatively quickly with 
the transaction costs limited to the minimum, which is its main advantage, as 
pointed out by managers of public companies listed on the Warsaw Stock Ex-
change. It gives managers valuable financial flexibility, but at the cost of limited 
shareholders’ rights. Minority investors often claim that the procedure leads to 
the dilution effect because it allows to exclude their preemptive rights (this is 
one of the exceptions from the general principle when current shareholders can-
not exercise their preemptive rights to new shares).

4.5.2. initial public offerings

4.5.2.1. Basics of iPos and reasons for going public

Initial public offering (IPO) is a company’s first security offering to the pub-
lic (unknown investors). It may refer to both stocks and bonds, however, typi-
cally one means stock offering when talking about IPO so we will also do this 
throughout this chapter.

After the IPO a private (closed) company becomes a public company (also 
called a listed company), because from that time on its shares (bonds) are traded 
on an open market and thus are easily available to the public. Going public 
(called also simply debut or flotation) is typically a milestone in company’s 
life cycle.

First of all, it causes a big change in company’s ownership structure. Af-
ter the IPO the number of company’s owners may increase from several founders 
to thousands or even millions of stockholders. It obviously makes the ownership 
structure of public companies much more dispersed, meaning that an average 
stockholder holds a relatively small stake in company’s capital. Old shareholders 
lose some of their voting power but typically retain control over the company 
even when they sell part of their stake during IPO. Moreover, it is not only the 
number of shareholders that grows after IPO, but also the frequency the stakes 
trade between subsequent stockholders. The ownership structure of public com-
panies is changing all the time as millions of its shares can be traded daily on the 
open market.

Secondly, a public company needs to change totally its attitude towards 
disclosures. Closely held companies typically keep all the information about 
their activities secret, unless some information is required by special rules (it 
may refer to financial statements informing about companies’ financial perfor-
mance and financial position). Public companies, on the other hand, have to meet 
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mandatory disclosure and reporting standards, meaning that they have to re-
veal all important information (information that could affect its market price) to 
the public. It is required by regulatory authorities to give all the outside investors 
the same opportunity to use the information in their investment decisions. Ac-
tually, the reporting requirements for public companies imposed by regulatory 
authorities are the main reason why the owners of many big, mature companies 
still prefer their firms to operate as closely-held companies.

We started this chapter with indicating the main aims of security offerings 
highlighting the company’s need for additional capital. In the section devoted to 
IPOs we should add some special aims of this special form of offering. Why do 
companies go public? Of course, most of them do this because listed companies 
have better access to capital. It is why relatively young firms with substantial 
capital need to go public, especially in the U.S. where the average age of such 
companies is much lower than in Europe.

Nevertheless, it is definitely not the only reason why companies organize 
IPOs. First of all, main shareholders often use an IPO as the opportunity to cash 
out, an important reason which we also mentioned earlier. It refers especially 
to venture capital and private equity firms (VC/PE firms) that invest in young 
private companies, sometimes at very early stage (e.g. startup) and exit often via 
IPOs. Other group of investors that often cash out during IPOs are companies’ 
founders. However, founders typically sell a relatively small part of their stakes, 
contrary to VC/PE firms that basically get rid of their whole stake in companies 
going public.

in practice
Dino Polska SA is a Polish retailer that went public in 2017. It was one of 
the biggest IPOs in the last several years. A secondary tranche (the only 
one) consisted of shares held (indirectly) by one of the biggest private equity 
firm that operates in Poland – Enterprise Investors. They were sold for PLN 
33.50, which gives an offer the size of PLN 1.6bn. Enterprise Investors had 
invested about PLN 200m seven years before the company went public. It 
gives a holding period pre-tax rate of return of app. 700% (no dividends 
were paid during that period).

IPOs are sometimes used also to establish market price of stock and to let the 
market asses company’s performance. This reason is highlighted when compa-
nies engage in equity carve-out transactions. Equity carve-out is a form of a di-
vestiture when a company sells to the public its stake in a subsidiary, typically 
a business segment previously separated from the parent company that operates 
in different industry.

Last, but not least, managers often claim that one of the reasons for orga-
nizing an initial public offering and going public is to gain publicity and en-
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hance company’s reputation. It is not easy to asses if there is any “marketing” 
gain from going public, but it seems reasonable that it can enhance companies’ 
credibility, mainly due to the transparency forced by reporting standards.

4.5.2.2. iPo procedures and requirements

Decision to go public. The very first step in IPO is always the decision to go 
public, which is typically proposed by managers and approved by shareholders 
(notice that in many private, closely held companies it may be the same indi-
viduals). The formal approval may take the form of a General Shareholders’ 
Meeting’s resolution. It is worth mentioning that those firms that operate in an-
other form than a corporation (e.g. partnerships) have to incorporate before they 
go public. Not all the companies are eligible to go public. They have to meet the 
criteria set by stock exchanges, called listing requirements covering generally 
three areas: financial history, size and liquidity. Many stock exchanges require 
companies to operate for at least 3-5 years before going public. Most exchanges 
also require minimum earnings level or minimum market capitalization (total 
number of shares outstanding multiplied by the share market price). Compa-
nies have to submit financial statements documenting their financial performance 
to regulatory authorities and to stock exchanges for approval. Stock exchanges 
care about future trading so they require minimum liquidity guaranteed by the 
company. It is typically measured with the so-called free float which is the pro-
portion of outstanding stocks available for trading after all blockholders’ stakes 
are excluded.

in practice
In many countries younger and smaller companies that cannot be listed 
in the main markets may still choose sub-markets with less strict require-
ments. The best examples are AIM (Alternative Investment Market) run by 
the London Stock Exchange with 960 companies listed at the end of 2017 
and total capitalization exceeding GBP 100bn or New Connect run by the 
Warsaw Stock Exchange with 400 companies and total capitalization of ap-
proximately PLN 10bn. It is worth mentioning that some companies listed 
in sub-markets implement relatively poor corporate governance structures 
and even stop meeting the limited listing requirements (e.g. stop publishing 
financial reports) and are eventually excluded from listings. Sub-markets are 
generally full of the so-called penny stocks. Deutsche Boerse was forced to 
close its sub-market, Neuer Markt, in 2002 to improve market transparency 
and regain investor confidence.

Choosing underwriter(s) and other advisors. After the decision is made, 
the company should choose advisors and auditors. They are responsible for busi-
ness and legal due diligence of the company. The most important role is played 
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by an investment firm, typically an investment bank (or a group of banks) that 
arranges the whole offering. It is responsible mainly for marketing and selling 
securities offered in IPO, but it may be also responsible for stock valuation, set-
ting the final offering price and allocating shares between investors. It may also 
underwrite the securities taking the risk of low demand from investors, but this 
service is offered only when offering is made on the so-called firm commit-
ment basis. We call the investment banks that help companies go public under-
writers, however, to be precise we should not, because they not always serve 
as actual underwriters. The scope of investment bank’s tasks and responsibili-
ties depends on the basis on which the cooperation between an issuing firm and 
an underwriter is set. It will be explained in detail in the next section.

Prospectus. Companies that go public are generally unknown to outside in-
vestors so regulators require detailed information on their business profile, man-
agement, past performance, resources they use and risks they face. Such details 
are included in a prospectus, a formal document that has to be enclosed during 
the registration procedure and revealed to the public. The main aim of a prospec-
tus is to give the outside investors an overview of a company and an offering it-
self. A preliminary prospectus (also called a red herring prospectus) includes 
the above mentioned details but also the structure and aim of the offering. 
In some countries a prospectus should also include company’s future plans and 
financial forecasts. Company’s financial statements for the last several years 
are enclosed to the document. At a later stage, after the registration is approved 
and the final offering price is set, a final prospectus is revealed with complete 
information about all the details of IPO, including the number of shares even-
tually offered in each tranche (if there are separate tranches for different groups 
of investors), their price and the rules of allocation.

Registration statement. Registration procedure requires companies to file 
a registration statement with a regulatory authority. The scope and details of 
a registration statement are established by regulators. Generally, it includes the 
preliminary prospectus and other documents with extra details that do not 
have to be revealed to outside investors. The regulatory authority studies the reg-
istration documentations during the so-called waiting period. In the meantime 
the company begins marketing activities by revealing the preliminary prospec-
tus and goes through other formal requirements imposed on listed companies 
(agreements with stock exchange, depository institution, etc.). The registered se-
curities are being given the identification number–ISIN (International Securities 
Identification Number). Apart from 12-character alpha-numerical ISIN, publicly 
traded securities have shorter (typically three- or four-character) unique, local 
ticker symbol assigned by a stock exchange.

Road show, book-building and setting the final offering price. To at-
tract institutional investors a series of meetings with potential investors is 
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arranged during which company managers present the offer. This is also 
an opportunity for underwriters to make first estimates of investors’ demand 
for offered shares. During the road show underwriters collect non-binding 
bids in the form of an order book from outside investors who reveal the 
information about the volume and the price they are willing to pay for the 
shares within the preliminary price range (of approximately 10-15%) set by 
underwriters and approved by issuers. This procedure is called book-building 
and is used to help underwriters set the final price for the shares and allo-
cate the shares between institutional investors. After the order book is closed, 
the book-runner analyzes the information about possible demand revealed by 
participating investors. Then the final price is set and shares may be distrib-
uted to investors if they accept it.

It is worth mentioning that book-building is not the only way of setting the 
final stock price, however it is now the most popular method all over the world. 
There may be fixed-price offers with a fixed price set without a book-building 
phase. This method, very popular in the 80s, has one important disadvantage. 
The risk of unsuccessful offering is relatively higher than in book-building, 
because issuers and investment banks have no feedback from outside inves-
tors before the price is set. The offer price is based mainly on the stock valua-
tion, so this phase’s role is crucial in this method. However, it is also extremely 
important in book-building where stock intrinsic value is used as a benchmark 
for setting the preliminary price range. Moreover, to avoid this risk issuers to-
gether with investment banks may decide to reduce the offering price below its 
intrinsic value. This discount represents an opportunity cost and leads in many 
cases to the so-called IPO undervaluation (when stocks’ prices rapidly go up 
in the immediate aftermarket). This phenomenon is also observed with offerings 
based on book-building but with a fixed-offer price it may lead to much more 
“money left on the table”.

Another way of pricing shares in IPO is based on auctions, especially the so-
called Dutch auctions, which are used to set a single final price but in a way 
that differs from book-building. First of all, only a minimum price is set and all 
investors are asked to place their bids at or above this minimum price. Investors’ 
orders are collected as a set of different volumes of shares priced at different lev-
els starting with the highest price and ending with a minimum price. On the basis 
of these series of orders the clearing price is set, that is the highest possible 
price that guaranties sufficient proceeds or guaranties that a certain number of 
shares will be sold. Eventually, all investors bidding at or above the set price get 
their shares for that clearing price, so a Dutch auction encourages investors to 
bid high. Moreover, it allocates shares automatically, which is the main differ-
ence between auctions and book-building, because the latter enables allocating 
shares discretionally. Dutch auctions are not so popular, however they may be 
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used even for relatively large offers. The most famous IPO in which this method 
was used was Google’s IPO in 2004.

Allocation of shares. The final step before the first day of trading is alloca-
tion of shares (also called allotment). Generally, shares may be offered in two 
tranches: one for institutional investors and one for retail investors. However, 
in some countries only institutional investors are included in the offer. In the 
most popular book-building method the final price is set on the basis of bids 
recorded in the order book and for this price shares are eventually offered to in-
stitutional investors. When shares are offered partly to retail investors, the price 
is basically the same, however in some countries retail investors get a 2-3% 
discount. Retail investors typically subscribe for shares via their brokerage firms 
setting the number of shares they are willing to buy. During the subscription pe-
riod they typically know only the preliminary price range, similarly to institu-
tional investors. The final offer price is set after the subscription period is closed 
(a few days after the book-building phase is closed).

The way the shares are allocated between institutional and retail investors 
differs significantly. Under book-building offerings underwriters and issuer’s 
managers use discretion to allocate shares between institutional investors. Of 
course, shares are allocated between those investors that participated in book-
building but issuers typically favour long-term investors, such as pension funds, 
because of relatively low risk of the so-called flipping (sale of stocks in the 
immediate aftermarket). Under auction offerings the allocation is generally au-
tomatic, as we mentioned before. An allocation between retail investors is typi-
cally proportional (based on a pro-rata basis). In case of an oversubscription, the 
number of stocks allocated to a given investor is proportionally reduced.

in practice
When GPW S.A. (the state-controlled operator of the Warsaw Stock Ex-
change) went public in 2010 its newly offered shares were divided into two 
tranches: one for institutional investors (70%) and one for retail investors 
(30%). The offering price was set at PLN46 for institutional investors (the 
demand was about 25 times higher than the number of shares offered) and at 
PLN43 for retail investors. GPW’s IPO differed from other Polish IPOs with re-
gard to retail investor tranche. These investors were allowed to subscribe for no 
more than 100 stocks. However, those who did so eventually got only 25 stocks 
after necessary reductions were made due to oversubscription.

First day of trading. A few days after the allocation of shares the trading 
on a stock exchange starts, so existing shareholders can sell and new share-
holders can buy shares in the secondary market. It is worth mentioning that 
some shareholders and an underwriter may have certain obligations referring 
to the trading.
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Aftermarket. The short period after the issue is called aftermarket. Under-
writers often agree to stabilize the price during this period, so they are obliged 
to buy stocks on the open market in case of strong supply, thereby supporting the 
price. Generally, they also agree not to sell any shares below their offering price 
in the aftermarket. Far-reaching limitations refer also to main shareholders (e.g. 
company’s founders). They usually accept the so-called lock-up provision pro-
hibiting selling shares before a specified deadline (e.g. six or twelve months). This 
provision is also included in the prospectus. All these obligations aim at reduc-
ing the risk of a price fall at least in the short- and medium-term. Once the 
lock-up period ends insiders are allowed to sell their shares, however they have 
to reveal such transactions to the public regardless of the number of shares sold. 
These information revelation is required by supervising authorities to enable less 
informed shareholders make sound investment decisions based.

in practice
JSW SA–a Polish mining company went public in 2011. The offering price was 
set at PLN136. The price fell in the aftermarket. During the first 30 days of 
trading two investment firms (owned by banks): DM Bank Handlowy and DM 
PKO BP were trying to stabilize the price buying shares at PLN135.3-136. Two 
months after the first day of trading the shares traded at a price below PLN100 
and three years later below PLN50.

4.5.2.3. the role of investment banks in iPo

Investment banks play a key role in IPO, designing its structure and arranging 
the whole process. Typically several banks are involved in one offering, espe-
cially when offering’s size is relatively big. They form a syndicate with a lead 
manager coordinating the whole offering and other banks playing less important 
roles, sometimes limited to selling securities to their clients and underwriting 
certain portions of securities offered. The main areas for which investment banks 
take the full or at least partial responsibility in IPO include among others:

 – pursuing company due diligence,
 – preparing stock valuation,
 – attracting investors (marketing),
 – setting the final stock price,
 – selling the offer,
 – underwriting securities,
 – allocating shares,
 – stabilizing the stock price in the aftermarket.

The most important stages are: selling the offered securities to outside inves-
tors and underwriting these securities. Generally, there are two kinds of agree-
ments between issuers and investment banks that define the scope of responsibil-
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ity of investment banks and risks born by both parties: firm commitment and 
best efforts.

On a firm commitment basis an investment bank (or a syndicate) simply 
buys the offered shares from the issuer and then sells them to the public, tak-
ing the risk of low investors’ demand for shares. The bank thus underwrites 
the securities offered, so it serves as an underwriter. Underwriters earn the so-
called spread (or discount) between the offering price paid by final investors and 
the lowered underwriter’s buying price. Their compensation may also include 
other fees, if they participate actively in other steps of IPO process, which re-
fers mainly to the lead manager. As we pointed our earlier, underwriters take 
the risk that outside investors are unwilling to buy shares at the offering price. 
However, underwriters typically benefit in the opposite situation, when demand 
for stocks is strong, which pushes the prices up. It is because they often have 
an option to buy additional shares from the issuer at the offering price (typically 
up to 15% of the primary offer). This option–called Green Shoe provision (af-
ter the name of the first company that used it in its IPO) or overallotment provi-
sion–is exercised when stock price goes up in the aftermarket (the option is in-
the-money) but underwriters have limited time to use it (typically one month).

Under a best-efforts offering an investment bank does not guarantee that all 
the stocks will be sold, instead it promises to do its best to sell as many stocks 
as possible. If a best-efforts offering is used, issuers set a minimum required 
number of stocks to be sold to make the offer valid (e.g. when less than 40% 
of the offered stocks find their buyers, the whole offer may be cancelled). The 
bank’s compensation is set as a fee for a given amount of stocks sold.

in practice
Spotify went public in 2018 but without any support of investment banks. It was 
the so-called direct listing (unusual for companies of this size), so the existing 
shares just started trading on NYSE without any price-setting procedure and 
without hefty fees for investment banks.

4.5.3. secondary (seasoned) public offerings

After an IPO companies become public and thus have easier access to capital. To 
raise additional capital they may organize another public offering and sell newly 
issued securities to new shareholders. Such offering is called secondary public 
offering (SPO) when it refers to both stocks and bonds, or seasoned equity of-
fering (SEO) when it refers to stocks only.

The procedure is very similar to IPO and also includes a new prospectus and 
registration statement but there is one big difference between SEO and IPO–the 
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current market price is set on the open market so there is no need for a com-
plex price-setting procedure. Similarly to an IPO, the secondary public offering 
may include newly issued stocks (primary tranche) or existing stocks (secondary 
tranche). Of course, only with the primary tranche the company raises capital 
and gets proceeds that can be further invested. The secondary tranche is used 
when some main shareholders want to withdraw their stakes. Costs of arranging 
SEOs are on average lower than for IPOs.

There are two interesting aspects worth mentioning with regard to SEOs. The 
stock market reaction to companies’ announcements of new shares to be issued 
to new shareholders is typically negative, which means that stock prices typical-
ly go down after such announcements. Moreover, companies that organize SEOs 
tend to underperform in the long-run. According to capital structure theory the 
reasons for that may stem from information asymmetry. If the so-called insid-
ers know more about company’s future perspectives that outside investors, the 
investors may treat the new equity issue as a bad signal, contrary to a stock 
buyback treated as a good signal. Why? Outside investors may expect that the 
current price is higher than the stock intrinsic value (stock is overpriced) and 
managers try to raise capital at a relatively low cost by issuing new stocks at 
the current market price. The effect is similar to the effect of a market reaction to 
the information about a stock sell made in the secondary market by an insid-
er (e.g. CEO). Such transaction may also indicate that shares are overpriced and 
managers know more about company’s future poor perspectives. This problem is 
called adverse selection.

4.5.4. rights offerings (issues)

With rights offering, newly issued shares are offered to existing shareholders 
proportionally to their current stakes in stock capital. In most European countries 
all shareholders have preemptive rights given by law, so companies cannot gen-
erally organize a public offer excluding their current shareholders–newly issued 
shares have to be offered to the existing shareholders first to protect them from 
a dilution of control (mentioned at the beginning of the chapter). However, there 
are some exceptions to this general principle. Managers are allowed–under cer-
tain conditions–to organize a private placement excluding all or some part of the 
current shareholders. Such exception refers, for example, to stock issue in stock-
for-stock mergers when acquiring company issues new stocks to pay with these 
stocks for the stocks of the target company. In the U.S., on the contrary, the 
situation is totally different. Managers have more flexibility when deciding about 
new issues and offerings, because current shareholders have preemptive rights 
only if they are included in company’s articles of incorporation. In fact, Ameri-
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can public companies rarely use rights offerings – newly issued shares are usu-
ally offered publicly. In contrast, European companies use basically rights offer-
ings when they issue new shares to raise additional capital.

Under rights offering existing shareholders are given the option to buy newly 
issued shares on a pro rata basis paying a subscription price, which is set be-
low the current market price. If they decide to subscribe, they will be given sub-
scription rights, usually on a one-right-one-stock basis (one right per one stock 
held). For subscription rights are separate financial instruments that can be 
bought and sold on an open market, the subscribing shareholders may decide 
to hold rights and use them to buy new stocks or to sell them on an open mar-
ket. They may, of course, ignore subscription and do nothing. Interestingly, if they 
subscribe, they can sell the rights or keep them to exchange for shares paying 
subscription price–regardless of the strategy, they will probably be neither bet-
ter nor worse off. If they choose not to participate in rights issue, their wealth 
will be reduced. We will illustrate this point with a simple example.

example 3
Euro Inc. has one million stocks outstanding priced currently on the open market 
at $50, which gives $50m of market value of equity. Panel A of Table 3 presents 
the data.

The company wants to raise additional capital up to 20% of equity current 
market value ($10m). Managers decided to offer rights to current sharehold-
ers. One stock will entitle a shareholder to get one right, so the number of rights 
to be issued is equal to the current number of shares outstanding:

Number of rights = Parity · Number of stocks outstanding,
Number of rights = 1 · 1m = 1m.

The subscription price of a new stock is set at $40, which means that to raise 
$10m of new capital the company has to issue 0.25m new stocks:

Number of new stocks = Expected proceeds from the issue / subscrip-
tion price,

Number of new stocks = $10m / $40 = 0.25m.

Number of rights needed to buy one new stock is calculated as a quotient of 
the number of rights to be issued to the number of new stocks:

Number of rights needed to buy one new stock = Number of rights / Num-
ber of new stocks,

Number of rights needed to buy one new stock = 1m / 0.25m = 4.
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Panel B of Table 3 presents the results of the above calculations.
To calculate the market price of a single subscription right, one should first 

calculate the expected fall in stock market price after the issue (it should be 
obvious that when new stocks are offered with a discount, the current market 
price of stocks should fall after the issue). To calculate the future stock price, we 
have to divide the market value of equity after the new issue ($60m = $50m + 
$10m) by the total number of shares after the issue (1.25m = 1m + 0.25m):

Current market price after the issue = Market value of equity / total num-
ber of shares,

Current market price after the issue = $60m / 1.25m = $48.

In our example one should expect a fall by $2 from $50 to $48. This fall 
in price is the value of a subscription right:

Value of subscription rights = Stock price before the issue – Stock price 
after the issue,

Value of subscription rights = $50 – $48 = $2.

Table 3. Consequences of subscription rights issue

PANEL A [Units] Before the new stock issue
Number of shares outstanding [m]  1.0
Market price of a single stock [$] 50.0
Total market value of equity [$m] 50.0
PANEL B [Units] Details of rights offering
Capital to be raised by the issue (20%) [$m] 10.0
Subscription price of a new stock [$] 40.0
Number of newly issued stocks to raise 
planned capital [m] 00.25

Number of subscription rights per one share 1.
Number of rights to be issued [m] 1.
Number of rights needed to buy one new stock 4.
Value of a subscription right [$] 2.
PANEL C [Units] After the new stock issue
Number of shares outstanding [m] 1.25
Market price of a single stock [$] 48.0
Total market value of equity [$m] 60.0
PANEL D [Units] Investor X Investor Y
Number of shares before the issue 100 100
Number of subscription rights 100 100
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PANEL D [Units] Investor X Investor Y
Number of new shares 25 0
Total number of shares after the issue 125 100
Total value of shares after the issue [$] 6 000 4 800
Less the price paid for extra shares [$] –1 000 0
Plus the price obtained from selling rights [$] 0 200
Total position of investor after the issue [$] 5 000 5 000

Notice, that the value of a single subscription right may be calculated alter-
natively as:

Value of subscription rights = (Stock price after the issue – Subscrip-
tion price) / Number of rights needed to buy new share,

Value of subscription rights = ($48 – $40) / 4 = $2,
or

Value of subscription rights = (Stock price before the issue – Subscrip-
tion price) / (Number of rights needed to buy new share + 1),

Value of subscription rights = ($50 – $40) / (4 + 1) = $2.

Panel D shows the positions of two investors holding initially the same num-
ber of stocks (100).

Investor X decided to participate in rights offering and uses these rights to 
buy new shares whereas investor Y, who also participated in rights offering, de-
cided to sell them on the open market.

Investor X gets 100 subscription rights and then submits the rights in ex-
change for new shares (25 = 100/4) paying a subscription price of $40 per share. 
She ends up holding 125 shares worth $6,000 (125 · $48). After subtracting 
$1,000 paid for additional 25 shares it gives $5,000.

Investor Y also gets 100 subscription rights and then sells them on the 
open market for $2 per one subscription right obtaining $200. She ends up hold-
ing still 100 shares worth $4,800. After adding $200 received from selling of 
rights it also gives $5,000.

Notice that if the investors decided not to participate in rights offering, 
they would end up holding still 100 shares worth $48 each, so they would be 
worse off.

As we showed in our example, rights offerings always lead to a stock price 
fall when subscription price is lower than the current market price, which is 
always true, because if it was higher, no one would be interested in purchasing 
new shares via subscription rights. Companies never set the subscription price 

Table 3 – cont.
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equal to the current market price because even during the relatively short period 
of time, when shareholders can decide whether to participate, the market price 
may change, falling below the subscription price, making the whole offer point-
less.

This anticipated stock price fall is included in stock quotations. Stock ex-
changes reduce the stock reference price on the so-called ex-rights date by the 
value of a subscription right, similarly to the reductions made on the ex-divi-
dend date by the value of dividend per share. Of course, it is only a technical 
change of previous day’s close price – actual price on ex-rights date may go up 
or down reflecting instantly changing market conditions.
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ChaPter 5
Modeling a terM struCture of interest 

rates

5.1. interest rates and bonds

5.1.1. Compounding and discounting

The value of a monetary unit changes with time: one Polish zloty (PLN) today is 
worth more than the same amount of money next year. Usually it is assumed that 
people prefer to have money now than in the future. This idea is called “time 
value of money”. To compare cash flows at different dates we should be able to 
calculate future values of current cash flows (compounding) as well as current 
values of cash amounts that will be paid in the future (discounting). In this sub-
chapter we recall basic formulas for compounding and discounting.

In simple compounding interest is the product of the length of a time period 
(in years) and the interest rate. Assuming that ( , )F t T  is the interest rate (an-
nual) for the period starting at the moment t (now) and ending at the time T, the 
length of investment period is T t−  years. Placing ( )K t  with the given interest 
rate, after T t−  year we will have

 ( )( )  ( ) 1  ( ) ( , ) .K T K t T t F t T= + −  (1)

The K(T) is the future value of the today’s K(t) units of currency. From the 
formula (1) we can obtain current value of K(T) units of currency at the moment 
T, given by the following formula for simple discounting:

 

( )( )  .
1  ( ) ( , )

K TK t
T t F t T

=
+ −

 (2)

In the simple compounding it does not matter how often interest is calculated, 
because it is not added to the invested capital.

In many investments interest is added to the invested capital. In this case af-
ter the end of the first compound period, the amount invested is increased by the 
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interest paid after this period. In the second period interest is calculated for this 
larger amount and then added to the amount invested, and so on. By ( , )kY t T  we 
will denote the interest rate for the period starting now (i.e. at the moment t) and 
ending at the date T with compounding k times a year. The final value of initial 
investment in amount K(t) is given by the following compounding formula:

 

( ),( )  ( ) 1  ( ) .
k T t

kY t TK T K t
k

−
 = + 
 

 (3)

The current value at the moment t of ( )K T  units of currency paid at the mo-
ment T is given by the discounting formula, which can be simply derived from 
equation (3):

 

( )

( )
( ) .

(

( ) ,( )    ( ) 1  
, )1  

k T t
k

k T t
k

K T Y t TK t K T
kY t T

k

− −

−
 = = + 
  + 

 

 (4)

In many cases interest is compound annually. Annually compound rate we 
denote by 1( , )  ( , ).Y t T Y t T=

We can consider what happens when the compounding period becomes very 
small or, equivalently, the number of compounding periods in a year becomes 
large: interest is calculated in every moment. As k  tends to infinity, we ob-
tain the following formula for continuous compounding:

 ( )( )  ( )exp ( ) ( , ) ,K T K t T t R t T= −  (5)

where ( , )R t T  is continuously compounded interest rate for the period start-
ing now (i.e. at the moment t) and ending at the date T. The current value of 

( )K T  units of currency at the moment T continuously discounted is

 ( )( )  ( )exp ( ) ( , ) .K t K T T t R t T= − −  (6)

5.1.2. discount factors

The current value of ( )K T  units of currency paid at the moment T  can be gen-
erally described by the discounting formula:

 ( )  ( ) ( , ).K t K T P t T=  (7)
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where ( , )P t T  is called a discount factor (from the moment T to the moment 
t). It is a current value of one unit of currency paid at the moment T. Equiva-
lently, it is a number of units of currency at time t that accrues to a unit amount 
of currency at time T. Obviously, ( , )P t T  increases as T decreases towards t and 

( , ) 1 .P t t =
The exact formula for the discount factor depends on the type of discounting. 

The formulae for simple, compound and continuous discounting factors can be 
easily obtain from equations (2), (4) and (6), respectively, by taking ( ) 1 .K T =  
We can also reverse the formulae and solve them for interest rate. Thus, if we 
know the value of the discount factor, we can calculate the appropriate inter-
est rate. The formulae are given below. The word “spot” is used to distinguish 
described interest rates from forward interest rates, which will be defined later.

Different types of (spot) interest rates
Simple (spot) rate:

 

1 ( , )( , ) .
( ) ( , )

P t TF t T
T t P t T

−
=

−
 (8)

Compound (spot) rate with k compound periods yearly:

 ( )1/[ ( )], ( , )) 1 .( k T t
kY t T k P t T − − −=  (9)

Continuous (spot) rate:

 
ln ( , )( , ) .P t TR t T

T t
= −

−
 (10)

example 1
Assume that the discount factor for the period that ends two years from 
now equals (0,2)  0.81873.P =  The different interest rates calculated based on this 
discount factor are as follows:

• Simple rate:

 
1 0.81873(0,2)   0.1107 1 1.07%.
2 0.81873

F −
= = =

⋅

• Compound rate (with annual compounding):

 

1
21 0,2 0.81873 1 0.1051 10.5 %( 1 .)Y

−
− = ==
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• Compound rate (with semiannual compounding):

 

1
42 0,2 2 (0.81873 1) 0.1025 10.25%.( )Y

−
= −⋅ = =

• Compound rate (with quarterly compounding):

 

1
84 0,2 4 (0.81873 1) 0.1013 10.13%.( )Y

−
⋅ − = ==

• Continuous rate:

 
ln 0.81873(0,2) 0.1 10%.

2
R = − = =

Let us consider a zero-coupon bond, i.e. a financial instrument that will pay 
a specified amount of money at the maturity date T. We assume that the amount 
that will be paid is 1 PLN and that it will be paid for sure: there is no risk of 
default. The bond is traded on the market. It is easy to see that its current price 
should be equal to the discount factor ( , )P t T  as the bond is an equivalent of 
1 PLN paid at the maturity T. In theoretical models, it is assumed that for any 
moment T t>  there exists a zero-coupon bond with maturity T, which can be 
bought and sold on a frictionless market (i.e. there are no transaction costs, the 
market is perfectly liquid and one can buy and sell any amount of bonds). For any 
moment t the prices ( , )P t T  expressed as a function of maturity time form 
a term-structure of zero-coupon bond prices or discount curve.

5.1.3. forward rates

Let us consider three moments of time: t, S and T, where .t S T< <  At moment t 
we buy one zero-coupon bond with maturity T, which requires ( , )P t T  PLN. 
To finance this purchase we sell the zero-coupon bonds with maturity S. As one 
bond costs ( , )P t S  PLN, to obtain ( , )P t T  PLN we should sell ( , ) / ( , )P t T P t S  
of such bonds. The total value of these transactions is zero: we do not have to 
use any additional money and no money is left. But we have obligations con-
nected with the bond that matures at moment S and receivables connected with 
the bond maturing at T. At moment S  we will have to pay ( , ) / ( , )P t T P t S  PLN. 
At moment T we will obtain 1 PLN. Figure 1 presents cash flows connected with 
the described transactions.
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As one can see, this pair of transaction is financially equivalent to invest-
ing ( , ) / ( , )P t T P t S  PLN at moment S in order to obtain 1 PLN at time T. The 
discounted value of 1 PLN paid at moment T is ( , ) / ( , )P t T P t S  PLN and thus 

( , ) / ( , )P t T P t S  is the discount factor from moment T to moment S. Using 
again the equations (2), (4) and (6) we can calculate the interest rates for the 
period between two moments in the future. This type of interest rates is called 
forward rates.

Different types of forward interest rates
Simple forward rate:

 

( , ) ( , )( ; , ) .
( ) ( , )

P t S P t TF t S T
T S P t T

−
=

−
 (11)

Compound forward rate with k compound periods yearly:

 

1/ ( )

( ) ( , ); , 1 .
( , )

k T S

k
P t SY t S T k
P t T

−   − 
   

=  (12)

Continuous forward rate:

 
ln ( , ) ln ( , )( ; , ) .P t T P t SR t S T

T S
−

= −
−

 (13)

The difference between spot rates and forward rates is the following. Spot 
rates are for investments that start “now”. Forward rates refer to investments 
that will be done in the future, but the interest rate for the investment is settled 
“now”. Figure 2 illustrates this graphically for continuous rates.

t T

P (t; T ) / P t S( ; )

S

1 PLN

Figure 1. Cash flows for transactions on bonds maturing at S and T
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example 2
Suppose that the interest rate for one year from now (with semiannually com-
pounding) is 2 ( )0,1  1 0%Y =  and the interest rate for one and a half year is 

( )2 0,1.5  1 0.3%Y = . The discount factors, calculated with the equation (4) are:

 

210.1(0,1)  1    0.907029,
2

P
− ⋅

 = + = 
 

 

21.50.103(0,1.5)  1    0.860146.
2

P
− ⋅

 = + = 
 

The forward rates of different types for the period starting in one year and 
ending after one and a half year are:

 

0.907029 0.860146(0;1,1.5)    0.1090 1 0.90%,
0.5 0.860146

F −
= = =

⋅

 

1
2 0.5

2
0.9070290;1,1.5   2 1   0.1090 1 0.90%,
0.860146

( )Y ⋅
 
  = − = =     

 

ln 0.860146 ln 0.907029(0;1,1.5)    0.1061 1 0.61%.
0.5

R −
=− = =

T

t TS

R t  T( , )

R t S  T( ; , )

Figure 2. Difference between spot rates and forward rates
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All forward rates defined by equations (11)-(13) apply over discrete time in-
terval. In general, forward rates can be calculated for time interval of any length. 
One can consider what will happen if the interval becomes shorter and short-
er. Instantaneous forward rates are forward rates obtained when the length 
of interval becomes infinitesimally small. Mathematically, they are derived as 
a limit of forward rates with .S T→  A special case of instantaneous forward rate 
is a short rate – a rate for interval starting now (i.e.   ).T t=  Calculating appropri-
ate limits in equations (11)-(13) we obtain the following definitions.

Instantaneous forward rate and short rate
Instantaneous forward rate equals

 
ln ( , )( , ) .P t Tf t T

T
∂

= −
∂

 (14)

Short rate:

 
( ) ( , ) lim ( , ).

T t
r t f t t R t T

→
= =  (15)

The instantaneous forward rate is a forward rate for infinitely small time in-
terval starting at T. One can interpret it as the marginal cost of borrowing for that 
moment of time. The short rate is the marginal cost of borrowing now. For any 
moment t the rates ( , )f t T  expressed as a function of maturity time form a term-
structure of forward years or forward curve.

By integrating equation (14) we obtain the following formula for discount 
factors expressed with forward rates:

 
( , ) exp ( , ) .

T

t
P t T f t s ds

 
= −  

 
∫  (16)

Using equations (10) and (13) the following formulas can be derived:

 

1( , )  ( , ) ,
T

t
R t T f t s ds

T t
=

− ∫  (17)

 
( ) 1; ,   ( , ) .

T

S
R t S T f t s ds

T S
=

− ∫  (18)
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According to (17) and (18) continuous rate (spot and forward) is the average 
of instantaneous forward rated over the interval of investment.

Exercise 1. Derive the equation (8)-(10).

Exercise 2. Derive the formulae (11)-(13).

Exercise 3. Assume that the simple spot rate for 9 month from now is 12%. 
Calculate the discount factor, continuous rate and compound rate with quarter-
ly compounding.

Exercise 4. Simple spot rates for 3, 6, 9 and 12 months are 5.3%, 5.4%, 
5.25% and 5.2%, respectively. Compute forward rates for the periods starting 
in 3 months and ending in 6 month, starting in 6 months and ending in 9 months, 
and starting in 9 months, ending after a year.

5.2. estimating term structure of interest rates

In theoretical framework it is assumed that there exists a zero-coupon bond 
for any maturity and the discount factor is equal to the current price of this bond. 
This can be seen as a crude approximation of the reality, as in real markets there 
are usually only zero-coupon bonds for short maturities. Bonds with longer ma-
turities usually bear coupons. The discount factors for many maturities should be 
estimated. Estimation of the term structure requires fitting various functions to 
observed interest rates and bonds’ prices. The functional form should be flexible 
enough to capture stylized facts concerning the shape of the term structure. It is 
believed that estimation method should have the following characteristics:

1.  It should be suitable to fit various of data.
2.  Usually it is assumed that the estimated interest rates for all maturities 

should be positive.
3.  The estimated discount factors, spot rates and forward rates should change 

continuously and smoothly with maturities.
4.  The estimated spot and forward rates should converge asymptotically to-

wards a constant, which is equal to the consol rate, i.e. the rate for very 
long (infinitely long) maturities.
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5.2.1. data for estimation

5.2.1.1. interbank market interest rates

Interbank rates are rates at which deposits between commercial banks are ex-
changed. There are two types of rates: bid rates: the rates which banks are will-
ing to pay for deposits from other banks, and offer rates: the rates at which banks 
can borrow unsecured funds from other banks. The maturities range from over-
night (deposit is closed in the next day) to one year.

The most important interbank rates are LIBOR (London Interbank Of-
fer Rate) in the London interbank market. LIBOR rates are calculated for five 
currencies and seven maturities and and since 2014 are calculated by ICE Bench-
mark Administration (IBC) and published on each business day at 11 a.m. by 
the Thompson Reuters. LIBOR is used as a key reference rate for a variety of 
global financial instruments. The rates are calculated based on the survey among 
a panel of major banks

In the euro-zone the most important interbank rates are EURIBOR rates, 
published by the European Money Markets Institute at 11 a.m. CET. As in the 
case of LIBOR, it is calculated on the basis of a survey in which 20 banks are 
asked at which rate they are willing to give unsecured loans in euro. They are 
not “real” transaction rates. On each business day European Central Bank at 
7 p.m. CET publishes EONIA rate–effective overnight rate in the interbank rate. 
It is computed as a weighted average of all overnight unsecured lending trans-
actions in the interbank market, undertaken in the European Union and Euro-
pean Free Trade Association countries.

In Poland the rates in the interbank market are measured by WIBOR (War-
saw Interbank Offer Rate) rates. They are calculated by the Warsaw Stock Ex-
change1, based on the survey among banks, and are published at 11 a.m. CET. 
Table 1 contains exemplary WIBOR rates on 26 January 2018.

Table 1. WIBOR rates on 26 January 2018

Maturity Name Rate (%)
1 day WIBOR ON 1.15
1 week WIBOR 1W 1.54
1 month WIBOR 1M 1.65
3 months WIBOR 3M 1.72
6 months WIBOR 6M 1.81
1 year WIBOR 1Y 1.85

1 Since 30 June 2017. Earlier for almost 25 years WIBOR rates had been administrated by 
ACI Polska.
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Apart from WIBOR rates, also a weighted average of overnight transac-
tion rates is calculated and published at 5 p.m. CET as the POLONIA rate. 
On 26 January 2018 the POLONIA rate was 0.85% – thirty basis points be-
low WIBOR ON.

In many other European and non-European countries there are available indi-
cators concerning rates in the local interbank market. There exists, for example, 
STIBOR (Sweden), TIBOR rates (Japan), SIBOR (Singapore), MIBOR (India).

5.2.1.2. Bonds

The main part of fixed-income investments are associated with various kind of 
bonds. A bond is a debt contract in which an issuer promises to pay a stream of 
cash flows over a fixed time horizon. In case of zero-coupon bonds the stream 
consists of a single payment–return of the debt in the time of maturity. This kind 
of bonds usually has short maturity: up to two years. Bonds with longer ma-
turities bring interest, which is paid periodically until the maturity of the bond. 
These interest payments are called coupons and these kind of bonds are called 
coupon bonds. At maturity the debt is payed off and the bond brings the face 
value (also called the par value or principal).

From purely financial point of view, a bond is a stream of cash flows, as it 
is illustrated in Figure 3. Usually the payments before maturity are interest paid 
according to the fixed coupon rate. The last payment equals interest plus prin-
cipal. Thus

 
  k

cC V
m

=  for 1, , 1,k n= … −

 
    ,n

cC V V
m

= +

where c is the coupon rate, coupons are paid m  times a year and V is the face value 
of the bond. For example, for a bond with the face value of PLN 1000 and cou-
pon rate of 5% with coupons paid semiannually, all payments except for the last one 
equal PLN 25 and the last payment is PLN 1025. The structure of coupon payments 

t 1t

nC1nC �2nC �3C2C1C

2t 3t nt2nt � 1nt �

Figure 3. Coupon bond as a series of cash flows
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with a constant rate is considered standard for bonds. However, there can be bonds 
with a different pattern of payments. Therefore we assume only that payments 1C , 
…, nC  can be arbitrary, but they are known at the initial time t.

The price of a bond is equal to the current value of the cash flow that it gener-
ates. Formally:

 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2

 1 
( )  ,   ,     , ( , ),

n
n n k k

k
B t C P t t C P t t C P t t C P t t

=
= + +…+ = ∑  (19)

where B(t) denotes the price of the bond. Assuming continuous discounting this 
equation can be also rewritten as
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Thus market prices of bonds contain information about discount factors and 
interest rates. The estimation of term structure of interest rates requires extract-
ing this information from observed prices.

The yield to maturity (or shorter yield) is the discount rate that makes the 
sum of the discounted values of cash flows of the bond equal to current price 
of the bond. It is an internal rate of return of all cash flows connected with the 
bond, including the expenditure for buying it. Assuming continuous discount-
ing, the yield to maturity, y, is the solution of the equation
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The yield to maturity can be seen as a weighted average of zero-cou-
pon rates. It depends on the current market price of the bond. If the price is 
equal to its face value, then the yield equals the coupon rate. When the price is 
lower than the face value, the yield is higher than the coupon rate and in the op-
posite situation the yield is lower than the coupon rate.

example 3
Consider a bond which will pay a coupon of 10 PLN in one year and a cou-
pon with the principal in two years, which gives a sum of 110 PLN. The current 
price of the bond at moment   0t =  is 98.1 PLN. The equation for calculating 
yield is
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298.1 1 0 1 0 .  1y ye e− −= +

Defining   yx e−=  yields a quadratic equation:

 2110  1 0 98.1  0.x x+ − =

The equation has two solutions 1   0.99x =−  and 2   0.9,x =  but we consider only 
the positive one. The yield to maturity of the bond is

 ( )2  ln   ln(0.9)  0.1054 1 0.54%.y x=− =− = =

The price of a bond and its yield to maturity are connected with each oth-
er. Since the yield is usually seen as a measure of general profitability of invest-
ments in a bond, one can ask how the price changes with the changes in the yield. 
The traditional measure for the sensitivity of bond’s price to changes in the yield 
is duration. In the following definitions we assume that   0t = .

Duration of the bond is defined as5

  1 

1 1  .  k
n

t y
k k

k

BD t C e
B y B

−

=

∂
=− =

∂ ∑  (22)

The duration can be used to approximate the percentage change in the bond 
price when yield changes:

 
.B D y

B
∆

≅ − ∆

example 4
Consider a five year bond with the face value of PLN 100 with the coupon rate 
of 5% and coupons payed yearly. Assume that the bond’s yield to maturity is 
6%. The calculations of modified duration of the bond is given in Table 2.

The price of the bond is   95.0388B =  PLN and its duration equals 
430.7692    4.5326.
95.0388

D = =  It means that when the yield to maturity of the bond in-

2 When assuming non-continuous compounding one can define two types of duration: Macu-
lay’s duration and modified duration. By continuous compounding, as we assumed here, those two 
parameters are equal. You can find more information for example in chapter 4.8 (Hull, 2015).
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creases by 1 percentage point (p.p.), its price drops approximately by 4.5326%. 
On the other hand, when the yield decreases by 1 p.p., the price rises by 4.5326%. 
In fact, when the yield changes from 6% to 7%, the price of the bond will be 
equal to 90.8329 PLN, thus the price will decrease by 4.426%. Thus the dura-
tion a good approximation of the price changes.

Bonds’ prices quoting conventions

Newly issued bonds are sold by an issuer on the primary market. Afterwards 
they are traded on secondary markets (usually some stock exchanges), where 
investors can buy them from private persons or institutions, which are willing 
to sell them. The transaction prices of zero-coupon bonds and coupon bonds 
are quoted using different conventions. On many markets zero-coupon bonds 
are quoted using discount rates calculated on the basis of their actual pric-
es. Prices of coupon bonds (but also zero-coupon ones, as for example in Po-
land) are quoted as a percentage of the principal value. However, the quoted 
prices (the so-called clean prices) are not the prices of transactions (dirty 
prices). The real transaction prices are diminished by accrued interest, i.e. 
the value of due interest, which are calculated according to the number of days 
since the last coupon payment.

example 5
On 1st December the quoted price of a bond was 102.15. The bond has 
the face value of PLN 1000 and its coupon rate is 6%. Coupons are paid 
twice a year: on 2nd January and 2nd July. Since the last coupon payment 
152 days have passed. The yearly coupon is PLN 60 and the coupon paid 
in one-coupon period is PLN 30. The length of the current coupon peri-
od (from 2nd July to 2nd January) is 184 days. The accrued interest for the 

date 1st December is thus 152 30  24.78.
184

⋅ =  The real price in transaction was 

1021.5 24.78 1046.28 PLN.+ =

Table 2. Calculation of the duration

kt kC k kt C kyt
kC e− kyt

k kt C e−

1   5   5  4.7088   4.7088
2   5  10  4.4346   8.8692
3   5  15  4.1764  12.5291
4   5  20  3.9331  15.7326
5 105 525 77.7859 388.9296

95.0388 430.7692
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Exercise 5. Consider a five year bond with the face value of PLN 100 and the 
coupon rate of 6% paid semiannually. The current price of the bond is PLN 
106.70. Calculate the yield to maturity of the bond and its duration. For the first 
task use Excel function IRR.

Exercise 6. Calculate the duration of a zero-coupon bond maturing in two 
years. Its face value is PLN 100 and current price is PLN 92.31.

5.2.2. Bootstrapping

The bootstrapping is the simplest method of estimating the term structure. The 
idea is similar to obtaining interest rates from prices of zero-coupon bonds. The 
method consists of iteratively extracting discount factors from prices of a se-
quence of coupon bonds with increasing maturity.

Assume, for example, that we know the price of a zero-coupon bond maturing 
in three months. Let us denote it by B(0.25). For notional simplicity, we assume 
that today’s date is   0t = . The discount factor for three months from now equals

 
1
1

(0.25)(0.25)  ,BP
C

=

where 1
1C  is the only payment of the bond – its face value. Let (0.5)B  be the 

price of the bond with two payments left. The first of these payments, 2
1C  is 

in three months, and the second one, 2
2C , is in six months. The price equals

 
2 2
1 2(0.5)  (0.25)  (0.5).B C P C P= +

Hence we can calculate the discount factor for six months:

 

2
1
2
2

(0.5) (0.25)
(0.5)  .

B C P
P

C
−

=

Similarly, if we know the price of a bond maturing in nine months with pay-
ments ( 3

1 ,C  3
2C  and 3

3C ) in three, six and nine months, then we can calculate the 
discount factor for nine months:
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3
3

(0.75) (0.25) (0.5)
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B C P C P
P

C
− −

=

If we have an appropriate set of bonds with longer and longer maturities, we 
can continue this procedure and compute discount factors for longer terms. In-
stead of calculating discount factors sequentially, we can also obtain the solu-
tion more directly, using linear algebra. Suppose that we have a set of K bonds 
that have payments in moments 1t , 2t , …, Kt . Let k

iC  be the total cash flow on k 
th bond on the date it  and kB  be the price of bond k. The prices of all bonds are 
given by the equation:

 

1 1 11
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where B is the vector with bonds’ prices and CF is the matrix with cash flows 
(i.e. the matrix in which the row k consists of cash flows of bond k). The dis-
count factors for maturities 1t , 2t , …, Kt  can be obtained by multiplying both 
sides by the inverse of the cash flow matrix. Thus
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If we have a set of bonds with the structure of payments as described above 
(a bond with one payment left, a bond with two payments, etc.), then the cash 
flow matrix CF  has the following structure:
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1 2
3 3 3
1 2 3
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example 6
In Table 3 there are data concerning four bonds. We assume that all bonds pay 
coupons yearly.

Table 3. Data for the bootstrapping method example

Bond Price Maturity (years) Coupon rate (%)
1  97.90 1 5.0
2  98.70 2 5.5
3 102.15 3 6.0
4  96.00 4 5.0

The cash flow matrix for these bonds is given by

 

105 0 0 0
5.5 105.5 0 0

  
6 6 106 0
5 5 5 105

CF

 
 
 =
 
 
 

and the vector of prices is

 

97.90
98.70

  
102.15
96.00

B

 
 
 =
 
 
 

.

Using equation (23) we obtain discount factors for maturities range from one 
year to four years:

 

1(1) 105 0 0 0 97.90 0.932394
(2) 5.5 105.5 0 0 98.70 0.886920
(3) 6 6 106 0 102.15 0.860708
(4) 5 5 5 105 96.00 0.786628

P
P
P
P

−
       
      
      = =
      
      
       

.

The interest rates can be calculated using equations (8)-(10). For example, 
assuming continuous compounding we obtain
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 (1)  ln (1)  ln 0.932394  0.0700  7%,R P= =− = =

 

1 1(2)  ln (2)  ln 0.886920  0.0600  6%,
2 2

R P= =− = =

  

1 1(2)  ln (2)  ln 0.860708  0.0500  5%,
3 3

R P= =− = =

 

1 1(4)  ln (4)  ln 0.786628  0.0600  6%.
4 4

R P= =− = =

5.2.3. spline method

The estimation of term structure based on splines consists in dividing the term 
structure into many segments using a series of so-called knot points. Then one 
uses different functions from the same class (for example polynomials or expo-
nential functions) to describe term structure over these segments. The class of 
functions is constrained to be continuous and smooth around all the knot points 
to ensure continuity and smoothness of fitted curves.

A spline of the discount function is defined by the following equation:

  1 
( ) 1 ( ),

n
j j

j
P T g Tα

=
= + ∑  (24)

where 1g , 2g , …, ng  are functions that form the basis of the spline and 1α , 
2α , …, nα  are parameters that should be estimated. Since the discount fac-

tor for moment   0T =  is 1, thus (0)  0jg =  for all  1 , , .j n= …

As for the set of functions 1g , 2g , …, ng , among practitioners very popu-
lar is the method used by McCulloch, who proposed to use cubic polynomi-
als. The McCulloch cubic splines are defined as follows. The horizon of all ma-
turities is divided into 2n −  intervals by 1n −  knot points: 1 2 1nξ ξ ξ −< < …< , 
where 1   0ξ = . We also set 0 1    0ξ ξ= =  and define nξ  as the end of the time ho-
rizon (the longest maturity of the bonds in the dataset). The basis function is 
defined by
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for  1 , , 1j n= … −  and

   ( .)ng T T=  (26)

Figure 4 contains a graph of the first four splines for   4.n =

Assume that we have a set of K bonds and their actual prices are 1B , 2B , …, 
KB . The payments for bonds are in the moments 1t , 2t , …, mt  and let k

iC  be 
the total cash flow on k th bond on the date it  (if the bond k  brings no payment 
at the moment ti, i.e. because this moment falls after the maturity of the bond 
then   0).k

iC =  The market price of the bond k is

Figure 4. First four McCulloch cubic splines
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where kε  is an idiosyncratic error for the bond k – its deviation from the “true” 
price. Substituting (24) into (27), we obtain
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By rearranging the terms, we obtain
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Let us define 
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Equation (29) is a linear regression of the variable Y  against variables 1X , 
2X , …, nX  and the parameters 1α , …, nα  can be obtained using standard 

econometric methods – for example with ordinary least squares (OLS) estima-
tion.

example 7
Table 4 contains data concerning five bonds with maturities varying from one 
year to six years. We assume that coupons are payed annually.

Table 4. Data for the cubic splines estimation

Bond Price Maturity (years) Coupon rate (%)
1  99.46 1 3.0
2  98.92 2 3.5
3  97.02 3 3.0
4  94.36 4 3.0
5 101.72 5 3.5
6  94.93 6 4.0
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We take three knot points (   3):n =  1   0ξ = , 2   3ξ =  and 3   6.ξ =  Thus we will 
use three base functions 1g , 2g  and 3g . Table 5 contains values of these func-
tion for the moments of coupon payments.

Table 5. The values of the functions gj

ti g1 g2 g3
1 0.4444 0.0556 1.0000
2 1.5556 0.4444 2.0000
3 3.0000 1.5000 3.0000
4 4.5000 3.4444 4.0000
5 6.0000 6.0556 5.0000
6 7.5000 9.0000 6.0000

The next step is to calculate the values of the variables Y, 1X , 2X  and 3X  
for all bonds. Table 6 contains exemplary calculations for the bond maturing 
in four years.

Table 6. The values of the functions gj

i 4
iC 4

1( )iiC g t 4
2( )iiC g t 4

3( )iiC g t
1 3.0 1.3333 0.1667 3.0
2 3.0 4.6667 1.3333 6.0
3 3.0 9.0 4.5 9.0
4 103.0000 463.5000 354.7778 412.0
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

112.0 478.5 360.7778 430.0

The last row contains sums of all numbers in the given column. We have thus 
4   94.36 112  17.64,Y = − =−  4

1   478.5,X =  4
2   360.778X =  and 4

3   430.X =  Perform-
ing similar computations for all the bonds we obtain values of all the variables, 
summarized in Table 7.

Table 7. The values of variables in the regression

k kY 1
kX 2

kX 3
kX

1 –3.54 45.78 5.72 103
2 –8.08 162.56 46.19 210.5
3 –11.98 315 156 318
4 –17.64 478.5 360.78 430
5 –15.78 654.25 645.81 552.5
6 –29.07 842 982 684
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Performing linear regression on the variables from Table 7, one obtain the 
following function describing discount factors:

 1 2 3( ) 1   0.019393   0.008904 0.05013( ) ( ) (8 ).T TP T g Tg g= + + −

Continuous interest rates ( )R T  can be calculated as   l ( / .( ) )nR PT T T=−

5.2.4. nelson-siegel model

Nelson and Siegel used an exponential function in describing forward rates 
over the whole maturity range. They proposed the following functional form to 
describe instantaneous forward rates:

 
/ /

1 2 3   ) .   ( T TTf eT eβ βα α α
β

− −= + +  (30)

The advantage of this method lies in the fact that the function has an 
asymptotical value for .T → ∞  For this reason it is preferred by many practitio-
ners. The continuous rates consistent with the forward rates given above can be 
calculated from equation (17):
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By equation (6) the discount factors are given by the following equation:

 

( )1 2 3 3  exp(   1  .)  
T T

P T e TeT β βα β α α α
− −  

  = − − + − +
  

  

 (32)

Figure 5 presents exemplary terms structure of both spot and forward rates 
in the Nelson-Siegel model. The curves are typical for this model. The lines have 
one hump that can be directed either downward (as in the graph) or upward. 
Then the rates converge to their asymptotic value.

The model has four parameters: 1α , 2α , 3α  and .β  The parameters have in-
terpretation.
•  1α  is the consol rate (i.e. rate for very long maturities). It is asymptotic value 

for both spot and forward rates: 1( )  ( ) . f R α∞ = ∞ =
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•  The short rate is 1 2 : α α+  1 2(0)  (0)  (0  .)   r f R α α= = = +  Thus the spread be-
tween consol rate and short rate is 2α− .

•  The parameter 3α  is responsible for the shape of the term structure. 
When 3 0,α >  the term structure attains the maximum value and its shape 
is concave (hump directed upward). When 3 0,α <  the term structure attains 
the minimum value and its shape is convex (hump directed downward, as 
in Figure 5).

•  The parameter 0β >  is the speed of convergence of the terms structure to-
ward the consol rate. The lower its value is, the quicker interest rates ap-
proach their asymptotic value.
According to equation (30) the shape of the term structure can be expressed 

as a combination of three factors. The first one, 1α , determines the overall level 
of interest rates (the height of the curve). The second factor, /

2 ,Te βα −  deter-
mines how interest rates change with the changes in maturity (the slope of the 

curve). The third factor, /
3 ,TT e βα

β
−  is responsible for the hump in the curve. 

Figure 6 illustrates the shapes of these factors.
The estimation of the model consists of choosing appropriate values of the 

parameters. This proceeds as follows. Suppose that we have a set of K bonds 
with cash flows at moments 1t , 2t , …, Mt . Let k

mC  be a payment of bond k at 
moment kt . The theoretical price of the bond k is

Figure 5. Exemplary term structure in the Nelson-Siegel model
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The market prices of these bonds are 1B , 2B , …, KB . The parameters 1,α  
2 ,α  3α  and β  are estimated by minimizing the sum of squared differences 

between theoretical and observed prices, i.e. by solving the following optimiza-
tion problem:

 
( ) ( )2

1 2 3
 1 

min , , , ˆ ,
K

k k

k
F B Bα α α β

=
= −∑  (33)

subject to the constrains:

 1 1 2,   , 0α α α β+ > . (34)

The problem (33)-(34) is a problem of nonlinear optimization. It can be 
solved only numerically, using appropriate algorithms. For such algorithms to 
find the optimal solution it is crucial to appropriately set the starting values of 
the parameters. The interpretation of the parameters gives some advice in this 
case. The starting value for the parameters 1α  and 2α  can be obtained from the 
yields of the bonds with the shortest and longest times to maturity. The starting 
values of the parameters 3α  and β  can be established by analyzing the struc-
ture of yields with different maturities.

0
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0,4

0,6

0,8

1

1,2

factor 1 factor 2 factor 3

Figure 6. Three factors determining term structure of forward rates in the Nelson-
-Siegel model
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The problem (33)-(34) is the simplest approach to estimating term struc-
ture. It is sometimes claimed that when minimizing the unweighted price errors, 
bonds with longer maturity obtain a higher weighting, because their prices are 
more sensitive to changes in interest rates. To avoid this problem one can try to 
minimize weighted sum of squared errors. In this case the optimization problem 
has the following form:

 
( ) ( )2

1 2 3
 1 

min , , ,   ˆ
K

k k
k

k
F w B Bα α α β

=
= −∑  (35)

with constrains given by (34). Usually the weights kw  are based on the inverse 
of duration of the bonds, i.e.
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where kD  is the duration of bond k.

5.2.5. svensson model

The Svensson model is an extension of the Nelson-Siegel model. As in the 
later one, the exponential function is used. Instantaneous forward rates for differ-
ent maturities are described by the following function:

 
1 1 2/ / /

1 2 3 4
1 2

( )        .T T TT Tf T e e eβ β βα α α α
β β

− − −= + + +  (36)

Comparing this with the equation in the Nelson-Siegel model, one term is 
added. This term allows for the second hump in the curve describing interest 
rates. Just as the Nelson-Siegel model, the function in the Svensson model has 
an asymptotical value for ,T → ∞  which makes the model useful in practical 
applications. The continuous rates consistent with the forward rates given above 
can be calculated from equation (17):
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Discount factors are thus given by the equation:

 

1 1 11 2 1 3 1( ) exp 1 1
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Figure 7 presents exemplary terms structure of both spot and forward rates 
in the Svensson model. The lines can have two humps: directed downward or up-
ward. Then the rates converge to their asymptotic value.

The model has six parameters: two more than in the Nelson-Siegel mod-
el. The interpretations of the parameters 1,α  2 ,α  3α  and 1β  are the same as 
in the previous model. The parameters 4α  and 2β  are responsible for the shape 
of the second hump and their interpretation is following.
•  The parameter 4α  is responsible for the shape of the second 

hump. When 4 0,α >  the hump is directed upward. When 4 0,α <  the hump 
is directed downward.

R(T) f(T)

Figure 7. Exemplary term structure in the Svensson model
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•  The parameter 2 0β >  determines the speed with which the second hump 
decays to zero and term structure approaches the consol rate. The lower its 
value is, the quicker the interest rates approach their asymptotic value.
The shape of the term structure can be expressed as a combination of three 

factors. The first three factors are the same as in the Nelson-Siegel model. The 

fourth factor, 2/
4

2
,TT e βα

β
−  is responsible for the second hump in the curve. 

Figure 8 illustrates the shapes of these factors.

The estimation procedure is similar to the procedure used for the Nelson-
Siegel model. It is based on minimizing differences between the observed prices 
of bonds and their theoretical prices for given values of parameters. One has to 
solve the following problem:
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 1 
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K
k k
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B B

=
−∑  (39)

subject to the constrains:

 1 1 2 1 2,   , , 0.α α α β β+ >

factor 1 factor 2 factor 3 factor 4

Figure 8. Three factors determining term structure of forward rates in the Svens-
son model
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5.2.6. estimation of a term structure by central banks

Many central banks in the world systematically do the computations of the term 
structure in their countries. The results of their estimation are very often pub-
lished in their information materials or on their websites. Since 1996 many cen-
tral banks in the world systematically have been reporting their estimates to the 
Bank of International Settlements (BIS) and the BIS Data Bank Services provide 
access to these data. Central banks in different countries use various methods 
in the estimation of the term structure, but in most cases the contributing cen-
tral banks adopted one of the parametric methods: either Nelson-Siegel model 
or Svensson model. In other cases some kinds of splines are used. Table 8 sum-
marizes methods used by some central banks.

Table 8. Estimation of the term structure of interest rates

Country Estimation method Minimized error Maturity range
Belgium SV or NS weighted prices up to 16 years
Canada splines weighted prices 3 months to 30 years
Finland NS weighted prices from 1 to 12 years
France SV or NS weighted prices up to 10 years
Germany SV yields from 1 to 10 years
Italy NS weighted prices up to 30 years
Japan splines prices from 1 to 10 years
Norway SV yields up to 10 years
Spain SV weighted prices up to 10 years
Sweden splines and SV yields up to 10 years
Switzerland SV yields from 1 to 30 years
U.K. splines yields up to 30 years
U.S. splines weighted prices and prices up to 10 years

Source: BIS (2005).

In the table NS means Nelson-Siegel method and SV means Svensson mod-
el. In some cases instead of minimizing differences between theoretical and ob-
served prices, as in the problems (33) or (35), the differences between theoretical 
and observed yield are minimized.

Exercise 7. In the Table 9 below there are data concerning 10 different bonds. It 
is assumed that all bonds pay coupons semi-annually. Estimate the terms struc-
ture of interest rates using the following methods:

a) bootstrapping,
b) McCulloch cubic splines,
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c) Nelson-Siegel model,
d) Svensson model.
In the cubic splines method assume that knot points are 0, 3, 7 and 10. Calcu-

lation for the Nelson-Siegel model and the Svensson model can be done in Excel 
using package ‘Solver’.

Table 9. The data to estimate the term structure

Bond Price Maturity (years) Coupon rate (%)
1 100.44  1 5
2 100.64  2 5.50
3 101.67  3 6
4 101.95  4 6
5 102.87  5 6.50
6 97.4  6 5.50
7 92.92  7 5
8 92.53  8 5
9 90.64  9 4.50
10 91.05 10 4

Exercise 8. Repeat the estimation from the previous example using R package 
‘termstrc’.
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ChaPter 6
yield CurVes ConstruCtion Methods: key 

ConCePts and eVolution of Market 
PraCtiCe

6.1. introduction

The 2007-2009 credit and liquidity crisis, among other things, resulted in a sub-
stantial increase in basis spreads quoted on the market between single-curren-
cy interest rate derivatives with varying underlying rate tenors (such as Euri-
bor3M, Euribor6M), primarily interest rate swaps, as well as cross currency 
basis swaps, i.e. instruments which exchange between floating rates in different 
currencies. Changes in the market were associated with the increased liquidity 
risk and a higher payment frequency (quarterly instead of semi-annually, for in-
stance) preferred by the majority of financial institutions in times of crisis.

Market changes described above have also led to a “division” of the interest 
rate market into sub-segments associated with instruments with 1M, 3M, 6M, 
or 12M rate tenors. These smaller slices of the interest rate market pie mainly 
differed with respect to liquidity and credit risks and thus reflected the varying 
perspectives of different market participants.

The condition of the market after the crisis has forced us to rethink and re-
define methodologies used to price interest rate derivatives, i.e. financial instru-
ments whose price depends on the present value of future interest-rate-linked 
cash flows. In the following chapters, we present an updated approach towards 
yield curves construction methods.

6.2. key definitions

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce key notations and concepts that are 
used to characterize prices and yields of basic interest rate derivatives. Overall, 
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the chapter provides a solid foundation for a more extensive discussion of inter-
est rate derivatives that we will undertake in the next chapters.

6.2.1. key notations

Below we present the key notations used.
Time to maturity T – t is the amount of time (expressed in years) from the 

present time t to the maturity time T > t (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p. 4). In case 
the present time t and the maturity time T are expressed as dates in day / month / 
year convention, i.e. ( )1 1 1 1  , ,D d m y=  and ( )2 2 2 2  , ,D d m y= , one needs to use 
day count conventions as presented in 6.2.2.

A zero-coupon bond with the maturity time T is a contract that guarantees 
its holder the payment of one unit of currency at time T, with no intermediate 
payments. The contract value at time t < T is denoted by P(t, T). It also states 
that P(T, T) = 1 for all T (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p. 4). We assume that the 
zero-coupon bond bears no credit risk.

A spot interest rate is the constant rate at which an investment of P(t, T) unit 
of currency at time t accrues to yield a unit amount of currency at the maturity 
time T (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p. 6). The simply compounded spot interest 
rate at time t for the maturity T is formulated as follows:

 

1 1( , )  .
( , )

R t T
T t P t T

= ⋅
−

 (1)

A forward interest rate prevailing at time t for the period from T1 to T2, is 
an interest rate that can be locked at time t for and investment in a future period 
with expiry T1 and maturity T2, where t < T1< T2 (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, 
p. 11). The simply compounded forward interest rate at time t for the period 
from T1 to T2 is formulated as follows:

 
( ) ( ) ( )

( )
1 2

1 2
2 1 2

, ,1, ,   .
,

P t T P t T
F t T T

T T P t T
 −

= ⋅  −  
 (2)

6.2.2. day count conventions

Interest rates are always quoted per annum. If one wants to calculate the amount 
due for the period that is different than one year, it has to be calculated from the 
quoted rate and the day count fraction for the period. This fraction is calculated 
by using a day count convention and dividing the counted days by the number of 
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days in a year as assumed with the given convention. Key day count conventions 
that are used in the market practice are presented below.

Actual/365 According to this convention a year is always 365 days long and 
the year fraction between two dates is calculated by dividing the actual num-
ber of days between them by 365. If by D2 – D1 we denote the actual number of 
dates between the two dates ( )1 1 1 1   , ,D d m y=  included and ( )2 2 2 2  , ,D d m y=  
(excluded), the year fraction is calculated as follows:

 
2 1 .
365

D D−   (3)

For example, the year fraction between 30th October 2012 and 20th February 
2014 is 478/365 = 1.3096.

Actual/360 According to this convention a year is always 360 days long and 
the year fraction between two dates is calculated by dividing the actual num-
ber of days between them by 360. If by D2 – D1 we denote the actual number of 
dates between the two dates ( )1 1 1 1  , ,D d m y=  included and ( )2 2 2 2  , ,D d m y=  
(excluded), the year fraction is calculated as follows:

 
2 1 .
360

D D−  (4)

For example, the year fraction between 30th October 2012 and 20th February 
2014 is 478/360 = 1.3278.

Actual/Actual According to this convention the year fraction between two 
dates is calculated by dividing the actual number of days between them by 
actual number of dates in given year (365 or 366). If by D2 – D1 we denote 
the actual number of dates between the two dates ( )1 1 1 1  , ,D d m y=  included 
and ( )2 2 2 2  , ,D d m y=  (excluded) and DL as the number of days in leap year and 
DNL as the number of days in non-leap year, the fraction is calculated as fol-
lows:

 
  .

366 365
DL DNL

+  (5)

For example, the year fraction between 30th October 2012 and 20th February 
2014 is 63/366 + 415/365 = 1.3091.

30/360 According to this convention a year is always 360 days long and 
months are assumed to be 30 days long. If by D2 – D1 we denote the actu-
al number of dates between the two dates ( )1 1 1 1  , ,D d m y=  included and 

( )2 2 2 2  , ,D d m y=  (excluded), the year fraction is calculated as follows:
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 1 2 1 1 2360  1 30  30 ; 0   ; 30

.
360

y y m m max d min d− ⋅ + − − ⋅ + − +
 (6)

For example, the year fraction between 30th October 2012 and 20th February 

2014 is ( ) ( )max 30 30;0 min 20;30360 302 8    1 .3056.
360 360 360 360

−
⋅ − ⋅ − + =

The maturity time T is also affected by the business day convention. Key 
business day conventions used in the market practice are presented below.

Following business day convention According to this convention it is as-
sumed that if the maturity date T is not a business day, then it is moved to 
the following business day. For example, according to the following business 
day convention for one month accrual period starting 31st July 2013 (Wednes-
day) and ending 31st August 2013 (Saturday), the accrual period will end on 2nd 
September 2013 (Monday).

Preceding business day convention According to this convention it is as-
sumed that if the maturity date T is not a business day then it is moved to the pre-
ceding business day. For example, according to the preceding business day con-
vention for one-month accrual period starting 31st July 2013 (Wednesday) and 
ending 31st August 2013 (Saturday), the accrual period will end on 30th August 
2013 (Friday).

Modified following business day convention According to this convention it 
is assumed that if the maturity date T is not a business day, then it is moved to 
the following business day, unless the day falls within the next month. In this 
case, the date is moved to the previous working day. For example, according to 
the modified following business day convention for one-month accrual period 
starting 31st July 2013 (Wednesday) and ending 31st August 2013 (Saturday), 
the accrual period will end on 30th August 2013 (Friday). This convention is the 
most popular in interest rate derivatives market.

End of month business day convention According to this convention it 
is assumed that if the start date is the last business day of the month, than the 
maturity date T is also the last business day of the month. In other cases we 
set the end date by simply adding the desired time period to the start date. 
For example, according to end of month business day convention for one-
month accrual period starting 28th February 2014 (Friday), the accrual pe-
riod will end on 31st March 2014 (Monday). Whereas for one-month accrual 
period starting 26th February 2014 (Wednesday), the accrual period will end 
on 26th March 2014 (Wednesday).
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6.2.3. interest rate derivatives

In this subchapter, we describe the main features of key interest rate deriva-
tives. Instruments described in this chapter are widely used by market partici-
pants for speculation and hedging. They also serve as building blocks for boot-
strapping algorithms described in the next subchapter.

6.2.3.1. fra

A forward rate agreement (FRA) is a contract in which two counterparties agree 
today (T0) on a fixed interest rate K to be applied for some period ( )1 2,T T  in the 
future (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p. 11). In order to minimize the counterparty 
credit risk, the FRA contract assumes no exchange of the notional. The con-
tract is usually settled at the beginning of the accrual period – 1T , the payoff 
CF(FRA) is calculated using the following formula:

 

( ) [ ]
( ) [ ]

1 2 2 1

1 2 2 1

,
( )  

1  ,
L T T K T T

CF FRA N
L T T T T

 −  ⋅ − = ⋅
+ ⋅ −  (7)

where:
K  – pre-agreed contract fixed rate,
N  – contract notional,

( )1 2,L T T  – market reference rate at time T1 for the period ( )1 2, .T T

If:

( )1 2, ,L T T K>  the buyer (counterparty being long) receives payment calcu-
lated using formula (7) from the seller (counterparty being short),

( )1 2, ,L T T K<  the buyer makes the payment calculated using formula (7) to 
the seller.

FRA contracts are used in market practice mainly for speculation as they 
grant exposure to potential changes of short-term money market rates. FRA 
contracts can also be used as hedging instruments, immunizing the buyer from 
changes in short-term money market rates.

Derivation of FRA pricing formula was presented by Rebonato (2002, 
pp. 28-31). FRA fair value at any time t before the maturity date depends on the 
current level of the estimated forward market reference rate:
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= ⋅ −  −  
 (8)
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By applying formulas (7) and (8) FRA fair value at any time t before the 
maturity date ( )1 2, ,FRA t T T  can be calculated by using the following formula:

 
( )

( )
( ) [ ] ( ) [ ]1 2

1 2 1 2 1
1 2 2 1

, ,
, ,   , .

1  , ,
F t T T K

FRA t T T N P t T T T
F t T T T T
 −  = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −

+ ⋅ −
 (9)

In practice, when pricing FRA contracts one needs to consider the market 
conventions that depend on the currency of the contract. Table 1 summarizes 
market conventions for FRA contracts for key currencies and PLN.

Table 1. Market conventions for FRA contracts for key currencies and PLN

Currency Market convention

CHF • Market reference rate: LIBOR CHF 3M, LIBOR CHF 6M
• Day count convention: ACT/360

EUR • Market reference rate: EURIBOR 3M, EURIBOR 6M
• Day count convention: ACT/360

GBP • Market reference rate: LIBOR GBP 3M, LIBOR GBP 6M
• Day count convention: ACT/365

USD • Market reference rate: LIBOR USD 3M, LIBOR USD 6M
• Day count convention: ACT/360

PLN • Market reference rate: WIBOR 1M, WIBOR 3M, WIBOR 6M
• Day count convention: ACT/365

6.2.3.2. irs

An interest rate swap (IRS) is a contract in which two counterparties agree to ex-
change (swap) two sets of cash flows. In order to minimize the counterparty credit 
risk, the IRS contract assumes no exchange of the notional. The cash flow scheme 
for a simple (plain vanilla) IRS contract in PLN is presented on Figure 1.

Figure 1. The cash flow scheme for simple (plain vanilla) IRS contract in PLN
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An IRS contract involves one party making payments calculated using the 
agreed fixed interest rate (fixed leg), while the other party makes payments cal-
culated using the agreed market reference rate (floating leg). The payments are 
exchanged on pre-agreed payment dates. However, the frequency of payments 
for the fixed leg may be different than the frequency of payments for the float-
ing leg. The fixed leg payment on date iT  ( _ )CF fixed  is calculated using the 
following formula:

 ( )1_ ( )  ,i iCF fixed IRS N T T K−= ⋅ − ⋅  (10)

where:
N – contract notional,
K – pre-agreed contract fixed rate.

The floating leg payment on date iT  ( _ )CF floating  is calculated using the 
following formula:

 ( ) ( )1 1_ ( )  , ,i i i iCF floating IRS N T T L T T− −= ⋅ − ⋅  (11)

where:
N – contract notional,

( )1,i iL T T−  – market reference rate for the period ( )1, .i iT T−

When the fixed leg is paid and the floating leg is received, the IRS is termed 
Payer IRS (long position in IRS contract). A receiver IRS (short position in IRS 
contract) functions the other way round (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p. 14).

IRS contracts are used in market practice mainly as hedging instruments im-
munizing the buyer from changes in short-term money market rates.

IRS fair value at any time t before the maturity date can be calculated using 
the following formula1:

 ( )  _ ( ) _ ( ).IRS t PV floating t PV fixed t= −  (12)

The fair value of the fixed leg at any time t before the maturity date can be 
calculated using the following formula:

 
( ) ( )1

 1 
_ ( )  , .

L
i i i

i
PV fixed t N K T T P t T−

=
= ⋅ ⋅  − ⋅  ∑  (13)

1  Assuming payer IRS.
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where:
L – number of fixed leg payments from time t until the maturity date .LT

The fair value of the floating leg at any time t before the maturity date can be 
calculated using the following formula:

 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1

 1 
_ ( )  , , , ,

M
j j j j j

j
PV floating t N T T F t T T P t T− −

=
 = ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ∑   (14)

where:
M –  number of floating leg payments from time t until the maturity date MT  

(   ).L MT T=

The formula for forward swap rate calculation can be derived from formula 
(12). The forward swap rate is defined as the fixed interest rate for IRS contracts 
that results in contract fair value being zero at time t (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, 
p. 15). The forward swap rate can be calculated using the following formula:
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 (15)

In practice, when pricing IRS contracts, one needs to consider the market 
conventions that depend on the currency of the contract. Table 2 summarizes 
market conventions for IRS contracts for key currencies and PLN.

Table 2. Market conventions for IRS contracts for key currencies and PLN

Currency Floating leg Fixed leg

CHF • Day count convention: ACT/360 • Day count convention: 30/360
• Payment frequency: yearly

EUR • Day count convention: ACT/360 • Day count convention: 30/360
• Payment frequency: yearly

GBP • Day count convention: ACT/365 • Day count convention: ACT/365
• Payment frequency: half-yearly

USD • Day count convention: ACT/360
•  Day count convention: 30/360 or 

ACT/3602

• Payment frequency: yearly

PLN • Day count convention: ACT/365 • Day count convention: ACT/ACT
• Payment frequency: yearly

2 30/360 for New York, ACT/360 for London.
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6.2.3.3. tBs

A tenor basis swap (TBS) is a contract in which two counterparties agree to 
exchange (swap) two sets of cash flows based on different market reference 
rates. TBS can be seen as a contract for exchanging the floating-rate note 
for some other floating-rate note connected with different market reference rate. 
In order to minimize the counterparty credit risk, the TBS contract assumes no 
exchange of notional. The cash flow scheme for TBS contract in PLN is pre-
sented on Figure 2.

In market practice, the TBS margin is usually connected with the leg with 
higher payment frequency. For example, for the TBS contract exchanging WI-
BOR 3M for WIBOR 6M, the margin will be added to the payments calculated 
using WIBOR 3M rate.

TBS contract payments are calculated using different market reference 
rates. As a result, TBS contracts cannot be used as a hedging tool for interest rate 
risk hedging. However, TBS contracts can serve as a perfect hedging instrument 
of the basis risk i.e. risk of uncorrelated changes of different market reference 
rates (Flavell, 2006, p. 137).

TBS fair value at any time t before the maturity date can be calculated using 
the following formula (assuming one receives margin connected with TBS con-
tract):

 
( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1

 1 
( )  , ,   ,

M
j j j j j

j
TBS t N T T F t T T m P t T− −

=
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L
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i
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=
− ⋅  − ⋅ ⋅  ∑  (16)

Figure 2. The cash flow scheme for TBS contract in PLN
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where:
N  – contract notional,
m  – TBS margin,
L  – number of payments paid from time t until the maturity date ,LT
M  –  number of payments received from time t until the maturity date MT  

(   ).L MT T=

In practice, when pricing TBS contracts one needs to consider the market 
conventions that depend on currency of the contract. They are similar to market 
conventions used in the case of FRA contracts and IRS floating leg for a giv-
en currency.

6.2.3.4. ois

An overnight indexed swap (OIS) is a contract in which two counterparties agree 
to exchange (swap) two sets of cash flows. An OIS contract assumes one party 
making payments calculated using the agreed fixed interest rate (fixed leg), while 
the other makes payments calculated using the agreed overnight reference rate 
(floating leg). For example, the POLONIA rate is used for PLN currency, where-
as the EONIA rate is used in the Eurozone. In order to minimize the counterparty 
credit risk, the OIS contract assumes no exchange of the notional. In most cas-
es, the maturity of OIS contracts is usually short, not exceeding one year (Fla-
vell, 2006, pp. 131-134). The payments are exchanged on pre-agreed payment 
dates. The fixed leg payment on date iT  ( _ )CF fixed  is calculated using the 
following formula:

 ( )1_ ( )  ,i iCF fixed OIS N T T K−= ⋅ − ⋅  (17)

where:
N  – contract notional,
K  – pre-agreed contract fixed rate.

The floating leg payment on date iT  ( _ )CF floating  is calculated using the 
following formula:

 
( ) ( )( )1 1

 1 
_ ( )  1  , 1 ,

M
ON i i i i

i
CF floating OIS N L T T T T− −

=

 
= ⋅ + ⋅ − − 

 
∏  (18)

where:
N  – contract notional,

( )1,ON i iL T T−  –  market reference overnight rate for the period ( )1, ,i iT T−
M  – number of business days in a given interest period.
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For OIS contracts with maturity below one year, there is only one exchange 
of payments occurring at contract maturity date.

OIS contracts are used in market practice mainly for hedging or specula-
tion on changes in the overnight money market rate.

OIS fair value at any time t before the maturity date can be calculated using 
the following formula:

 ( ) _ ( ) _ ( ).OIS t PV floating t PV fixed t= −  (19)

The fair value of fixed leg at any time t before the maturity date can be calcu-
lated using the following formula (assuming only one fixed leg payment):

 ( ) ( )0_ ( )  , .M MPV fixed t N K T T P t T= ⋅ ⋅ − ⋅  (20)

The fair value of the floating leg at any time t before the maturity date can be 
calculated using the following formula (assuming only one floating leg pay-
ment):

 
( ) ( )( ) ( )1 1

 1 
_ ( )  1  , , 1 , .

M
i i i i M

i
PV floating t N F t T T T T P t T− −

=

 
= ⋅ + ⋅ − − ⋅ 

 
∏   (21)

In practice, when pricing OIS contracts one needs to consider the market con-
ventions that depend on the currency of the contract. Table 3 summarizes market 
conventions for OIS contracts for key currencies and PLN.

Table 3. Market conventions for OIS contracts for key currencies and PLN

Currency Floating leg Fixed leg

CHF

•  Overnight reference rate: 
SARON

•  Day count convention: 
ACT/360

•  Day count convention: ACT/360
•  Payment frequency:
 o  one at maturity date (transactions with maturity 

up to 1 year)
 o  yearly (transactions with maturity over 1 year)

EUR

•  Overnight reference rate: 
EONIA

•  Day count convention: 
ACT/360

•  Day count convention: ACT/360
•  Payment frequency:
 o  one at maturity date (transactions with maturity 

up to 1 year)
 o  yearly (transactions with maturity over 1 year)

GBP

•  Overnight reference rate: 
SONIA

•  Day count convention: 
ACT/365

•  Day count convention: ACT/365
•  Payment frequency:
 o  one at maturity date (transactions with maturity 

up to 1 year)
 o  yearly (transactions with maturity over 1 year)
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Currency Floating leg Fixed leg

USD

•  Overnight reference rate: 
Fed Fund

•  Day count convention: 
ACT/360

•  Day count convention: ACT/360
•  Payment frequency:
 o  one at maturity date (transactions with maturity 

up to 1 year)
 o  yearly (transactions with maturity over 1 year)

PLN

•  Overnight reference rate: 
POLONIA

•  Day count convention: 
ACT/365

•  Day count convention: ACT/365
•  Payment frequency:
 o  one at maturity date (transactions with maturity 

up to 1 year)
 o  yearly (transactions with maturity over 1 year)

6.2.4. Cross-currency trades

In this section, we describe the main features of key linear cross-currency de-
rivatives. Instruments described in this section are widely used by market par-
ticipants for funding and hedging. They also serve as building blocks for boot-
strapping algorithms described in the next subchapter.

6.2.4.1. fX swap

FX swaps are mainly used by financial institutions to obtain financing in a for-
eign currency (Baba, Packer, & Nagano, 2008, p. 75). Under this contract, both 
counterparties agree to exchange two amounts in two different currencies. The 
first exchange occurs at the onset of the transaction (spot leg), the other at the 
maturity date (forward rate). The cash flow scheme for EUR/PLN FX swap con-
tract is presented on Figure 3. We assume that the notional of the transaction is N 
euro, current EUR/PLN FX spot rate is at S and EUR/PLN forward rate is at F.

Table 3 – cont.

Figure 3. The cash flow scheme for EUR/PLN 
FX swap contract
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The cost of obtaining financing in the foreign currency by the means of FX 
swap contract equals the difference between current FX spot rate and FX for-
ward rate i.e. F – S. The FX forward rate consistent with the market expectations 
can be calculated with a formula based on interest rate parity (Weron & Weron, 
2005, p. 87):

 

1  ( ) ,( )
( )

( , )  ( ) ,
1  ( ) ,

d

f

T t R t TF t T S t
T t R t T

+ − ⋅
= ⋅

+ − ⋅
 (22)

where:
( )S t  –  FX spot rate expressed as one unit of foreign currency expressed 

in a domestic currency,
( , )F t T  –  FX forward rate expressed as one unit of foreign currency ex-

pressed in a domestic currency,
T – time to maturity (in years),

,( )dR t T  – spot rate for the domestic currency,
,( )fR t T  – spot rate for the foreign currency.

The FX forward rate can also be calculated by using prices of zero-cou-
pon bonds for foreign and domestic currency – see for example (Kenyon & 
Stamm, 2012, p. 10):

 

,
( , )  (

,
(
(

,
)

)
)f

d

P t T
F t T S t

P t T
= ⋅  (23)

where:
,( )dP t T  – price of the domestic currency zero-coupon bond,
,( )fP t T  – price of the foreign currency zero-coupon bond.

The market convention assumes quoting FX swap prices by means of swap 
points i.e. expressed in basis points difference between the FX forward rate 
for the transaction and current FX spot rate:

 ,   ( )  ( , ),( )mktF t T S t Swp t T= +  (24)

where:
( ),mktF t T  – FX forward rate for the maturity date T,
( , )Swp t T  – swap points quotation for the maturity date T.

Swap points levels for various maturity dates are set by utilizing the inter-
est rate parity relationship for the currencies in question as well as market de-
mand for a given currency pair. The greater the demand, the higher the swap 
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points level and, as a result, the higher the cost of obtaining financing in the 
foreign currency by means of an FX swap contract.

The fair value of the forward leg at any time t before the maturity date can be 
calculated using the following formula:

 [ ]( , )  ( ( ),, ) ,dFX t T F t T K N P t T= − ⋅ ⋅  (25)

where:
K –  pre-agreed FX rate for the transaction expressed as one unit of for-

eign currency expressed in a domestic currency,
N –  contract notional expressed in a foreign currency.

6.2.4.2. Cirs

A cross currency interest rate swap (CIRS) is a transaction in which two 
counterparties agree to exchange cash flows in two different currencies. The 
standard market practice is to exchange two notionals in two different cur-
rencies at the onset of the transaction, then pay interest-based payments 
throughout the life of the transaction and swap back notionals at the ma-
turity date. Therefore, a CIRS transaction can be seen as a combination of 
two synthetic foreign currency loans provided to each other by participants 
in a transaction (Flavell, 2006, p. 2).

The key feature of a CIRS transaction is a periodical exchange of interest-
based payments in different currencies. Depending on the interest type, there are 
three main CIRS contract types:

1.  Fixed to Fixed Cross Currency Swap: in the specialist literature this con-
tract type is often seen as an equivalent of long-term FX swap transac-
tion – see i.e. (Flavell, 2006, p. 234; Clark, 2011, p. 245-246).

2.  Fixed to Floating Cross Currency Swap: this contract type is often used 
by corporates to hedge FX as well as interest rate risk connected with for-
eign denominated financing (Flavell, 2006, p. 224).

3.  Cross Currency Basis Swap (CCBS): a contract in which two counterpar-
ties agree to exchange (swap) two sets of cash flows based on different 
market reference rates in two different currencies.

The cash flow scheme for EUR/PLN CCBS contract is presented in Figure 4. 
We assume that the notional of the transaction is XN  euro and YN  zloty.

CCBS contract payments are calculated using different market reference 
rates. As a result, CCBS contracts cannot be used as a hedging tool for interest 
rate risk hedging. However, CCBS contracts are often used by market partici-
pants to obtain long-term financing in foreign currencies (Fruchard, Zammouri, 
& Willems, 1995, p. 70).
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CCBS fair value at any time t before the maturity date can be calculated us-
ing the following formula (assuming one receives the margin connected with 
a CCBS contract):

 ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )1 1
 1 

  1  , ,   ,   ( ,)
M

X X j j X j j X j X M
j

CCBS N T T F t T T b P t T P t Tt − −
=

⋅
   = ⋅− + − + + +    

⋅∑

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )/ 1 1

 1 
 1  , , ,   ,( ,)

L
Y Y X Y i i i i Y i Y L

i
N S F t T T T T P T P t Tt t− −

=

  − − +  −  +  
⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅


∑  (26)

where:
b   – CCBS margin,

),(X jP t T   – price of zero-coupon bond for currency X,
),(Y iP t T  – price of zero-coupon bond for currency Y,

1,( ),X j jF t T T−   – forward rate (simple compounding) for currency X,
1,( ),Y i iF t T T−   – forward rate (simple compounding) for currency Y,

NY  – contract notional for currency Y,
NX  – contract notional for currency X,

/ ( )Y XS t  –  spot FX rate expressed as one unit of currency Y expressed 
in currency X,

L  –  number of payments paid from time t until the maturity 
date TL,

M  –  number of payments received from time t until the maturity 
date TM (TL = TM).

In practice, when pricing CCBS contracts one needs to consider the market 
conventions that depend on the currency of the contract. They are similar to 
market conventions used in the case of FRA contracts and the IRS floating leg 
for a given currency.

Figure 4. The cash flow scheme for EUR/PLN CCBS contract
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6.3. Zero-coupon and discount curves construction

This subchapter gives a practical introduction to zero-coupon and discount 
curves construction methods on the basis of the existing market data.

Term structure of interest rates is usually defined as a graph of function map-
ping maturities into rates. Such a graph is often called the zero-coupon curve 
(Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p. 9). Several different curves may be deduced from 
interest rate market quotes. However, in this subchapter we concentrate on zero-
coupon curves created on the basis of market quotes from the interbank mar-
ket, i.e. money market rates (LIBOR, WIBOR, etc.), as well as derivatives with 
money market rates as underlying instruments (FRA, IRS, etc.).

Using the relationship described by formula (1), the zero-bond (dis-
count) curve can be created from the zero-coupon curve. The zero-bond discount 
curve at time t is the graph of the function (Brigo & Mercurio, 2001, p.10):

 ( , ),  .T P t T T t→ >  (27)

Under the assumption that interest rates are non-negative, the discount curve 
is a continuous, monotonically decreasing function, where ( , )P t T  can only take 
values from the interval (0,1)  (Andersen & Piterbarg, 2010, p. 230).

In Figures 5 and 6 we present the discount curves produced accordingly 
for an upward slopping term-structure of interest rates and a downward slopping 
term-structure of interest rates.

6.3.1. Bootstrapping the money market rates

The procedure for the zero-coupon curve construction usually includes two 
steps. In the first step, one needs to select the set of securities (a benchmark 
set). The choice of securities in the benchmark set depends on the market un-
der consideration. For our purposes, the benchmark set is constructed on the 
basis of market quotes of the following instruments:

• money market deposits used for the short-end of the curve3;
• interest rate futures or FRAs used for the middle area of the curve;
• IRS used for the long-end of the curve.
One of the most popular methods used in market practice for zero-coupon and 

discount curves construction is a procedure known as bootstrapping. Bootstrap-
ping is an iterative procedure that allows one to obtain a discount curve based 

3  Often IBOR rates e.g. WIBOR for PLN, EURIBOR for EUR, LIBOR for USD.
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on corresponding market quotations of liquid instruments. The basic idea can be 
described by the following algorithm (Andersen & Piterbarg, 2010, p. 234):

1.  Let ( , )jP t t  be known for 1,j it T −≤  such that prices for benchmark secu-
rities with the maturity of 1 2 1, , , iT T T −…  are matched.

2. Make a guess for ( , ).iP t T
3. Use an interpolation rule to fill in ( ), jP t t  where 1 .i j iT t T− < <

Figure 5. The discount curve for an upward slopping term-structure of interest 
rates

Figure 6. The discount curve for a downward slopping term-structure of interest 
rates
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4. Compute ( ), iV t T  from the now-known values of ( ), jP t t ,  .j it T≤

5.  If ( ), iV t T  equals the value observed in the market then stop. Otherwise 
return to Step 2.

6. If ,i NT T<  return to Step 1 and repeat the algorithm for Ti + 1.
The algorithm is based on the following assumptions:
•  The algorithm uses market data available as at t.
•  There are N market instruments available with maturities 1 2, , ., NT T T…
•  The market instruments used in the algorithm have rising maturities:

 1i iT T −>  for   2,  3, .i N= …

•  Each of the market instruments used in the algorithm has a market price 
( ),M iV t T  available as at t.

•  The maturity dates 1 2, , , NT T T…  of the market instruments used in the al-
gorithm constitute so called knot points. Zero-bond prices ( ), jP t t  for date 
between the knot points are calculated using the interpolation algorithm.

The prices of market instruments can be represented by pricing expressions 
presented in sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4. Below we present how these equations 
can be used to obtain the zero-bond prices from the market quotes of various in-
struments.

a) Money market rates
The zero-bond prices for the short end of the curve are usually derived us-

ing money market rates. The money market rates are usually quoted for the 
spot date,4 assuming simple compounding. The zero-bond price (discount fac-
tor) for the maturity date iT  can be calculated from the money market rates us-
ing the following formula:

 
( ) ( ) ( )

1,   ,
1  ,i

i i
P t T

R t T T t
=

+ ⋅ −
 (28)

where:
( ), iR t T  – money market rate for the maturity date .iT

Case 1
Bootstrapping the money market rates using formula (28). We are assuming the 
ACT/365 day count convention.

4 The spot date is the date when the transaction is initiated. For most currencies the spot date 
is usually two business days after the date the transaction is entered into. 
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Table 4. Bootstrapping the money market rates

Maturity 
iT

Rate ( ), iR t T  (%) Days Application of formula 
(28)

Discount factor 
( ), iP t T

ON 1.58 1  = 1/(1 + 1.58% ∙ 1/365) 0.99996
1W 1.60 9  = 1/(1 + 1.60% ∙ 9/365) 0.99961
1M 1.66 33  = 1/(1 + 1.66% ∙ 33/365) 0.99850
3M 1.73 94  = 1/(1 + 1.73% ∙ 94/365) 0.99556
6M 1.81 184  = 1/(1 + 1.81% ∙ 184/365) 0.99096

b) Forward rates
Forward rates are usually used to bridge the gap between money market and 

swap rates and allow to calculate the zero-bond prices for the for the middle area 
of the curve. Using market quotes of FRAs, the zero-bond price for the maturity 
date iT  can be calculated from the FRA rates using the following formula5:

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
1

1 1

,
,   ,

1  , ,
i

i
i i i i

P t T
P t T

K t T T T T
−

− −
=

+ ⋅ −
 (29)

where:
( )1, ,i iK t T T−  – FRA rate for the period from 1iT −  to .iT

Alternatively, market quotes of interest rate futures can be used to calculate 
the zero-bond prices for the for the middle area of the curve. Futures contracts 
are usually used in the bootstrapping process for currencies for which an active 
market in interest rate futures exists, such as the US dollar interbank market (e.g. 
3M eurodollar futures quoted on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange) and EUR 
(e.g. 3M EURIBOR futures quoted on Eurex).

The forward rate for the period from 1iT −  to iT  can be calculated from mar-
ket price of interest rate futures by using the following formula:

 
( ) ( )1

1
100 , ,

, ,   ,
100

i i
i i

FP t T T
Q t T T −

−
−

=  (30)

where:
( )1, ,i iQ t T T−  –  forward rate for the period from 1iT −  to iT  calculated using 

market price of interest rate futures,
( )1, ,i iFP t T T−  –  market price of interest rate futures for period from 1iT −  to 

.iT

5 We assume that ( )1, iP t T −  is known and 1 .i iT T− <
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Forward rates calculated using the market price of interest rate futures can-
not be directly used in the bootstrapping algorithm as they contain the additional 
component called the convexity adjustment (Hull, 2009, pp. 138-139). A con-
vexity adjustment is directly related to the daily settlement of exchange-traded 
interest rate futures. In the case of an increase in market interest rates, a long po-
sition in interest rate futures generates losses that must be immediately covered 
by loans obtained at rising interest rates. The reverse is the case when market 
interest rates fall, resulting in gains from long positions in interest rate futures 
being reinvested at lower market rates. A long position in interest rate futures 
gives rise to higher losses in case of interest rate increases and lower returns 
in case of interest rate falls than a corresponding short position in the FRA con-
tract; therefore, it contains an additional factor i.e. the convexity adjustment.

Using the calculated convexity adjustment,6 the zero-bond price (discount 
factor) for the maturity date iT  can be obtained from the forward rate calculated 
using market prices of interest rate futures with the following formula:

 
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
1

1 1 1

,
,   ,

1  , , , ,
i

i
i i i i i i

P t T
P t T

Q t T T CA t T T T T
−

− − −
=

+  −  ⋅ − 
 (31)

where:
( )1, ,i iCA t T T−  – convexity adjustment for period from 1iT −  to .iT

Case 2
Bootstrapping the money market rates using formula (29). We are assuming the 
ACT/365 day count convention.7

Table 5. Bootstrapping the forward rates

Maturity 
iT

Rate 
( )1, ,−i iK t T T  

(%)
Days Application of formula (29)7 Discount factor 

( ), iP t T

9M 1.90 91  = 0.99096 / (1 + 1.90% ∙ 91/365) 0.98629
12M 1.95 92  = 0.98629 / (1 + 1.95% ∙ 92/365) 0.98146
15M 2.00 92  = 0.98146 / (1 + 2.00% ∙ 92/365) 0.97654

c) IRS rates
The zero-bond prices for the long end of the curve are usually derived using 

IRS rates. The IRS rate can be considered as par yield because it presents the 

6 The description of possible methods for calculation of convexity adjustment can be found 
in Hull (2009), Flesaker (1993), Kirikos and Novak (1997).

7 Please note that ( )1, iP t T −  value for the first tenor (9M) i.e. 0.99096 was obtained from 6M 
tenor from Table 4.
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fair value of a fixed rate bond against a floating rate bond which is always worth 
par at inception.8 The zero-bond price (discount factor) for the maturity date nT  
can therefore be calculated from the IRS rates using the following formula:
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(32)

Case 3
Bootstrapping the money market rates using formula (32). We are assuming the 
ACT/365 day count convention.9

Table 6. Bootstrapping the IRS rates

Maturity 
nT

Rate K  
(%)

Days Application of formula (30)9
Discount 

factor 
( ), nP t T

2Y 2.25 365  = (1 – 2.25% ∙ 365/365 ∙ 0.98146) / 
(1 + 2.25% · 365/365)

0.97572

3Y 2.75 365  = (1 – 2.75% · [365/365 ∙ 0.98146 + 365/365 
∙ 0.97572]) / (1 + 2.75% ∙ 365/365)

0.97302

6.3.2. interpolation

The bootstrapping algorithm presented in 6.3.1 allows us to obtain the discount 
factor for knot points corresponding to the maturity of the used set of market 
instruments. In order to obtain discount factors for maturities other than knot 
points, an appropriate interpolation algorithm should be used. In this section we 
briefly present the properties of key interpolation algorithms used in the market 
practice. A more comprehensive analysis of the properties of interest rate curve 
interpolation algorithms is presented in Hagan and West (2006).

The interpolation algorithms used in market practice and described in the 
literature are usually divided into three types:

•  simple interpolation methods (linear interpolation of zero-coupon rates 
or zero-coupon bond prices),

•  cubic splines,
•  forward splines.
To simplify the notation, in this section, it is assumed that ( , )  ( ),R t T R T=  

( , )  ( )P t T P T=  and ( , )  ( ).f t T f T=

8 If no basis spread exists on the market.
9 The 0.98146 discount factor for 1Y tenor is obtained from Case 2.
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6.3.2.1. simple interpolation methods

Simple interpolation methods allow us to estimate the zero-coupon rate ( )R T  
using only the known values of zero-coupon rates ( )iR T  and  1 ( )iR T +  for two 
nearest knot points iT  and  1 iT +  where  1 .i iT T T +< <

One of the most popular methods used in market practice is the raw interpo-
lation (linear on the logarithm of discount factors). This method is very stable 
and easy to implement. It is usually a base method one implements in a system 
before any others. One can often find mistakes in more sophisticated algorithms 
by comparing the raw method with the more sophisticated interpolation method 
(Hagan & West, 2006, p. 95).

The interpolation algorithm in raw interpolation can be described with the 
following formula:
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where:
( )P T  – zero-coupon bond price for maturity T.

Using:

 
( )( )  ,R T TP T e− ⋅=  (34)

the interpolation algorithm for zero-coupon rates can be derived:
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Formula (36) presents the interpolation algorithm for the instantaneous for-
ward rate10:
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Function ( )f T  is not continuous. The instantaneous forward rate value 
for maturity date T, where  1 ,i iT T T +< <  depends only on the values of the two 
nearest knot points values. Analyzing formula (36) one can also spot that the 

10  The forward rate for the infinitesimal period of time i.e. 
  

( , )( , )  lim ( , , )  .
S T

P t Tf t T F t T S
T+→

−∂
= =

∂
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raw interpolation algorithm produces constant forward rates at each interval de-
fined by the knot points.

Figure 7 presents the zero-coupon rates curve as well as forward rates curve 
for time to maturities interval from 1 to 5 years estimated using the raw interpola-
tion algorithm based on sample data from the Polish market as at 28th February 2011.

6.3.2.2. Cubic splines

The interpolation algorithm in cubic spline interpolation can be described with 
the following formula:

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 3( )       , i i i i i i iR T a b T T c T T d T T= + − + − −⋅+⋅ ⋅   1 .i iT T T +≤ ≤  (37)

In order to calibrate the set of parameters ( ), , ,i i i ia b c d  (allowing us to es-
timate the zero-coupon rate for any maturity date T, where 1 , nT T T< <  the fol-
lowing constraints need to be observed (Hagan & West, 2006, p. 97):

• the interpolating function meets the zero-coupon rates at knot points:

 ( )  ,i ia R T=  (38)

for each  1 , 2, , 1,i n= … −  and for   i n=  the following condition is meet:

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1          ,n n n n n n n n n n n na b T T c T T d T T a R T− − − − − − −+ − + − + − = =⋅ ⋅ ⋅  (39)

Figure 7. The zero-coupon rates and the forward rates estimated using the raw 
interpolation algorithm

Source: Own calculation based on sample data.
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• the interpolating function is continuous:

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 3
 1  1  1  1   i i i i i i i i i i ia b T T c T T d T T a+ + + ++ − − + =⋅ −⋅+⋅ , (40)

for each  1 , 2, , 2;i n= … −
• the interpolating function is differentiable:

 ( ) ( )2
 1  1  1   2    3    .i i i i i i i ib c T T d T T b+ + ++ − + −⋅ ⋅ =  (41)

for each   1 , 2, , 2i n= … − .

Formula (42) presents the interpolation algorithm for the instantaneous for-
ward rate (Hagan & West, 2006, p. 97):

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )    2   3   i i i i i if T a b T T c T T T T= + − + − −⋅ ⋅ +⋅

 ( ) ( )2  4i i id T T T T−⋅ ⋅+ − ,  1 i iT T T +≤ ≤ . (42)

The conditions defined by (38)-(41) create a system of 3 4n −  equations with 
4 4n −  unknowns. Thus, n  linear constraints still need to be specified.

One of the most popular cubic splines used in market practice is the natural 
cubic spline. For natural cubic spline the following n  additional conditions are 
specified as follows:

• the interpolating function is twice differentiable:

 ( ) 1  1   3    i i i i ic d T T c+ ++ − =⋅ , (43)

for each  1 , 2, , 2;i n= … −
• the second derivative at each endpoint (i.e.  1 i = ,   i n= ) is zero:

 ( ) ( )1''   ''   0nR T R T= = . (44)

Additional n  conditions allow us to create a system of 4 4n −  equations with 
4 4n −  unknowns. The system can be solved using the algorithm as described by 
Burden and Faires (2011, p. 149-150):

• Step 1: For  1 , 2, , 1i n= … −  calculate:

  1  ; i i ih T T+= −

 ( )  ;i ia R T=
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• Step 2: For   2, , 1i n= … −  calculate:

 
( ) ( ) 1 1

1

3 3   ;i i i i i
i i

a a a a
h h

α + −
−

= ⋅ − − ⋅ −

• Step 3: For  1 i =  calculate:

 

1

1

1

 1 ;
  0;
  0;

l
u
z

=
=
=

• Step 4: For   2, , 1i n= … −  calculate:

 

( ) 1 1 1 1

1 1

  2 ;

  ;

  ;

i i i i i

i
i

i

i i i
i

i

l T T h u
hu
l

h zz
l

α

+ − − −

− −
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=

− ⋅
=

• Step 5: For   i n=  calculate:

 

 1 ;
  0;
  0;

n

n

n

l
u
z

=
=
=

• Step 6: For   1, 2, , 1j n n= − − …  calculate retrospectively11:

 

 1 

 1  1 

 1 

  ;
  2

  ;
3

  .
3

j j j j

j j j j
j j

j

j j
j

j

c z u c
a a c c

b h
h

c c
d

h

+

+ +

+

= − ⋅
− +

= −

−
=

11 Please note that (44) implies that 1    0nc c= = .
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Figure 8 presents the zero-coupon rates curve as well as forward rates curve 
for time to maturities interval from 1 to 5 years estimated using the natural cubic 
spline algorithm based on sample data from the Polish market as at 28th Febru-
ary 2011.

The method allows us to estimate the continuous zero-coupon rates curves 
as well as the forward rates curves. However, for curves with a more sparse set 
of nodes, the resulting curve is too convex (‘bulging’) between points which are 
a fair distance away (Hagan & West, 2006, p. 97).

6.4. Bootstrapping of zero curves in the multi-curve 
framework

In this subchapter, we present the rationale for the pricing framework that 
emerged as a direct result of the 2007-2009 financial crisis.

6.4.1. What has changed and why?

The credit and liquidity crisis that started in August 2007 created a phenome-
non that had not been taken into account before (mainly because of its negligible 

Figure 8. The zero-coupon rates and the forward rates estimated using the natural 
cubic spline algorithm

Source: Own calculation based on sample data.
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impact): there was a strong increase in the basis spreads quoted on the market 
between floating rate instruments of different tenors or currencies (e.g. WIBOR 
3M vs EURIBOR 3M, WIBOR 3M vs WIBOR 6M). It was the result of the 
increased liquidity and credit risk and the corresponding preference of market 
participants for instruments with higher payment frequency – see (Taylor & Wil-
liams, 2009; Schwarz, 2010; Soultanaeva & Strömqvist, 2009; Michaud & Up-
per, 2008). There were also other indicators such as the divergence between in-
terbank unsecured deposit rates (e.g. WIBOR) and overnight based (OIS) rates 
with the same maturity, or between FRA contacts and the corresponding forward 
rates implied by consecutive interbank deposits.

Figure 9 presents the evolution of the risk premiums12 for PLN, EUR and 
USD for the period from 3rd January 2005 to 30th September 2011. Risk premi-
ums were calculated on the basis of WIBOR, EURIBOR, LIBOR USD as well 
as OIS quotes for maturities of 3 months.

Figure 10 presents the divergence between FRA contract rates and the cor-
responding forward rates implied by consecutive interbank deposits. The chart 
is based on market quotes of FRA 3 · 6 and interbank deposit quotes for 3 and 
6 months.

12 The interbank risk premium is defined in the literature as the spread between the interbank 
reference rates (e.g. LIBOR, WIBOR, EURIBOR) and OIS transaction rates for the corresponding 
maturities – see (Thornton, 2009; Kliber & Płuciennik, 2011; Schwarz, 2010).

Figure 9. The evolution of the risk premiums for PLN, EUR and USD for the period 
3.01.2005-30.09.2011
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Figure 11 presents the evolution of currency basis spread for EUR/PLN and 
USD/PLN currency pairs for the period from 3rd January 2005 to 30th Sep-
tember 2011. Currency basis spreads were calculated one the basis of quotes of 
3-month maturity instruments.

Figure 10. The divergence between FRA 3 · 6 contract rate and the corresponding 
forward rate implied by interbank deposits for 3 and 6 months for PLN, EUR and 

USD for the period 3.01.2005-30.09.2011
Source: Own calculation.

Figure 11. The evolution of currency basis spread for EUR/PLN and USD/PLN cur-
rency pairs for the period 3.01.2005-30.09.2011
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As can be seen, it is clear that we cannot treat all interbank deposits rates (as 
well as quotes of their derivatives) equally as discounting rates in order to price 
the financial products consistently with the existing market prices. The classical 
arbitrage arguments that serve as a foundation for the bootstrapping algorithms 
are no longer consistent with the market. Furthermore, more and more financial 
contracts include collateral agreements. All this implies that the traditional ap-
proach to discount curves construction outlined in 6.3.1 no longer can be ap-
plied. The traditional approach does not take into account that the interest rate 
market is segmented into sub-areas corresponding to instruments with different 
underlying rate tenors and different collateral arrangements (collateral type, col-
lateral currency etc.) nor does it take into account market information carried by 
basis swaps between different tenors and currencies.

In order to cope with the difficulties described above, the market practice 
evolved into the procedure that can be outlined below:

1.  Build one discounting curve using the preferred procedure.
2.  Build multiple discount curves for different currencies taking into ac-

count their relationship implied by market quotes of cross currency basis 
swap instruments.

3.  Build multiple forward curves for different tenors (e.g. 1M, 3M, 6M, 
12M) taking into account their relationship implied by market quotes of 
tenor basis swap instruments.

4.  Compute on each forward curve the forward rates and the corresponding 
cash flows relevant for pricing derivatives on the same underlying tenor.

5.  Compute the corresponding discount factors using the discounting curve 
and work out prices by summing up the discounted cash flows.

In the remaining parts of this subchapter, we will outline the details of boot-
strapping algorithms used in the new multi-curve framework.

6.4.2. Building the discount curve

In this section, we will describe the algorithms for construction of discount curves 
under the existence of collateral agreements in the new multi-curve framework.

Under a collateral agreement, the counterparty receives the collateral from 
the other side of the transaction when the present value of the contract is posi-
tive, and needs to pay the margin called the”collateral rate” on the outstand-
ing collateral to the payer. The most commonly used collateral is a currency of 
developed countries, such as USD, EUR or JPY, and the mark-to-market of the 
contracts is to be made quite frequently i.e. daily. In the case of cash collateral, 
the overnight rate for the collateral currency, such as the EONIA rate for EUR, 
is usually used as the collateral rate (Fujii, Shimada, & Takahashi, 2010, p. 8).
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The existence of collateral not only mitigates the counterparty credit risk 
but also changes the funding cost significantly and hence affects the discount 
curve construction methodologies. The arguments presented by Fujii and others 
(2010) as well as Piterbarg (2012) show that the classical approach, as presented 
in 6.3.1, is no longer appropriate for the pricing of collateralized trades. The cash 
flows of the collateralized trade should be discounted using the collateral rate. It 
is therefore critical to determine the future levels of collateral rate for the pricing 
of collateralized derivatives.

Market instruments whose quotes depend on the expected future overnight 
rates are called OIS transactions. Based on (20) and (21) as well as taking into 
account that13:

 
( ) ( )

( )
1

1
1

,1, ,   1 ,
,

D
nD

n n Dn n n

P t T
F t T T

T T P t T
−

−
−

 
= ⋅ −  −  

 (45)

the value of an OIS transaction at time t can be calculated using the following 
formula14:

 
( ) ( ) ( )1

 1 
( ) 1 , , ,

M
D D

N m m m
m

OIS t P t T K T T P t T−
=

 = − − ⋅ − ⋅ ∑  (46)

where:
K – pre-agreed contract fixed rate,
M – number of fixed rate payments from t until the maturity date TM (TM = TN).

Based on (46) the zero-bond price (discount factor) for currency X, assum-
ing the transaction is cash-collateralized in the same currency, can be calculated 
from the OIS rates using the following formula:

13 Please note that for the rest of this chapter we use superscript D to denote market data and 
results obtained for discount curve. Superscripts j, i, etc. are used for the purposed of forward 
curves construction i.e. ( ),D

MXP t T  stands for zero-bond price based in discount curve in currency 
X whereas ( ),j

MXP t T  stands for the zero-bond price based on forward curve for reference rate j 
in currency X.

14 Please note that formula (21) can be simplified to ( )1 , MP t T− . For example for M = 2 and 
N = 1 we obtain the following expression:
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where:
( ),D

MXK t T  – pre-agreed contract fixed rate for the maturity date TM.

The presence of the risk premium results in varying levels of the discount 
curves used for pricing collateralized and uncollateralized transactions.

Case 4
Building the discount curve for collateralized transactions (collateral currency 
equals deal currency) by utilizing OIS rates and using formula (47).

Table 7. Bootstrapping the OIS rates

Ma-
turity 

MT

OIS rate 
( ),D

MXK t T
 (%)

Days Discount factor 
( ),D

MXP t T

Sum in 
numer-
ator15

Application of formula (47)

3M 2.00 90 0.9951 0.2454  = (1 – 2.00% ∙ 0.00) / 
(1 + 2.00% ∙ 90/365)

6M 2.25 90 0.9890 0.4892  = (1 – 2.25% ∙ 0.2454) / 
(1 + 2.25% ∙ 90/365)

9M 2.50 90 0.9817 0.7313  = (1 – 2.50% ∙ 0.4892) / 
(1 + 2.25% ∙ 90/365)

12M 2.75 90 0.9733 0.9713  = (1 – 2.50% ∙ 0.7313) / 
(1 + 2.50% ∙ 90/365)

The presence of the risk premium results in higher discount rates used 
for pricing of uncollateralized transactions. As a result, the fair value of two 
identical transactions, one of which is collateralized and the other which is not 
collateralized, will differ. A rational investor expects higher return from uncol-
lateralized transaction to compensate him/her for the higher counterparty credit 
risk connected with the transaction, which implies higher discount rates used to 
price this type of transaction.

In reality, the collateral currency is often different than the currency of the 
transaction. The difference between the transaction currency and the collater-
al currency affects the cash flows associated with the transaction. In situations 

15 Sum in numerator stands for ( ) ( )
1

1
 1 

,
M

D
m m mX

m
T T P t T

−

−
=

 − ⋅ ∑  part in formula (47). For ex-

ample 0.4892 = 0.9890 · 90/365 + 0.9951 ∙ 90/365.
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where the currency of the transaction (X) is different than the collateral currency 
(Y), the total cash flows of the IRS transaction can be described by the follow-
ing formula:

 
( ) ( )
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 1 

 1  1  1 
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−
+

= = =
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K
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l
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=
 + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ − ∑  (48)

where:

 1 

M
i

i
C

=
∑   – sum of cash flows from the fixed leg of the IRS transaction,

 1 

N
j

j
L

=
∑   –  sum of cash flows from the floating leg of the IRS transaction, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )
1

/  1 / 1 1
 1   2

1   
K K

Y X l Y l Y X l Y l l l
l l

S t V t S t V t c t t
−

+ − −
= =

  ⋅  − ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ −   ∑ ∑

– sum of cash flows from the collateral exchange,
c   – collateral rate,

/ ( )Y XS t   –  spot FX rate expressed as one unit of currency Y expressed in cur-
rency X.

Figure 12. Sample discount curves used for pricing of collateralized 
and uncollateralized transactions in EUR currency

Source: Own calculation based on sample data.
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The difference in the collateral currency and the transaction currency creates 
an additional market risk and liquidity risk associated with the transaction. Fujii 
and others (2010) and McCloud (2013) show that cash flows from collateralized 
transactions, where the collateral currency is different than the transaction cur-
rency, should be discounted using discount rates that take into account the cost 
of hedging of FX risk connected with the transaction.

Below we presented how the market quotes of FX swaps and cross currency 
basis swaps (CCBS) can be incorporated into the bootstrapping algorithm to 
obtain the zero-bond prices appropriate to price the collateralized transactions 
where the collateral currency is different than the currency of the transaction.

a) FX Swaps
The zero-bond prices for the short end of the curve can be derived using 

FX swaps quotes. The zero-bond price (discount factor) for the maturity date Ti 
can be calculated from the money market rates using the following formula (as-
suming the zero-bond price ( ),D

iXP t T  for the currency X is known):

 
( ) ( ) ( )/

/

,
,  

(
, ,

)
 Y X iD D

i iY X
Y X t

F t T
P t T P t T

S
= ⋅  (49)

where:
( )/ ,Y X iF t T  –  forward FX rate for maturity date Ti expressed as one unit of 

currency Y expressed in currency X.

Case 5
Building the discount curve for collateralized transactions (collateral cur-
rency differs from deal currency) by utilizing FX Swaps and using formula 
(49). As discount factors for currency X we will use discount factors ob-
tained in Case 4.

Table 8. Discount factors from FX Swaps prices

Ma-
turity 

iT

Spot 
FX rate 

/ ( )Y XS t

Forward 
FX Rate 

( )/ ,Y X iF t T

Discount factor 
for the currency 

X ( ),  D
mXP t T

Discount factor 
for the currency 

Y ( ),  D
mYP t T

Application 
of formula (49)

3M 4.0000 4.0025 0.9951 0.9957  = 4.0025 / 4.0000 ∙ 0.9890
6M 4.0000 4.0049 0.9890 0.9902  = 4.0049 / 4.0000 ∙ 0.9952

b) Cross currency basis swaps
For longer maturities, CCBS quotes are used. Under the assumption that 

we know the discount curve for currency X, the zero-bond price (discount fac-
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tor) for currency Y for the maturity date Ti can be calculated from the money 
market rates using the following formula:
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  (50)

where:
( ),j

MXK t T  –  fixed rate for IRS transaction in currency X based on refer-
ence rate j,

( ),j
MYK t T  –  fixed rate for IRS transaction in currency Y based on refer-

ence rate j,
( ), ,  j

MX Yb t T
 
–  cross currency basis swap margin where margin and reference 

rate j in currency X is exchanged for reference rate Y.

The formula (50) can be easily derived by using pricing expressions as 
shown in sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 and by applying the non-arbitrage argument 
for the pricing of portfolio containing receiver IRS in currency X, cross currency 
basis swap receiving cash flows in currency X and paying cash flows in currency 
Y and payer IRS in currency Y16. This approach is similar to one outlined in de-
tail in Fujii and others (2010).

For example, in order to calculate the discount factors that will be used to 
price PLN IRS transaction that is collateralized in EUR, we need to calculate the 
discount curve for EUR currency based on EUR OIS market quotes, then we cal-
culate the discount curve for PLN currency that will be based on the abovemen-
tioned EUR discount curve as well as EUR/PLN FX swap and CCBS quotes.

Case 6
Building the discount curve for collateralized transactions (collateral currency 
differs from deal currency) by utilizing cross-currency basis swaps quotes and 
using formula (50). As discount factors for currency X we will use discount fac-

16 The non-arbitrage argument states that the portfolio value at the onset of the transac-
tion should be zero.
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tors obtained in Case 4. As discount factors for currency Y for shorter tenors (3M 
and 6M) we will uses discount factors obtained in Case 5.

The differences in risk premiums for different currencies imply different lev-
els of discount rates used for pricing of a transaction in the same currency but 
with different currencies of the collateral. Figure 13 presents sample discount 
curves for PLN under the assumption of EUR- and USD-denominated cash col-
lateral.

In case of non-zero CCBS margins, the difference , ( , )D
X Ys t T  between the 

discount rates under different collateral assumptions can be approximated using 
the following formula:

 , ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (,   , , , , .),j j jD D D
X Y X Y Y X X Ys t T L t T L t T K t T K t T b t T= − ≅ − −  (51)

The difference depends on the interest rate parity of the currencies of the 
collateral modified by the cost of hedging of FX risk connected with the transac-
tion approximated by the cross currency basis swaps margin.

Case 7
Calculating the difference between discount rates for different currencies. As dis-
count factors for currency X we will use discount factors obtained in Case 4. As 
discount factors for currency Y we will use discount factors obtained in Case 6.

Figure 13. Sample discount curves used for pricing of collateralized transactions 
in PLN currency under the EUR and USD cash collateral assumption

Source: Own calculation based on sample data.
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Table 13. Difference between discount rate for currency X and Y

Maturi-
ty MT

Discount fac-
tor for the 
currency X 

,( )D
XP t T

Discount fac-
tor for the 
currency Y 

,( )D
YP t T

Discount 
rate for the 

currency X19 
,( )D

XL t T  
(%)

Discount 
rate for the 
currency Y 

,( )D
YL t T  
(%)

Difference between 
discount rate for 
currency X and Y 

(%)

9M 0.9817 0.9843 2.50 2.15 –0.35
12M 0.9733 0.9776 2.75 2.30 –0.45

Table 14. Implied difference between discount rate for currency X and Y

Maturity 
MT

IRS rate for 
the currency X

,( )j
XK t T  
(%)

IRS rate for 
the currency Y 

,( )j
YK t T  
(%)

Cross 
currency basis 
swap margin 

, ( , )j
X Yb t T

 
(%)

Implied difference between 
discount rates

,

,

( ) ( )

( )

, ,

, ,( )

≅ −

+ −

jD
X Y Y

j j
X X Y

s t T K t T

K t T b t T
 

(%)

9M 2.60 2.35 0.10 –0.35
12M 2.80 2.55 0.20 –0.45

Exercise 1. By using formula (50) and using results given in Cases 4 and 5 check 
whether relationship between discount factors for different currencies given by 
formula (51) stands for the following set of market data. Calculate the exact dif-
ference between discount rate for currency Y and X.

Table 15. Sample data for Exercise 1

Maturity 
MT

IRS rate for 
the currency X

,( )j
XK t T  
(%)

IRS rate for 
the currency Y 

,( )j
YK t T  
(%)

Cross 
currency basis 
swap margin 

, ( , )j
X Yb t T

 
(%)

Implied difference between 
discount rates

,

,

( ) ( )

( )

, ,

, ,( )

≅ −

+ −

jD
X Y Y

j j
X X Y

s t T K t T

K t T b t T  
(%)

9M 2.60 2.40 0.20 –0.40
12M 2.80 2.60 0.40 –0.60

19 The discount rate was calculated by using the following formula:  ,   ln[ , ]( /) .( )D D
X XL t T P t T=− T  

For example for 9M tenor for currency X 2.50% = –ln(0.9817) / (3 · 90/365).
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6.4.3. Building the forward curve

The formula (14) for pricing the floating leg of the IRS transaction requires the 
forward curve used to project the future level of the market reference rate con-
nected with the transaction:

 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1

 1 
_ ( )  , , , .

M
j j j j j

j
PV floating t N T T F t T T P t T− −

=
 = ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ ∑

In this section, we will describe the algorithms for forward curve construc-
tion under the existence of collateral agreements in the new multi-curve frame-
work.

The existence of non-zero tenor basis swap (TBS) margins has been discussed 
in the literature since the mid-1990s, see: (Fruchard et al., 1995; Tuckman & 
Porfirio, 2003; Boenkost & Schmidt, 2005; Flavell, 2006; Henrard, 2007). How-
ever, in the pre-crisis period, the observed TBS and CCBS margins were close to 
zero and had no significant impact on the pricing of interest rate derivatives. The 
abovementioned works were mainly theoretical without much effect on the ob-
served market practice. As a result of the segmentation of the interest rate market 
observed after the financial crisis, the articles referred to above became the basis 
for new methodologies used in the construction of interest rate curves.

Below we present how the market quotes of TBS can be incorporated into 
the bootstrapping algorithm to build multiple forward curves for different tenors 
(e.g. 1M, 3M, 6M, 12M), taking into account their relationship implied by mar-
ket quotes of TBS transactions.

Under the assumption that the forward rates for maturities up to NT  are 
known, the formula for the forward rate ( )1, ,j

N NXF t T T−  for the period from  
1NT −  to NT  for currency X looks as follows:

 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
1

,
1

 1 

1
1

1 1
 1 

1

1 ,
, ,   

,

, ,
 

,

, , ,
,

,

D
Nj X

N NX D
N N NX

Nj D D
N i i iX X

i
D

N N NX
N j D

i i i i iX X
i

D
N N NX

P t T
F t T T

T T P t T

m t T T T P t T
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 (52)
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where:
( ), ,j D

NXm t T –  margin of the TBS transaction between the reference rate j 
for which the forward curve is constructed and the discount 
rate for currency X.

The abovementioned formula can be simplified when quotes for IRS transac-
tion for the reference rate j are available:

 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
 1 

1
1

1
1 1

 1 

1

,  ,
, ,   

,

, , ,
,

,

Nj D
N i i iX X

j i
N NX D

N N NX
N j D

i i i i iX X
i

D
N N NX

K t T T T P t T
F t T T

T T P t T

F t T T T T P t T

T T P t T

−
=

−
−

−
− −

=

−

 ⋅ − ⋅ 
= −

− ⋅

 ⋅ − ⋅ 
+

− ⋅

∑

∑
 (53)

where:
( ),j

NXK t T  –  fixed rate for the IRS transaction in currency X in which the 
fixed rate is exchanged for the reference rate j for which the 
forward curve is constructed.

The formula (52) can be derived by using pricing formulas (12) to (14) and 
reorganizing the equations to get the last forward rate (i.e. one covering the pe-
riod from 1NT −  to TN).

Case 8
Building the forward curve using formula (53). As discount factors for currency 
X we will use discount factors obtained in Case 4.

Table 16. Building the forward curve [A]

Ma-
turity 

NT

IRS rate 
for the 

currency X 
( ),j

NXK t T  
(%)

Discount 
factor for 
the cur-
rency X 

( ),D
NXP t T

Days
( )

( )

1
1

,

−
=

 −



∑
N

i i
i  

D
iX

 T T

P t T

×

×

A 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
1

1

, ,

,

−
=

−

 ⋅ − ⋅ 

− ⋅

∑
N

j D
N i i iX X

i  
D

N N NX

K t T T T P t T

T T P t T

3M 2.20 0.9951 90 0.2454 2.20% = 2.20% ∙ 0.2454 / (0.9951 
∙ 90/365)

6M 2.40 0.9890 90 0.4892 4.81% = 2.40% ∙ 0.4892 / (0.9890 
∙ 90/365)

9M 2.60 0.9817 90 0.7313 7.85% = 2.60% ∙ 0.7313 / (0.9817 
∙ 90/365)

12M 2.80 0.9733 90 0.9713 11.33% = 2.80% ∙ 0.9713 / (0.9733 
∙ 90/365)
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Table 17. Building the forward curve [B]

Maturity 
NT

Discount factor 
for the currency X 

( ),D
NXP t T

B 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
1 1

1

1

, , ,

,

−

− −
=

−

 ⋅ − ⋅ 

− ⋅

∑
N

j D
i i i i iX X

i  
D

N N NX

F t T T T T P t T

T T P t T

3M 0.9951 0.00%
6M 0.9890 2.21% = 2.20% ∙ 90/365 ∙ 0.9951 / (90/365 ∙ 0.9890)
9M 0.9817 4.85% = (2.20% ∙ 90/365 ∙ 0.9951 + 2.60% ∙ 90/365 ∙ 

0.9890) / (90/365 ∙ 0.9817)
12M 0.9733 7.92% = (2.20% ∙ 90/365 ∙ 0.9951 + 2.60% ∙ 90/365 ∙ 

0.9890 + 3.00% ∙ 90/365 ∙ 0.9817) / (90/365 ∙ 0.9733)

Table 18. Building the forward curve

Maturity A 
(%)

B 
(%)

Forward rate 
( )1, ,  −

j
N NXF t T T

 [A-B] 
(%)

Discount factor im-
plied from forward 

rate20

3M 2.20 0.00 2.20 0.9946
6M 4.81 2.21 2.60 0.9883
9M 7.85 4.85 3.00 0.9810
12M 11.33 7.92 3.41 0.9728

In case of non-zero TBS margin, the difference ( ), ,j D
Xs t T  between the dis-

count rate and the j-th reference rate can be approximated by the following for-
mula:

 
, ,( ) ( ),   , , , .( ) ( )j D j Dj D

X X X Xs t T L t T L t T m t T= − ≅  (54)

The difference can be directly approximated by the TBS margin.

Case 9
Calculating the difference between discount rate and j-th reference rate. As dis-
count factors for currency X we will use discount factors obtained in Case 4. As 
discount factors and forward rate for reference rate j for currency X we will use 
discount factors obtained in Case 7.

20 The discount factor was calculated by using the following formula: P t TX
j

i,� � �
( )

( ) ( )
1

1 1

,
.

1  , ,

j
iX

j
i i i iX

P t T
F t T T T T

−

− −
=

+ ⋅ −
 For example for 6M tenor: 0.9883 = 0.9946 / (1 + 2.60% ∙ 90/365).
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Table 19. Difference between rates for j-th reference rate and discount curve3

Maturi-
ty MT

Discount fac-
tor for the 
currency X 

,( )D
XP t T

Discount fac-
tor implied 
from j-th 

forward rate 
,( )j

XP t T

Discount 
rate for the 

currency X21 
,( )D

XL t T  
(%)

Discount 
rate for j-th 
forward rate 

,( )j
YL t T  
(%)

Difference between 
rate for discount 

curve and j-th refer-
ence rate (%)

3M 0.9951 0.9946 2.00 2.20 0.20
6M 0.9890 0.9883 2.24 2.39 0.15
9M 0.9817 0.9810 2.49 2.59 0.10
12M 0.9733 0.9728 2.74 2.79 0.05

Table 20. Implied difference between rates for j-th reference rate and discount curve

Maturi-
ty MT

OIS rate for the 
currency X

,( )D
XK t T  (%)

IRS rate for the 
currency X

,( )j
XK t T  (%)

TBS margin 
, ( , )j

X Yb t T  (%)

Implied difference be-
tween discount rates

, ,) ),( (, ≅j D j D
X Xs t T m t T  

(%)
3M 2.00 2.20 0.20 0.20
6M 2.25 2.40 0.15 0.15
9M 2.50 2.60 0.10 0.10
12M 2.75 2.80 0.05 0.05

Exercise 2. By using formula (53) and using results given in Cases 4 and 9 check 
whether relationship between discount factors for discount rate and j-th reference 
rate given by formula (54) stands for the following set of market data. Calculate 
the exact difference between j-th reference rate and discount curve.

Table 21. Sample data for Exercise 2

Maturi-
ty MT

OIS rate for the 
currency X

,( )D
XK t T  
(%)

IRS rate for the 
currency X

,( )j
XK t T  
(%)

TBS margin 

, ( , )j
X Yb t T

 
(%)

Implied difference be-
tween discount rates

, ,) ),( (, ≅j D j D
X Xs t T m t T  

(%)

3M 2.00 2.40 0.40 0.40
6M 2.25 2.55 0.30 0.30
9M 2.50 2.70 0.20 0.20
12M 2.75 2.85 0.10 0.10

21 The discount rate was calculated by using the following formula:  ,   ln , / .( ) ( )D D
X XL t T P t T =−  T

For example for discount curve 9M tenor 2.49% = –ln(0.9817) / (3 ∙ 90/365).
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6.5. summary

The turmoil in the financial markets has shown that credit and liquidity issues 
are crucial in pricing financial products. The fundamental assumptions that have 
driven our practices in the interest rate market for many years needed to be chal-
lenged. In this chapter, we have provided a short outline how the risk-free yield 
curve differs from the discounting curve used before the 2007-2009 crisis. Con-
sequently, methodologies and algorithms used in pricing should be reconsidered 
to take into account recent market developments.

In view of the above, we demonstrated a current market practice for multiple 
interest rate curve bootstrapping, each homogeneous in the underlying rate ten-
or and collateral arrangement, which takes into account market information car-
ried by basis swaps between different tenors and currencies.

Below we present some key literature for reader eager to further study the 
topics covered in this chapter.
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ChaPter 7
hedge fund strategies

introduction

Hedge funds are known for being one of the most efficient but risky financial in-
novations in the world. They belong to the group of alternative investments. Con-
trary to traditional investment funds, they are offered only to selected investors 
who are characterized by high level of assets and sufficient degree of experience 
allowing them to allocate capital in investments not controlled by governmental 
institutions of financial market supervision.

The history of hedge funds dates to 1949 when Alfred Winslow Jones, a so-
ciologist and former editor of Forbes magazine, launched the equity fund called 
A.W. Jones & Co. The fund had a structure of a limited partnership compa-
ny (in which Jones was a general partner with the initial capital of 40% com-
ing from his personal wealth), so it was able to avoid restrictive regulations of 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and be flexible in portfolio 
construction. The investment strategy assumed a combination of long positions 
in undervalued stocks and short positions in overvalued ones. In other worlds, 
the fund was based on a simple rule: “buy cheap and sell expensive.” The posi-
tions were leveraged, so the proceeds from short selling were financing the pur-
chase of additional long positions. The strategy was an innovation at that time, 
so in order to attract investors A. W. Jones gave up charging the management 
fee. Instead, he was charging 20% of realized profit. The concept–developed 
after some years into diversified multi-manager fund–was very profitable and 
giving A.W. Jones and his investors long-term abnormal returns. His success 
described by Carol J. Loomis in Forbes magazine in the article titled The Jones 
nobody can keep up with (Loomis, 1966) attracted the attention of the world of 
finance to hedge funds. Since then–despite of its ups and downs–the industry 
has grown intensively. Today it is a very important part of the global business at 
the forefront of financial innovation. A great portion of this innovation is con-
nected with the use of derivatives in hedge fund strategies which are perfectly 
known by financial engineers.
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The further text of the chapter is divided into three sections. The first two 
aim at explaining the essence of hedge fund business. Section 2. introduces the 
definition and describes the attributes that are unique to hedge funds. Section 3. 
classifies and characterizes the strategies of hedge funds, especially those that 
use derivatives on a daily basis. Section 4 presents a few examples of how de-
rivatives are used in those strategies. They are hypothetical but they bring this 
issue closer and introduce the reader to how hedge fund managers earn abso-
lute returns.

7.1. definition and attributes of hedge funds

Although the term “hedge fund” has become widespread, it is a misname used 
by Carol J. Loomis in her article about Alfred Winslow Jones. There are two 
facts that decide about it. First, while describing his fund, A.W. Jones never used 
the word “hedge” (nota bene such a noun was not recognized by English dic-
tionary at that time, it was created by C. J. Loomis) but the adjective “hedged” 
to distinguish it from other funds, in which the stock market positions were not 
hedged. Secondly (which is even more important), in reality hedge funds, which 
aim at earning absolute returns, take various risks (not only a market risk) that 
cannot be hedged (Ineichen & Silberstein, 2008, p. 10-11). This should exclude 
the use of the name “hedge(d) fund” by these institutions. However, the success 
of A. W. Jones’ fund and its accompanying publicity made this misname a “real” 
name which started to be used in practice and science permanently.

Due to the lack of precise legal definition and huge diversity of hedge fund 
strategies there is no uniform definition of the term “hedge fund” in the lit-

Active management and absolute returns

Flexible investment policy

Unusual legal structures

Developed structure of fees

Manager as a partner, not an employee

Offered to specific investors

Limited capacity

Limited liquidity

Limited transparency

Figure 1. Attributes of hedge funds
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erature: examples of different definitions are presented e.g. by Lhabitant (2006, 
p. 25) or Perez (2011, pp. 21-25). Therefore, the most common way of dis-
tinguishing them from other types of investment funds is to name their attri-
butes. They are presented in Figure 1.

7.1.1. active management and absolute returns

Mutual funds, which are traditional (or classical) investment funds, are man-
aged passively or actively and try to earn returns higher than some benchmark 
(i.e. relative returns which might be positive or negative, depending on the 
situation on financial markets). Hedge funds work differently. They are always 
managed actively because they have an investment goal of absolute returns 
– returns that are supposed to be positive and independent of the situation on fi-
nancial market (and hence a market risk). Hedge funds focus not on the risk of 
beta, but on so-called alpha. From the statistical point of view alpha is an abso-
lute term from the linear regression modeling the efficiency of investment fund 
management, which is proposed by M. Jensen (1968, 1969) and based on the 
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAMP):

 ( ) ( )  ,    t f t t M f tR R R Rα β ε− = + − +

where:
tα  is alpha coefficient,
tR  – a fund return in time t,
fR  – risk-free rate in time t,
tβ  – beta coefficient of a fund in time t,
MR  – a return on market portfolio (benchmark) in time t,
tε  – an error term.

Hedge fund managers focus on reaching a positive value of alpha coefficient 
(α > 0) which represents the skills of the managers to perform superiorly and 
above average (the average performance is alpha neutral (α = 0) and is repre-
sented by a passive portfolio; α < 0 means that the manager’s performance was 
inferior, so he underperformed)1. Only when α > 0 their performance has added 
value and is concerned as absolute or abnormal and managers themselves are 
called alphas.

To achieve their investment goal hedge fund managers use three types of ap-
proaches to active management: directional, non-directional and a hybrid one. 

1 An interesting discussion on alpha as a source of risk management and the difference be-
tween alpha and beta see Lo (2010).
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Directional approach is based on dynamic betting on the direction in which the 
markets will move and on taking long or short positions to capture the increases 
or decreases of the security prices that occur. The directional approach concen-
trates on searching for market risk and offering significant reward for it.2 It is 
represented by strategies such as global macro, sector or long-short equity.

Non-directional approach is the opposite of the market timing approach. 
Managers use here structural market anomalies and build on this basis a diversi-
fied portfolio of arbitrage opportunities (with help of derivatives) that bring the 
added value. In this case, they take long and short positions in comparable finan-
cial instruments to add value and eliminate market risk. This approach is used, 
for example, in the case of fixed income arbitrage or market neutral strategy.

In addition to these, some managers (for example in event-driven strate-
gies) also use a hybrid approach. In this case, they try to protect themselves from 
the market risk as much as possible; however, they are never able to completely 
eliminate it. As a consequence, this approach is characterized by greater volatil-
ity than the non-directional approach, but smaller than the directional approach 
(Fung & Hsieh, 1999, pp. 321-322).

7.1.2. flexible investment policy

Hedge funds seek absolute return through the flexible investment policy, which 
depends on the type of investment strategy developed and implemented by 
a hedge fund manager (or managers). Generally, the managers have the free-
dom to choose investment styles, asset classes or investment techniques that they 
will use to achieve the assumed investment objective. In particular, they may 
(separately or simultaneously) combine long and short positions, concentrate 
rather than diversify their investment portfolio, borrow or leverage their portfo-
lios, invest in illiquid or unlisted financial instruments, trade derivatives, hedge 
against declines of security prices on a given market or use short selling. They 
can also change strategies or markets if they see a chance for higher return in it 
(Lhabitant, 2006, p. 26).

The fact that hedge fund managers have such a rich spectrum of investment 
tools and structures at their disposal does not mean that they abuse it (this con-
cerns especially leverage; which by many is believed to be too high and in re-
ality is very reasonable; see Ang, Gorovyy, & van Inwegen, 2011; or Petroff, 
2015). However, a flexible investment policy subjects the fund to a greater man-
ager risk which depends on the skills and risk tolerance of the manager and his 

2 Note that market timing approach in hedge funds is different from market timing approach 
used by mutual funds, as it concerns not only long, but also short positions on various (not only 
traditional) segments of the financial market. 
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team (Lhabitant, 2006, p. 26). From the point of view of a potential client of 
hedge funds, it is important to firstly use the services of the manager, who will 
have the skills to properly use the available financial tools and techniques, and 
secondly, if possible, to diversify the portfolio of managers (Jaeger, 2003, p. 5), 
which contributes to reducing the risk of managing a hedge fund.

7.1.3. unusual legal structure

Hedge funds are financial institutions that have an unusual legal structure. It is 
intended to be the subject to as few legal and tax regulations as possible and be 
suited to the nature of their business. In particular, this involves the possibil-
ity of:
• making various types of transactions (including opening long and short posi-

tions on any financial instruments, use of all possible derivatives, leverage 
and short selling) on various local financial markets around the world with-
out any legal or organizational restrictions that could potentially “jeopardize” 
those transactions;

• optimizing the taxation of positive returns generated by a hedge fund – the 
scale of taxation of capital gains directly affects the net profitability of both 
investors and a hedge fund itself;

• avoiding the necessity of periodic reporting to any financial market regula-
tor regarding the details of a hedge fund strategy.
When determining the legal form of a hedge fund, attention is also drawn to 

who will be its investors and where the fund will be registered. Accordingly, 
hedge funds use three types of legal structures that can be further subdivided ac-
cording to their place of registration. They are presented in Figure 2.

Hedge funds are generally limited partnerships or limited liability compa-
nies. Both legal structures are recognized in the legal systems all over the world 
(though–depending on the jurisdiction of a given country–they may vary in de-

Limited partnerships

Limited liability company

Onshore

Offshore

Legal structure Registration

Corporate structure

Figure 2. Legal structure and registration of hedge funds
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tail). The main similarity between them is that both are separate legal entities 
in which taxation of earned returns does not burden the hedge fund itself (which, 
however, is obliged to report them), but is transferred directly to investors (so 
called flow-through taxation). The main difference between them is that:
• there are two types of partners in a limited partnership: a general partner and 

limited partners. A general partner is a fund manager responsible with his 
own wealth for debts and liabilities of a fund; limited partners are other in-
vestors who are responsible for the debts and liabilities of the fund only up to 
the amount of capital they invest in it;

• a limited liability company is owned by members (they can be both natural 
persons, i.e. individual investors and fund managers, as well as legal per-
sons: institutional investors). Their responsibility for the debts and liabilities 
of a fund is limited to the capital invested.
Hedge funds are also divided according to the place of their registration. As 

in the case of legal structures, the division into onshore and offshore funds 
comes from the USA. Originally, onshore funds had their headquarters in the 
United States, and offshore funds outside of this country, mainly on islands – tax 
heavens with a close territory to the USA. Today the list of onshore countries 
contains also Great Britain and Japan. The list of offshore countries includes 
the Canary Islands, British Virgin Islands, Bermuda etc. as well as the so-called 
offshore financial centers (OFC) in Luxembourg, Dublin, Dubai, Singapore 
or Hong Kong. Very often an offshore country is only a place of registration of 
a fund. In reality its manager and all infrastructure necessary to make transac-
tions (e.g. brokerage houses in which they buy/sell securities or from which they 
lend securities for short sale, or investment banks that give them loans) have 
their actual residence elsewhere–usually in one of the world’s financial centers, 
i.e. New York, Chicago, London or Tokyo.

Due to tax benefits many offshore funds have a corporate structure, i.e. 
a joint stock company or its equivalent, or possibly a limited liability company 
(offshore limited partnership companies are very rare), often–unlike onshore 
funds–being open-end (and not closed-end) funds.

7.1.4. developed structure of fees

One of the most important attributes of hedge funds are the fees they charge. 
Their structure is presented in Figure 3.

There are two types of fees which the activity of hedge funds is based 
on: a management fee and a performance fee. The first one is a fixed fee 
expressed as a percentage of assets under management per year. It covers sala-
ries of a manager and her team (including analysts, sellers, traders, etc.) and 
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other operational costs of a fund (including execution costs and other brokerage 
fees). A management fee is charged monthly, quarterly or annually, depending 
on the dates of subscription and redemption. Its amount depends on the com-
plexity of the investment strategy implemented by a fund and its size as well as 
on the amount of fees charged by the competition (i.e. by hedge funds using the 
same or similar strategy). Most often it is 1-2% of net asset value (NAV) per an-
num, however, there are funds that charge their clients 3-4% of NAV p.a.

A performance fee (incentive fee, success fee) motivates and rewards a man-
ager for earning an absolute return. It is paid after a given period (mostly 
a year) and it ranges generally from 15% to 25% (most often 20%) of the real-
ized profit–its amount reflects of how much a manager values his skills and tal-
ent to manage financial assets (Lhabitant, 2006, p. 30).

Very often, this fee is charged only after meeting certain conditions regard-
ing the return earned. The most common ones are a hurdle rate and a high-
water mark. The hurdle rate indicates the minimum positive performance that 
a manager must earn in order to be allowed to charge a performance fee. It is 
a sort of a minimum acceptable return represented e.g. by the rate of open market 
operations or LIBOR or a fixed number (e.g. 3% and sometimes even 0%). The 
high-water mark states that any previous losses must be recouped by new profits 
before the performance fee is to be paid. Generally, it varies for each investor and 
is based on the maximum value on the investor’s interest in the fund since his 
initial investment in it. This protects investors from paying a performance fee 
while they are just recovering from previous losses (Lhabitant, 2006, p. 30).

Apart from the hurdle rate and high-water mark, the payment of the perfor-
mance fee may depend on additional clauses. To some extent they protect the 
interests of investors or a hedge fund manager in the event of losses. Informa-
tion about them is always included in the offering memorandum of a fund.

Management fee

Hedge fund fees

Performance / incentive / success fee

Additional conditions

Other

front-end load
sales commission
subscription fee

back-end load
redemption fee

average 1%-4%
of NAV p.a.

most common 2%
of NAV p.a.

15% to 25% of realized return
most common 20% of realized return

hurdle rate
high-water mark
additional clauses

Figure 3. Structure of hedge fund fees
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The last group of fees paid by the investors are entrance and exit fees. Front-
end loads include:
• a sales commission, which is a commission for a broker (it may range from 

0% up to 5%, depending on a distribution channel and the value of assets that 
an investor invests in a hedge fund;

• a subscription fee, which concerns new participants and compensates high 
costs of launching a fund and its initial administration.
When exiting a hedge fund its participants are obligated to pay a redemp-

tion fee. By redeeming their shares investors somehow force a manager to 
close the most liquid positions and leave a higher number of illiquid positions 
in a hedge fund portfolio. The redemption fee allows to increase the liquidity of 
a hedge fund portfolio (the fee is automatically transferred to the fund’s basket 
of assets). Usually, although its amount does not exceed 2% of the value of the 
redeemed capital, the more illiquid securities in a hedge fund portfolio and the 
shorter the terms of redemptions, the higher the redemption fee. In some cases, 
its movable scale is used depending on how long the investor maintains the giv-
en deposit and how early he notifies the manager about the redemption. In ad-
dition, when redemptions are high, managers may provide investors with addi-
tional shares in the fund instead of cash (Cottier, 1997, p. 28).

7.1.5. Manager as a partner, not an employee

One of the most important characteristics of hedge funds is that hedge fund man-
agers are their partners, not their employees (as it is in traditional funds). They 
are founders of hedge funds who bring the initial capital on board. This capital 
is a part of their net worth, which in vast majority of cases is earned earlier in fi-
nancial industry. Those managers represent both sides of financial markets: the 
buy side (ex-managers of conventional funds) and the sell side (former research 
analysts, brokers, traders and investment bankers). Apart from professionals di-
rectly related to financial services, we may find managers associated with this 
industry only indirectly or not at all. Alfred W. Jones, the father of hedge funds, 
a former sociologist and financial journalist, is such an example. The areas 
in which such hedge fund managers specialized earlier are e.g. mathematics, 
physics, nuclear engineering, biology, geology, computer science, chess or medi-
cine. It is not uncommon that the best ideas for hedge fund strategies come from 
them. The experience from the fields completely different than financial industry 
allows them to look at it with a fresh eye and apply methods from other disci-
plines to the models which successfully predict absolute returns.

There is an unwritten rule that a hedge fund manager should engage a large 
part of his net assets in a hedge fund and preferably all of the assets he has re-
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served for investments in equity instruments, such as stocks. This means that the 
manager may retain, for example, government and municipal bonds or real estate 
bonds, but he should invest 100% of the capital he wants to invest in the stock 
market in a hedge fund he has set up. If he does not, investors should know about 
it. Firstly, because if he does not want to risk his wealth in a fund, why should 
they? Secondly, this may lead to unethical and illegal practice of front running.

Engaging manager’s personal wealth in a hedge fund is supposed to be 
a motivation to rational approach towards investment risks and earning absolute 
returns. However, as Lhabitant (2006, p. 33) underlines, it can produce unde-
sirable side-effects. On one side, at the beginning of his career, a hedge fund 
manager has little to lose. He may take too much risk, knowing that in case of 
a default, he can go back to traditional fund industry and recover quickly. On the 
other side, at the end of his career, when he is successful, he might resist from 
taking risks even though it is well remunerated.

7.1.6. offered to specific investors

Another very important feature that distinguishes hedge funds from other types 
of investment funds is that they are offered to specific investors. Among the in-
dividuals we may find:
• HNWIs (high net worth individuals with the net wealth in cash of 1-3/5 mil-

lion USD),
• very/extremely HNWIs with around 3/5-30/50 million USD,
• ultra HNWIs with more than 30-50 million USD.

In recent years, apart from HNWI, funds of hedge funds (FoHFs) or hedge 
funds that are new and determine the minimum value of investments at a low lev-
el, are also open to:
• wealthy individuals, with assets of 500,000 to 1 million USD,
• affluent individuals, with assets ranging from 100,000 to 500,000 USD.

However, it must be noted that often as those funds grow and increase the 
value of assets they manage, they raise the minimum threshold to enter the fund. 
Then the existing “small” individual investors have to redeem their shares in fa-
vor of new investors with more cash.

The second group of investors is represented by financial intermediaries like 
pension or investment funds, asset and wealth management companies or funds 
of hedge funds as well as non-financial institutions like endowments and charity 
or educational foundations. Both types of investors can be taxed or exempt from 
taxation on capital gains.

Wealthy individuals were the main clients of hedge funds up to the 1990s of 
the XX century. However, the favorable situation on the capital markets in the 
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1980s and 1990s, which caused significant cash surpluses among financial inter-
mediaries, as well as globalization of financial markets (which allowed to build 
well-diversified international portfolios) and the possibilities of constructing so-
phisticated investment strategies based on financial engineering and new com-
puter technologies, made hedge funds an important alternative also for institu-
tional investors. Today they dominate the structure of clients of hedge funds.

7.1.7. limited capacity

Hedge fund managers believe that “small is better”; therefore, they keep the fund 
capacity limited. This limitation is considered from three points of view:
• fund size,
• fund scope,
• number of key managers.

First of all, hedge funds limit the size of funds. In practice, regardless of 
the type of investment funds, the value of its assets is inversely correlated with 
investment results–the bigger the fund, the more difficult it is to invest money 
in affordable financial instruments, without affecting their price and liquidity, 
and the harder to earn positive returns. However, in case of conventional funds 
a rate of return is not so important because their managers are paid their bonuses 
based on the increase in the net asset value (NAV) of a fund and not on fund’s 
performance, in hedge funds the latter is crucial both for the remuneration of 
managers and their reputation. Therefore, hedge funds focus on maintaining 
a small fund size which helps to achieve better performance and earn more from 
performance fees.

Limiting a size of a fund depends on the type of strategy a fund implements 
(different strategies are characterized by different levels of capacity; see for ex-
ample long only versus global macro funds). As a rule, managers determine 
a certain amount of assets, beyond which they “close” a fund. It means not ac-
cepting new investors as fund participants and accepting additional capital only 
from investors who are already fund clients.

The limitation of the scope of hedge funds is related to the concentration of 
a given fund on a specific investment strategy, which is most often focused 
on a specific segment of the financial market. This results in specialization of 
fund managers, which allows them to process information from a given segment 
that may affect the prices of instruments quickly and easily, and to make transac-
tions that are supposed to give a fund the highest possible return.

Finally, the limitation of hedge fund capacity is reflected in the fact that they 
are managed by a small number of key managers. Usually, a fund is managed 
by one or two people who create it and have a vision of its development. Such 
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solution gives flexibility and speed of decisions made as well as productivity 
(which is lower in traditional funds, where investment decisions are made by 
an investment committee, that always lasts longer). On the other hand, it must be 
remembered that it brings additional manager risk.

7.1.8. limited liquidity

Hedge funds are also characterized with limited liquidity. The investment goal of 
absolute returns requires from hedge fund managers implementing a long-term 
investment strategy. Very often this strategy involves using arbitrage opportuni-
ties on illiquid markets and financial instruments. In order to have a freedom 
of entering such investments and earning the above-average return, the man-
agers limit the subscription and redemption possibilities of an investor and in-
sist upon a minimum investment period. In terms of subscription they specify 
when the investors can purchase shares of a hedge fund. In closed-end funds it 
is only possible during the first issue. In open-end funds it is possible on a regu-
lar basis–usually once a quarter or once a month.

During some period after the purchase of fund shares investors cannot re-
deem them. This period is called a lock-up period, it is mandatory and, depend-
ing on a fund, lasts from 1 to 3 years. This is a minimum period during which 
an investor must keep her cash in a fund before she can withdraw it in accor-
dance with the terms of redemption. The terms of redemption indicate when and 
under which conditions investors can redeem their shares. Generally, hedge 
funds allow it once a quarter, although less frequent dates (e.g. once every half 
a year or once a year), which is characteristic especially for funds operating 
mainly on illiquid markets and financial instruments, are not rare. If an inves-
tor wants to redeem his shares, he must give a hedge fund manager an advance 
notice. Usually the notice periods are from 30 to 90 days before the actual re-
demption (Lhabitant, 2006, p. 29) (the more frequent the redemption, the short-
er the advance notice period).

In addition to the above, some hedge funds apply the following redemp-
tion requirements:
• a hold-over provision: when an investor wants to redeem 100% of his capital, 

a fund may keep 10% of this capita until the annual audit is finished,
• a penalty fee: this is a type of a redemption fee which is supposed to dis-

courage investors from too early withdrawals; its value decreases with time, 
reaching, for example, after one year, the value of zero.

• gate provisions: are used by hedge funds to reduce the number of redemp-
tions. Gate provisions are the limits defining the maximum percentage of the 
total assets of a fund, which may be withdrawn from it on a scheduled re-
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demption date. The most commonly used limits are 20% of the value of as-
sets in case of redemptions once a year or 10% of the value of assets when re-
demptions happen more frequently. The gate provisions allow the managers 
to increase exposure to less liquid assets or transactions without having to 
worry about a sudden liquidity crisis that may occur if several investors want 
to redeem their shares in one redemption date.

7.1.9. limited transparency

The last but not least attribute of hedge funds is their limited transparency. First-
ly, it is a result of their legal form, and, in many cases, a place of registra-
tion in offshore countries, as well as the fact that they are not subject to legis-
lation on investment funds, so they do not have to disclose information about 
their performance or the allocation of their assets like traditional funds. More-
over, the disclosure of such information could be read by supervisory authorities 
of a given financial market as public marketing, and its use by such funds, e.g. 
in the USA, is forbidden. Secondly, it is connected to the fact that the details 
on the investment strategies implemented by hedge funds, including positions 
opened as well as transactions made or tools used must stay discrete. The oppor-
tunities to earn money could be very quickly copied by other managers, and, as 
a result, hedge funds would not be able to reach their performance goal. There-
fore, “discretion” on details regarding the investment strategy is very important 
due to the potential success of managers.

The limited transparency of hedge funds was one of the reasons why for a long 
time information on the hedge funds market was difficult to access and selective. 
The experience of the last dozen or so years (especially the spectacular falls of 
such funds as LTCM) has led to progress in this matter. On one hand, today’s 
investors demand a bit more accurate information, thanks to which they can con-
duct an effective due diligence, allowing them to choose hedge funds best suited 
to their expectations. On the other hand, the managers themselves, who care 
more about their interest and reputation, are not so reluctant to disclose the data 
on their activities (although these are rather aggregated than detailed).

Based on the above characteristics of hedge funds, we may formulate a defi-
nition of hedge funds, which is a summary of our considerations in this sec-
tion. I propose that we define hedge funds as follows:

Hedge funds are alternative investment funds, which are offered mainly 
on non-public financial markets, and therefore are subject to limited legal reg-
ulations, and whose managers, using their skills and various investment tools 
and techniques, build investment strategies aimed at earning absolute returns, 
for which they are rewarded depending on their value.
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7.2. types and characteristics of hedge fund strategies

Hedge funds are internally a very diverse group of investment funds. Figure 
4 classifies them according to their investment strategies. They can also be 
classified according to other criteria that allow a more detailed comparison of 
their strategies – see Lavinio (1999, p. 7):
• geographical area of activity (funds operating on the local, regional or global 

financial market),
• the level of fund diversification (more or less funds diversified),
• applying or not hedging of the positions,
• the level of liquidity or trading (funds from the smallest to the largest liquid-

ity and trading financial instruments in the portfolio),
• using financial leverage (funds that use zero or very small to very high finan-

cial leverage),
• market exposure (funds from low to high correlation with the market risk),
• asset classes used in investment policy (value or growth stocks, fixed income 

instruments, etc.).
Although these criteria are very important, the essence of hedge fund invest-

ment strategies stays the most important.

7.2.1. directional strategies

The first group of hedge fund strategies are directional strategies. They use di-
rectional approach to fund management. In this approach the managers, looking 
for return, speculate on the direction of changes in prices of securities in selected 
segments of the financial market. They make transactions on various securities, 
whose prices according to their predictions move in the same direction as the 
market and, additionally, hedge them with futures contracts. Managers invest 
here for a short time, quickly changing their view on the market. Some of them 
rely in their decisions on computer systems based on models using technical 
analysis that generate buy and sell signals. Others concentrate on valuation-
based approach and use fundamental analysis. The rest combine both approach-
es, which makes the strategy more complicated, but at the same time allows 
for its precise implementation.

The most important directional strategy is long/short equity (also known as 
equity hedge). It was first used by the hedge fund pioneer Alfred Winslow Jones. It 
reflects an old and simple principle of “buy cheap and sell expensive”. It consists 
in searching for under- or overvalued securities, and then on:
• buying (i.e. taking long positions) of those securities that are undervalued,
• selling (i.e. taking short positions) of those securities that are overvalued.
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In this strategy a manager aims at reducing the overall risk of a fund port-
folio by minimizing total market exposure and low correlation between the re-
turn on the fund portfolio and the return on the market portfolio. Portfolios of 
long and short positions are hedged mainly by the use of short selling. It is also 
not uncommon to use derivatives based on a given capital market index. In this 
situation the managers sell futures for market indices so that – reacting to market 
changes – they can quickly change the market exposure of their portfolio (Ste-
fanini, 2006, p. 47).

When selecting securities for the portfolio of a long/short equity fund its 
manager may take the following positions:
• straight long, i.e. long positions in securities a fund manager considers un-

dervalued,
• straight short, i.e. short positions in securities considered to be overvalued,
• relative value, i.e. related to share class arbitrage, including common stocks, 

preferred stocks and saving stocks, which do not give the right to vote, but 
are privileged in relation to common shares in terms of a dividend (such 
shares provide a minimum annual amount of a dividend that must be paid to 
their holders) or a liquidation of a company (they ensure a correspondingly 
higher amount of cash paid to their holders than to common shareholders); 
all three categories of shares differ in their valuation under different market 
conditions, which gives arbitrage opportunities,

• pairs trades, which is taking the opposite positions on a pair of shares of two 
substitute companies (e.g. long on Deutsche Telecom and short on Vodafone).
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Figure 4. Strategies of hedge funds
Source: Based on (Stefanini, 2006, p. 14; Frush, 2007, pp. 19-22; Cottier, 1997, p. 117).
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We must underline that hedge fund managers operate on the same financial 
markets that the managers of traditional funds. However, additionally the for-
mer use short selling, financial leverage and the manager’s remuneration system 
for profit. Profit occurs when the prices of securities purchased by a manager go 
up and the prices of securities sold by him go down (in the opposite situation the 
strategy brings losses). Because there is an expectation of profit on both the buy-
ing and selling sides, quite often a long/short equity strategy is called a double 
alpha strategy.

Lhabitant (2006, p. 166-170) notes that the long/short equity strategy is ben-
eficial because it allows to earn money in times of a bullish and bearish market 
and is characterized by a much lower (because more diversified) risk than a long 
only strategy applied in traditional investment funds. However, this strategy is 
not free from disadvantages, especially higher trading costs connected to high-
er turnover of securities in the portfolio than in passive strategies realized by 
traditional funds as well as net long bias, i.e. a higher long exposure than a short 
exposure. Even though, mainly thanks to its benefits and simplicity, this strategy 
is one of the most common among hedge fund managers.

The second type of directional strategies is short selling or dedicated 
short. This strategy is the opposite of long-only used by managers of traditional 
investment funds. Dedicated short is characterized by reverse (mirror) market 
exposure to traditional funds–the strategy brings positive return when the capital 
market is bearish and negative one when it is bullish. This means that dedi-
cated short funds have a net short exposure (though during bullish time these 
funds use a sort of market timing and reduce the number of short positions in fa-
vor of short-term long positions). The strategy is characterized by high volatility 
of returns, but they are strongly negatively correlated with movements on the 
stock markets.

Generally, in selection of stocks to be sold, the managers focus on companies 
whose valuation, in their opinion, deviates from reality. The characteristics of 
such companies are presented by Stefanini (2006, p. 37) and Lhabitant (2006, 
p. 188). Those are for example:
• companies with deteriorated fundamentals because of catalytic event that has 

a negative impact on its activity in a short time (e.g. the announcement of 
lower than expected profits for a given period, accounting problems, problems 
with raising capital for investments). Before taking a short position a manag-
er must be able to identify such an event. If it does not occur, such a company 
can be overvalued even for several years, then a manager will not be able to 
close the short selling transaction,

• companies with a high stock prices, but with weak financials (e.g. due to 
low cash flows, high P/E ratio or excessive leverage),

• companies with changes in the structure of equity,
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• companies from industries in crisis caused by external factors,
• companies in which the management team fools investors (e.g. by using ag-

gressive accounting practices, such as “accounting tricks” with options, pen-
sion funds, pro-forma data reports, and not actual ones),

• companies which destroy their value by maintaining low return on equity 
(ROE) and high P/E ratio or which place their liquid assets in investments, 
the return of which is lower than their ROE and thus erodes their profit struc-
ture,

• companies that are characterized by a high insider selling, i.e. a high num-
ber of shares that are sold by their top management.
When properly implemented, this strategy can turn out to be very profitable. 

One of the main arguments for its application is that there are still a lot of un-
used short selling opportunities on the capital markets. This is mainly due to the 
fact that the vast majority of asset managers (not only traditional, but partially 
also alternative ones) understand or have intuition and experience with enter-
ing long, not short positions. The same applies to individual investors who con-
sider short selling to be too risky, and institutional investors who do not make 
it, because they cannot. As a consequence, brokerage houses and analysts focus 
on what to buy, not on what to sell, hence there is almost no competition in iden-
tifying the overvalued assets. However, it must be remembered that this strategy 
has a limited profit potential and unlimited loss potential. At the same time, the 
share of loss-making positions in the portfolio may increase relatively (Jaeger, 
2003, p. 142). That is why the appropriate portfolio diversification that contrib-
utes to the reduction of the total market exposure is so important (Lhabitant, 
2006, p. 188).

When considering a long/short equity and dedicated short strategies, it is im-
portant to mention total net market exposure. It is equal to the difference be-
tween the sum of the weights of the long positions and the absolute value of the 
sum of the weights of short positions (Stefanini, 2006, p. 49):
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where:
TMEnet –  total net market exposure; the weight of a given share in a hedge 

fund portfolio expressed as a percentage of the fund’s net asset 
value (NAV),

L  – number of long positions in this portfolio,
S  – number of short positions in this portfolio.
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When:
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In addition to the net value of the total market exposure of long/short equity 
and dedicated short funds, its gross value, given by the following formula, is 
often calculated:
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The gross market exposure value tells us how much cash the manager actu-
ally risks. The differences between the concepts of net and gross exposure are 
shown in example 1.

example 1
Net and gross exposure in a long/short equity strategy

Let us assume that the long/short equity fund has only two shares in its port-
folio: the long position is 70% of the NAV of the portfolio and the short one is 
50%. The net exposure will be 20% (70% – 50%). The gross exposure will be 
120% (70% + 50%). This means that the fund has open positions of 120% of its 
net asset value, which means that it has used leverage of 20%

Source: (Stefanini, 2006, p. 50).

Because the NAV is based on equal weights of individual elements of a port-
folio so it rejects their sensitivity to market changes, it is not sufficient to deter-
mine the portfolio’s exposure to systematic risk. That is why we use the concept 
of net exposure adjusted by the beta factor (called beta adjusted market expo-
sure):
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Net market exposure equal to zero does not imply an exposure corrected by 
a beta factor equal to zero. The first measure (net market exposure) is static, the 
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second one (beta adjusted market exposure) dynamic, hence it has a variable 
value, sensitive to market changes. It is shown in example 2.

example 2
Net exposure and net exposure adjusted by β

Continuing Example 1, let’s assume that the beta factor of the long posi-
tion is 0.5, and the beta factor of the short position is 1.5. Net position adjusted 
for beta is:

 80% 0.5 40% 1.5  20%.⋅ − ⋅ =−

Source: (Stefanini, 2006, p. 51).

Based on examples 1 and 2 we can see that initial positive net market expo-
sure of 40% may turn out to be negative (–20%), when the sensitivity of differ-
ent security prices to market changes are concerned. Due to the fact that long/
short equity funds select securities from various industries with different liquid-
ity, as Stefanini (2006, p. 51) suggests, it is always necessary to monitor the net 
exposure adjusted by the beta factor, as well as the liquidity of the portfolio, 
which can be measured e.g. as the average number of days needed to liquidate 
the portfolio without affecting the prices of securities held in it.

The next two strategies that are directional include managed futures and 
global macro. They are similar in being directional and investing mostly in fu-
tures contracts listed on capital markets worldwide. Both of them are also tac-
tical, since their managers exploit market inefficiencies caused by: (1) market 
participants not motivated by economic profit (like central banks); (2) hedgers 
wanting to lay off risk; and (3) abnormal reactions of other market participants, 
particularly in times of market distress. The primary difference between them is 
that opposed to global macro strategies, where investment decisions are made 
by a human, managed futures strategies are realized by the use of computerized 
models that automatically make trading decisions and a manager only periodi-
cally re-adjusts the trading model assumptions about parameters.

Managed futures funds appeared in the United States in early 1970s. At that 
time, as a result of the regulatory separation between the occupation of a bro-
ker and an investment manager of futures contracts, a third occupation of a pro-
fessional money manager emerged. Since the futures contracts existed only 
for commodities, such managers were known as Commodity Trading Advi-
sors. With time this term evolved and now CTAs manage not only commod-
ity futures contracts, but also (if not mainly) non-commodity futures contracts, 
e.g. on currencies, interest rates or stocks and bonds indices. Today the funds 
they manage are named interchangeably managed futures, trading funds 
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or CTAs. The managers apply in their models technical or fundamental analysis 
and look at the evolution of price patters in two ways:
• systematic (technical) traders use quantitative models to identify and imple-

ment trading opportunities,
• discretionary (fundamental) traders use human judgement and fundamen-

tal inputs.
The traders use two investing approaches shown in Figure 5. The characteris-

tics of their trade implementations are:
• exposure to four major asset classes: currencies (e.g. euro, Mexican peso, 

British pound), interest rates (treasury notes and bonds, long gilt in the UK), 
commodities (energy: Brent Crude, heating oil, natural gas; metals copper, 
nickel, zinc and agriculture: coffee, cotton, wheat) and securities (e.g. stock 
indices: S&P 500, FTSE, DAX, Nikkei),

• the least constrained of all money managers,
• long and short exposure,
• time horizons varying from intra-day to several months.

Unlike most hedge fund strategies, managed futures funds can be purchased 
not only on the private but also on the public market. This means that they 
are available to a relatively large group of investors (including small inves-
tors). In general, there are three ways to enter such funds:
• investors can entrust their capital with commodity pool operator (CPO) who 

creates an investment portfolio and employs one or more CTAs to manage it,

• Technical Traders forecast prices by the
analysis of:

• price trends, counter-trends or reversals

• moving averages over multiple time horizons

• volatility over multiple time horizons

• other statistical and quantitative measures

Systematic approach /

Technical Trading

• Fundamental Traders forecast prices by the
analysis of:

• supply & demand

• geo-political events

• environmental factors

• market information

• other macro-economic indicatiors

Global macro approach /

Discretionary Trading

Figure 5. Investing approaches in managed futures funds
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• investors hire one or more CTAs to invest their capital individually or employ 
a manager of managers (MOM) who looks for a suitable CTA for them,

• investors may purchase shares of a public commodity fund or a public futures 
fund, in the same way in which they buy stocks or bonds; such funds are in-
tended for the widest group of capital market investors.
The strategy is generally offered in three investment structures: (1) managed 

accounts dedicated to institutional investors and HNWI; (2) managed futures 
funds; or (3) funds of managed futures funds which are a proposal for smaller in-
dividual investors.

The successful years of 1970s caused huge growth in assets under man-
agement of many managed futures and long/short equity funds. They were no 
longer able to trade securities without affecting their market prices so many of 
their managers made a style drift to the global macro strategy. It gave them 
a possibility to access different currency, commodity and treasury markets of 
high liquidity without the necessity of dealing with the capacity problem (Stefa-
nini, 2006, p. 241).

Global macro funds are one of the most heterogeneous group of hedge 
funds but they have two things in common: they invest globally and they focus 
on macroeconomic trends and inefficiencies (e.g. significant changes in inter-
est rates or exchange rates, important events in the country’s economic poli-
cy or anomalies on the securities market that may be determined by econom-
ic changes) which they use to make abnormal returns. Most of global macro 
managers use a discretionary way of investing which is highly subjective, so 
their skills are of key importance to the success of this strategy. When construct-
ing a portfolio, they use the approach that is called top down. In this approach 
a fund manager first selects the geographical area and the sector in which he 
will invest and then he analyzes the macroeconomic, political and market situa-
tion that affects the stock, currency, interest rate or commodity markets. On this 
basis he selects securities that he buys or sells in a short time (without analyzing 
the foundations of individual values). Managers using this method are generally 
referred to as stock selectors.

It is worth adding that top down is the opposite to bottom-up. The latter ap-
proach involves a deep fundamental analysis of individual company stocks and 
selecting those that managers want to buy or sell in a short time. Managers using 
this method are called bottom-up managers or stock pickers (Stefanini, 2006, 
p. 52). This approach is characteristic for long/short equity and managed futures 
managers and initially it was also used by managers who moved to global macro 
strategy. Therefore, by changing the strategy from long/short equity or managed 
futures into global macro, they also changed the method of selecting financial 
instruments to the fund portfolios.
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Generally, global macro funds are directional. The managers look for oppor-
tunities to make a profit when the changes in macroeconomics, politics or the 
financial markets are to occur. It may be, for example, an adoption of a new law, 
change of the ruling party, signing an international agreement causing the 
flow of capital or lack of support for an economic project.3 However, some 
of the funds may make convergence/divergence trades, in which managers bet 
on certain events that move the securities prices in different directions.4 Global 
macro funds are also characterized by:
• large size (they must have the right amount of capital to be able to benefit 

from the possibility of earning an absolute return on a global scale),
• huge diversification; as Anson (2006, p. 18) notices, it can be both an ad-

vantage (it allows for the application of the presented strategy in the widest 
spectrum of instruments) and a disadvantage (it means lack of concentra-
tion on details, which mainly depends on institutional investors),

• a very high degree of the use of derivatives (options, futures and swaps), 
which involves high leverage (Lhabitant, 2004, p. 6); among the various 
types of hedge funds they are the most risky ones but also potentially the 
most profitable ones.
According to Hedge Fund Research in early 1990s global macro funds ac-

counted for more than 70% of assets under management of the entire popula-
tion of hedge funds. But around the new millennium (especially in times of 
the technology bubble of early 2000s) their share in the industry started to de-
crease dramatically and in the last 15 years it has been around 3%. The decrease 
in their number is certainly caused by a significant reduction of the possibility 
of achieving high profits (especially the last 5 years were difficult) (see: Kis-
han & Burton, 2017). Although the share of global macro funds in the hedge 
fund market has decreased, they are at the forefront of the largest hedge fund 
assets in terms of value.

3 A typical example of this approach is the famous attack on the British pound made by George 
Soros, the manager of the Quantum fund, who predicted that the currency is overvalued and 
on September 22, 1992 made a short selling transaction worth $10 billion. This forced the Bank of 
England to withdraw the currency from ERM II, and brought Soros $1 billion profit. In his book 
Soros on Soros (Soros, 1995), the author stated that he knew that the German Bundesbank and the 
Bank of England would allow the pound to break out of the ERM II regime, and therefore decided 
to make a short selling of this currency. The decision on the execution of this transaction was 
made after a conversation with then Bundesbank head Dr. Helmut Schlesinger, whose answer to 
the question about such eventuality was unclear (Chorafas, 2003, p. 122); for the description of the 
transaction see Lhabitant, (2006, pp. 329-332) or Stefanini, (2006, pp. 243-244).

4 An example of such transactions is short sale of the futures index for European shares and 
the purchase of shares on the US stock exchange. Another example is holding a short and long 
positions in the same local capital market (Chorafas, 2003, p. 123).
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7.2.2. non-directional or relative value strategies

The second group of hedge fund strategies is named non-directional or relative 
value. The managers of such funds identify inefficiencies in the valuation of related 
securities (e.g. stocks of companies from the same industry) and open the opposite 
positions, thereby neutralizing exposure to the market risk (i.e. trying to isolate al-
pha and achieve a beta ratio close to zero). In order to determine these inefficien-
cies, managers build complex quantitative models in which they use mathematical 
or statistical and fundamental or technical analysis, assuming that over time the mar-
ket prices of mispriced securities will converge to its theoretical or intrinsic value 
(Lhabitant, 2004, p. 8). Additionally, since the inefficiencies in the prices are usually 
very small, these funds often use very large leverage to magnify returns.5 It consti-
tutes the most common and advanced use of derivatives.

The most known non-directional strategies of hedge funds are convertible 
bond arbitrage, fixed-income arbitrage and equity market neutral.

Convertible bonds are usually issued by young and dynamically growing 
companies with a low credit rating. They are fixed income securities which ad-
ditionally give their holders an option to buy a fixed number of shares (mostly 
common stocks of the issuer or sometimes of another company from his capi-
tal group).6 An important characteristic of convertible bonds is that usually the 
built-in option makes their market price undervalued in comparison to their theo-
retical value (equal to conversion value which is the market price of stocks into 
which a bond can be converted at a given time). That means that they have 
a low price in relation to the market price of the stocks which they can be con-
verted into. This gives rise to arbitrage opportunities for hedge fund manag-
ers who take a long position on convertible bonds and a short position in these 
stocks or options for these stocks.

Hedge fund managers usually look for convertible bonds that have the fol-
lowing characteristics:
• high volatility of the underlying stocks, to profit from delta trading,
• high volatility and high convexity of convertible bonds to profit from gam-

ma trading,
• good liquidity of bonds and easiness in borrowing underlying stocks,
• low conversion premium, because the bond is less sensitive to the interest 

rate risk and credit risk,
• they can be converted into stocks that do not pay out dividends or pay out 

low dividends, to avoid having to pay them out to stockholders from whom 
the shorted stocks were borrowed,
5 However, this may have the unintended consequence of increasing the risk like in the famous 

case of Long Term Capital Management (LTCM) fund.
6 So they are plain vanilla.
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• issues with low implied volatility (Stefanini, 2006, p. 111).
In order to find such bonds and manage related risk types, convertible arbi-

trage funds build their strategies based on complex quantitative models that are 
used to assess the theoretical value of convertible bonds, calculate discrepancies 
between current prices of bonds and shares or calculating Greek values. The 
models also allow risk management and include the management of the market 
risk (that occurs when the equity hedge is not market-neutral) and the interest 
rate risk (which is related to possible changes in interest on convertible bonds 
during their life) as well as the credit risk (they use credit default swaps to hedge 
this risk), the hedge risk, the corporate event risk, the currency and liquidity risk 
or the market corner risk of sudden calls for the stocks to be returned within the 
short selling transactions. The risks can be minimized by due diligence, adequate 
hedging or diversification among issuers with different credit ratings, coming 
from different industries or operating in different countries (Stefanini, 2006, 
p. 133).

An important tool used in the strategy of convertible arbitrage is financial 
leverage. Its size depends on the size of long positions and investment objectives 
of a given hedge fund. It is usually 2 to 6 times the capital invested (Anson, 
2006, p. 22). This is not much, especially in comparison with another arbitrage 
strategy–fixed income arbitrage, where the leverage reaches up to 1 to 20.

Fixed income arbitrage managers take offsetting positions in fixed income 
securities and their derivatives in order to exploit price inefficiencies between in-
terest rate securities. Knowing these inefficiencies, they buy one fixed income 
security and simultaneously sell a similar fixed income security in order to hedge 
the market risk which the first security is exposed to. Usually, the two securities 
are related either mathematically or economically to such extent that when the 
market situation changes their prices move together in the same direction (ei-
ther up or down). Generally, the difference between these prices is small but 
this is where the fixed income arbitrageurs can earn an absolute return. By buy-
ing and selling two related securities they hope to capture pricing discrepancies 
that will result in the price conversion of both of them over time (Anson, 2006, 
p. 23).

Fixed income arbitrage strategy is characterized by complex risks.7 However, 
due to the fact that the market risk is neutralized and the interest rate risk, credit 
risk and other risks related to purchase and sale of fixed income securities are 
hedged by derivatives, the strategy is characterized by limited volatility. It de-
pends on the duration of the investment and on the size of the financial leverage, 

7 Apart from market risks these are: interest risks, convexity risks, volatility risks, curvature 
risks, default/credit risks and prepayment risks in case of mortgage securities as well as liquid-
ity risks, “flight to quality” risks, country risks, currency risks, counterparty risks, leverage risks 
or pricing risks.
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which in fixed income arbitrage is large or very large–it multiplies small poten-
tial profits resulting from small differences in price spreads of individual secu-
rity pairs. It can reach up to 20 times the capital involved in the strategy. Such 
leverage was almost a rule in the Long Term Capital Management which applied 
this strategy.

Transactions in this strategy concern treasury bonds (mainly of the United 
States, but also of other developed and developing countries), municipal bonds, 
corporate bonds, mortgage bonds, interest rate derivatives (including swap trans-
actions) and all other fixed-interest instruments, both on a local and a global 
scale. Because the prices of fixed income instruments depend on various fac-
tors, hedge fund managers use sophisticated quantitative models run by powerful 
computers to identify mispricing on the market (Stefanini, 2006, p. 137). Just as 
it is important to build the model itself, it is also important to accurately iden-
tify the factors affecting these instruments. This requires very high qualifications 
from the managers, but only then they can earn absolute returns.

Fixed income arbitrage strategies vary widely and include many sub-strate-
gies. The most frequently used ones are:
• yield curve arbitrage: a manager takes long and short positions at various 

points of the yield curve of government bonds, which approach the maturity 
date, so as to profit from inefficiently priced treasuries along these various 
points (which are different maturities). The mispricing leads to distortions of 
the yield curve, which brings opportunities for arbitrageurs. There are two 
types of a yield curve arbitrage:
–  intra-curve: if a manager trades securities of the same country, i.e. only 

within one given yield curve,8
–  inter-curve: if a manager makes transactions on instruments issued by gov-

ernments from different countries, i.e. between two yield curves of two 
different currencies,

–  on-the-run vs off-the-run Treasuries arbitrage: arbitrage of treasury secu-
rities with different maturities (most often used for bonds, bills and notes 
issued by the US government). On-the-run securities are recently issued 
instruments which, therefore, have the highest liquidity on the US Trea-
sury securities market. Off-the-run securities are instruments with simi-
lar characteristics but, due to the earlier issue date, they are no longer so 
liquid. As a result, there are discrepancies in prices of these securities (on-
the-run treasuries have higher and off-the-run–lower prices, i.e. lower and 
higher yields respectively). The spread between the prices is not more 
than 1/2 or 1/4 pp, however, during uncertainty on the market, when in-
vestors transfer their capital to the most liquid treasury securities, it may 

8 See Stefanini (2006, p. 138) for further division of this strategy.
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increase. Arbitrageurs earn on these spreads until maturity day, when the 
prices of these securities reach the theoretical value. It is worth mentioning 
that LTCM was specializing in this strategy;

• mortgage-backed securities arbitrage, which consists in taking the opposite 
positions on mortgage bonds issued in the United States and United States 
treasuries and profiting from differences in their valuation;

• carry trades, where a trader takes a long position in the security of higher yield 
and a short position in the security with lower yield (e.g. you can buy bonds 
with a higher yield than the cost of a loan taken for their purchase). Carry 
trade may be an intra-curve arbitrage, i.e. within one yield curve (when, e.g. 
for example, we borrow money at the price of a 3M interest rate to buy 10Y 
treasury bonds) or inter-curve arbitrage, i.e. between two yield curves (when, 
for example, we borrow dollars in the United States in order to buy Bulgar-
ian bonds for Bulgarian lev–in this case it is necessary to estimate the cur-
rency risk). In the case of the carry trade the most important risk that can po-
tentially arise is the risk that the price of the higher yield instrument will 
suddenly start to fall, which will cause a drop in the profit of this strategy.
Another strategy is equity market neutral. Managers concentrate here 

on constructing an investment portfolio that includes inefficiently valued and 
related securities (especially stocks, but also stock futures or options) which is 
market neutral. In other words its performance is not correlated to the market 
movements. Market neutrality can be understood as:
• dollar neutrality: neutrality of the values of long and short positions, e.g. 

in the US dollar. For example, if we have long positions worth 10 mil-
lion USD in order to neutralize our portfolio, we should take short positions 
with the same value of 10 million USD. During our investment, when the 
value of one of the positions will change (e.g. the value of long positions 
will increase), in order to remain market neutral, we must increase the value 
of short positions – our portfolio is therefore neutral in terms of the value of 
the positions opened. Notice that in case of dollar neutrality our portfolio has 
a zero net market exposure,

• beta neutrality, also called systematic neutrality, means neutralizing system-
atic risk of a fund. It is reached when the values of beta ratios of long and 
short positions of a portfolio are equal:

β neutrality: β of long positions = β of short positions.

To create a beta-neutral portfolio, a hedge fund manager first needs to esti-
mate beta ratios of long and short positions, and then modify both parts of his 
portfolio so that beta ratios are the same. For example, if a beta coefficient of 
a long side of a portfolio is 1.6, and of a short side 0.8, then the beta of this port-
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folio will be 0.4 (50% ∙ 1.6 – 50% ∙ 0.8). So in order to neutralize this portfolio 
in terms of the beta coefficient, the size of short positions should be doubled, 
which means that every 1 USD of long positions corresponds to 2 USD of short 
positions. Only then the beta of this portfolio will be exactly zero and the sys-
tematic risk will be neutralized.

As previously, a portfolio should be monitored during the investment, be-
cause, for example, as the value of long positions increases or the value of short 
positions decreases, their beta coefficients change. For a portfolio to remain neu-
tral in terms of the beta coefficient, the weight of individual securities in this 
portfolio should be adjusted over time:
• Sector neutrality means balancing the value of long and short positions of 

a portfolio in the same sector or industry. By doing so, hedge fund managers 
avoid risk of losses that may occur in some sector or industry. In addition, 
a portfolio stays neutral in terms of beta at the aggregate level.

• Factor neutrality: the most quantitative type of neutrality. It is used by man-
agers who build multi-factor models in order to identify market risk asso-
ciated with their portfolio, calculate the portfolio exposure to this risk and 
possibly neutralize it. The factors included in multifactor models can be di-
vided into: microeconomic (related to a given company whose stocks may be 
included in a portfolio), mezzoeconomic (related to a sector in which a fund 
is involved) or macroeconomic ones (factors from a given local or global 
market). A portfolio is neutral in terms of factors when the betas concerning 
each of the factors from the model are zero. If they are not, a portfolio is not 
factor-neutral. Note that the possibilities of creating a factor-neutral portfolio 
are limited: the more risk factors a manager hedges away, the harder it is to 
neutralize his portfolio.
Similarly to long/short equity, the strategy of equity market neutral is called 

double alpha. However, we must underline, that making profits by neutralizing 
long and short positions is strictly dependent on the manager skills who must be 
very precise about the stock selection in his portfolio.

Usually, while managers of funds that neutralize the market risk benefit from 
short selling, they try to apply financial leverage to a very small extent. This 
is mainly due to the fact that the leverage cannot be hedged in any way on the 
market, which means that it cannot be neutralized. As a result, these funds are 
characterized by minimal credit risk (Anson, 2006, p. 32). Interestingly, despite 
much a lower risk than the market risk, the average returns on these funds are 
similar to the returns on market indices (McCrary, 2004, p. 23).
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7.2.3. event driven funds

Event-driven funds focus on exploiting security price inefficiencies that oc-
cur in the global marketplace due to corporate activities,9 which are catalytic 
events because they bring a market price of a given company to a new value. 
Fund managers try to predict the outcome of a given event and its impact on the 
value of the company, as well as the moment when it is best to enter this invest-
ment. Those who do it correctly win and earn absolute returns. Event driven strat-
egies are usually non-directional, leverage-free and have risk lower than the av-
erage on the capital markets. The most important strategies in this group are 
merger arbitrage and distressed securities.

Managers of the merger arbitrage strategy specialize in seeking opportuni-
ties for profit that arise from extraordinary corporate events such as mergers and 
acquisitions, leverage buy-outs or hostile acquisitions. Very often, this strategy 
is called risk arbitrage because its outcome depends entirely on the risk related 
to whether a merger or an acquisition will be finalized or not (Stefanini, 2006, 
p. 75).

In a distressed securities strategy managers concentrate on purchasing eq-
uity or debt securities listed on public markets or other instruments and trade 
receivables of companies threatened with bankruptcy, undergoing reorganiza-
tion or having financial or operational difficulties. Hedge fund managers buying 
such securities are called vulture investors.

Such securities have very low liquidity and are ineffectively priced (actu-
ally their market price is close to default). Very often they are delisted from the 
public stock exchange and continue to be traded on the over-the-counter market 
(OTC). This is where their owners wishing to get rid of them short sell them to 
the vulture funds. Buying distressed securities at low prices allows hedge funds 
to increase the liquidity of their markets and make profits from the inability to 
appreciate the intrinsic value of these securities. They use two types of invest-
ment approaches in order to profit from such securities: a passive and an active 
approach. Passive vulture managers only purchase distressed securities and do 
not take over the control or participate in the restructuring process of the is-
suer’s. He only waits for the security market price to increase to a fair value, 
and then sells it. Active vulture manager is very much involved in the business 
of a company that is his investment objective. Most often, he takes control of 
a company by buying a sufficient number of shares to take control of a company 
and its assets. Then he usually proposes a restructuring plan aimed at increasing 

9 Such as spin-offs, mergers and acquisitions, consolidation, liquidation, reorganization, bank-
ruptcy, recapitalization, changes in the composition of the index or benchmark, sale or purchase 
of assets, discrepancies in the valuation of shares of various categories, contracts, legal disputes, 
investments in real estate or any other, most often unusual, events.
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its value. Realization of profits in this approach takes longer than in the pas-
sive approach–usually a few years. The portfolios of this type of funds are also 
more concentrated than in the passive approach, where the portfolios of funds 
are more diversified (Lhabitant, 2006, pp. 230-231).

7.2.4. hybrid and other funds

Hybrid funds concentrate on diversification of their portfolio among either dif-
ferent strategies (multi-strategy funds) or different managers (funds of hedge 
funds, FoHFs). Hybrid funds are a combination of different strategies from those 
mentioned above, however, most commonly within one group. This is supposed 
to be more efficient and profitable solution. High level of diversification makes 
them also available to a wider group of individual investors – not only HNWIs 
but also individuals with smaller net worth. We must be aware, however, that 
funds of hedge funds charge their clients double layer of fees – first on the level 
of funds acquired to a portfolio of a FoHF and then on the level of this FoHF.

All the strategies that do not belong to groups mentioned above are the “oth-
er” strategies. They use the most recent opportunities to arbitrage and therefore 
they are the most innovative. They are also believed to have a high potential of 
reaching an absolute return.

7.3. examples of derivatives’ use in hedge 
fund strategies

Hedge funds are able to earn abnormal returns mainly because they have many 
financial tools at their disposal. One of such tools are derivatives. They are used 
in all strategies that are hedged and/or leveraged and in all strategies which trade 
them to make profit. Below we can find some examples of the use of deriva-
tives in hedge fund strategies. They are completely hypothetical and purely il-
lustrative, but they show how hedge fund managers make money with the help 
of derivatives.

7.3.1. Covered call and put options sale in long / short equity

Generally a manager of a long/short equity fund takes long positions in under-
valued stocks and short positions in overvalued stocks. He hopes that the pric-
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es of the stocks will move towards their equilibrium in a short time. However, 
sometimes there are no catalytic events on the market and the prices of stocks 
selected by a manager may stay mispriced for a long time. Then he can fall into 
the value trap (his undervalued stocks stay undervalued and/or overvalued stay 
overvalued for a long time). To improve the performance of his portfolio a man-
ager can decide to do one of the two actions:

1)  sell out-of-the-money call options to sell the owned stocks at the target 
price defined as the price at which a manager is willing to sell these stocks,

2)  sell out-of-the-money put options to buy the sold stocks at the target price.
In this case a manager produces a “synthetic” catalytic event which is the op-

tion maturity. The examples of both situations with their outcome are presented 
in Table 1.

Table 1. Examples of using options in long / short equity strategy

Sale of out-of-the-money call options

initial trade trade improving strategy per-
formance

buying stocks of company 
A for 30 USD with the target 
price of 35 USD

selling European out-of-the-
-money call options with exercise 
price = target price of 35 USD
 + receiving option premium

Scenario at maturity of 
options outcome

1 market price of 
a stock A > 35 USD

profit of a manager =
= market price of a stock A – 
30 USD

if he sells the stocks A

loss of a manager =
= market price of a stock A – 35 
USD

because obligation to deliv-
er stocks to a buyer of the call 
options at 35 USD

2 market price of 
a stock A = 35 USD

profit of a manager =
= 35 USD – 30 USD = 5 USD 
per a stock A

profit/loss of a manager = 0

because obligation to deliv-
er stocks to a buyer of the call 
options at 35 USD

3 market price of 
a stock A < 35 USD

profit for a manager if he sells 
stocks A
as long as market price of 
a stock A > 30 USD

loss of a manager
when a market price > 30 USD 

profit of a manager =
= option premium

because call options are not 
exercised
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Sale of out-of-the-money put options

initial trade trade improving strategy per-
formance

short selling stocks of company 
B at 35 USD with the target 
price of 25 USD

selling European out-of-the-
-money put options with exercise 
price = target price of 25 USD +
 + receiving option premium

Scenario at maturity of 
options outcome

1 market price of 
a stock B < 25 USD

profit of a manager =
= 35 USD – market price of 
a stock B

if he buys back and closes his 
short position in stocks B

loss of a manager =
= 25 USD – market price of 
a stock B

because obligation to buy stocks 
from a buyer of put options at 
25 USD

2 market price of 
a stock B = 25 USD

profit of a manager =
= 35 USD – 25 USD = 10 USD 
per a stock B bought back

profit/loss of a manager = 0

because obligation to buy stocks 
B from a holder of the put op-
tions at 25 USD 

3 market price of 
a stock B > 25 USD

profit of a manager if he buys 
back stocks B
as long as market price of 
a stock B < 35 USD

loss of a manager
when a market price < 35 USD

profit of a manager =
= option premium

because put options are not 
exercised

Source: Based on (Stefanini, 2006, p. 64-65).

7.3.2. Volatility trading in convertible arbitrage

To remind the reader: convertible arbitrage funds take long positions in convert-
ible bonds and then hedge the equity component of the bond by short selling the 
underlying stock or options on that stock. Equity risk in this strategy may be 
hedged by the short sale of the appropriate number of underlying stock deter-
mined by the hedge ratio which in this case is delta. Delta shows the degree of 
sensitivity of the value of a convertible bond to the price changes of underlying 
stock (Anson, 2006, p. 20). From an economic point of view, the delta allows 
to answer the question of how much the price of a convertible bond will change 
when its parity (the underlying stock price) changes by 1%. From the math-
ematical point of view, the delta is the first order derivative of the function of the 
convertible bond price to the underlying stock price.

Table 1 – cont.
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Calculating hedge ratio means calculating the number of underlying stocks 
that must be sold short so the portfolio of convertible arbitrage fund is delta 
neutral (see example 3).

example 3
Calculation of the hedge ratio using delta indicator

Let us assume that the convertible bond price is 10 000 USD, and the current 
market price of the underlying stock is 500 USD with a conversion premium of 
50%, which means that the value of the conversion premium equals to 750 USD. 
Let’s assume that the bond has a delta of 0.75. Then the hedge ratio is equal to:

(10000 USD / 750 USD) ∙ 0.75 = 10.00.

This means that in order to be able to hedge one purchased bond, a short 
sale of 10 shares should be made. Then the portfolio of the hedge fund will be 
delta neutral.

Source: (Stefanini, 2006, p. 113).

Convertible bonds, which trade at a low premium relative to their conver-
sion price, are usually more correlated with the underlying stock price changes 
(they behave more like stocks than bonds). Consequently, in order to hedge eq-
uity risk included in the bond, a high delta is required. In the opposite situation, 
when bonds trade at high premium relative to their conversion price (they be-
have as fixed income securities), a lower value of delta is required. In this case, 
however, there is a greater interest rate risk than in the first case, when there is 
a higher equity exposure. The interest rate risk is managed by selling interest 
rate futures or swaps or other bonds. It should also be emphasized that hedging 
ratios of equity and interest risk are not static. Their values change in every mo-
ment, in which the prices of underlying stocks and interest rates change. There-
fore, a hedge fund manager must continually adjust his deltas to ensure that his 
strategy remains intact (Anson, 2006, p. 58).

example 4
Possible return in volatility trading in convertible arbitrage

A hedge fund manager buys 10 convertible bonds with a par value of 
10 000 USD, a coupon of 4.5% and a market price of 9000 USD. The conver-
sion ratio for the bonds is 18 and it is based on the current price of convert-
ible bond and current price of underlying stock equal to 500 USD (9000 USD / 
500 USD = 18). Delta of these bonds is 0.5. In order to hedge equity risk, a hedge 
fund manager must sell short the following number of underlying stocks:

10 bonds · 18 conversion ratio · 0.5 hedge ratio = 90 shares of stock
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In such conditions, the arbitrage means buying 10 convertible bonds and sell-
ing 90 shares of stock. With the equity exposure hedged, a convertible bond is 
transformed into a traditional fixed income security with a coupon of 4.5%.

Additionally, the hedge fund manager earns interest on the cash proceeds re-
ceived from the short sale of stock (known as short rebate) of 1.5%.

The total return on this strategy depends on the change of the prices of both 
the bond and the underlying stock.

Let’s consider four scenarios, with previous conditions constant (no changes 
in hedge ratio during the holding period of one year):
• scenario 1, when the price of stock increases to 520 USD and the price of 

convertible bond to 9200 USD,
• scenario 2, where additionally to scenario 1, the fund is leveraged in 50% 

(so the manager purchased the convertible bonds with 45 000 USD of initial 
capital and 45 000 USD of borrowed money; let’s assume that he borrowed 
the additional capital with his prime broker at a prime rate of 2,0%),

• scenario 3, when the price of stock decreases to 480 USD and the price of 
convertible bond to 8800 USD,

• scenario 4, where additionally to scenario 3, the fund is leveraged in 50% 
(so the manager purchased the convertible bonds with 45 000 USD of initial 
capital and 45 000 USD of borrowed money; let’s assume that he borrowed 
the additional capital with his prime broker also at a prime rate of 2,0%).

Scenario 1
Appreciation of bond price: 10 · (9200 – 9000)  = 2000
Appreciation of stock price: 90 · (500 – 520)  = –1800 
Interest on bonds: 10 · 10000 · 4.5%  = 4500
Short rebate: 90 · 500 · 1.5%  = 675 
Total:  = 5375 USD

In % the total return on capital is: 5375 USD / 90000 USD = 5,9723%.

Scenario 2
Depreciation of bond price: 10 · (9200 – 9000)  = 2000
Depreciation of stock price: 90 · (500 – 520)  = –1800 
Interest on bonds: 10 · 10000 · 4.5%  = 4500
Short rebate: 90 · 500 · 1.5%  = 675 
Interest on borrowing 2% · 45000  = –900 
Total:  = 4475 USD

In % the total return on capital is 4475 USD / 45000 USD = 9,9445%.
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Scenario 3
Appreciation of bond price: 10 · (8800 – 9000)  = –2000
Appreciation of stock price: 90 · (500 – 480)  = 1800 
Interest on bonds: 10 · 10000 · 4.5%  = 4500
Short rebate: 90 · 500 · 1.5%  = 675 
Total:  = 4975 USD

In % the total return on capital is: 4975 USD / 90000 USD = 5,5278%.

Scenario 4
Depreciation of bond price: 10 · (8800 – 9000)  = –2000
Depreciation of stock price: 90 · (500 – 480)  = 1800 
Interest on bonds: 10 · 10000 · 4.5%  = 4500
Short rebate: 90 · 500 · 1.5%  = 675 
Interest on borrowing 2% · 45000  = –900 
Total:  = 4075 USD

In % the total return on capital is 4075 USD / 45000 USD = 9,0556%.

Source: (Anson, 2006, p. 57-58).

The example shows how the strategy of volatility trading of convertible bonds 
works. It also explains why hedge fund managers leverage their positions–it sim-
ply brings them more absolute return for which they charge their clients the 
performance fee. It is their main motivation, so no wonder they are innovative 
and hire financial engineers to make hedge funds even more powerful and ef-
ficient. They make money even in situations of the price depreciation. However, 
we must be aware of the fact that in more dramatic scenarios (of much big-
ger prices’ depreciation) the final outcome may be much more volatile.

7.3.3. stock swap mergers with a collar in merger arbitrage

A stock swap merger with a collar, known also as fixed rate stock swap merger, 
is a complex merger situation where the exchange ratio is based on the price of 
the acquiring company at the date of completion or–in extreme cases–when the 
target company has the right to cancel negotiations about the merger, if the value 
of the share of the bidding company goes below a given value, called a collar.

The outcome of the merger depends on the price of shares of the acquir-
ing company, therefore such a deal is highly sensitive to the volatility of the 
underlying stock. A hedge fund manager treats the collar as an option. The out-
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come of more complicated mergers is marked by a greater uncertainty and gen-
erally spreads are wider (Stefanini, 2006, p. 89). The following example shows 
the case.

example 5
Stock swap merger with a collar

Company A wants to acquire a company B as follows:
• if share A is traded under 51 USD, company A offers 0.478 shares in ex-

change for 1 share B,
• if share A is traded between 51 USD and 63 USD, company A offers 22 USD 

for 1 share B (22 USD is a collar),
• if share A is traded above 63 USD, company A offers 0.379 shares in ex-

change for 1 share B.
Company A makes a collar bid to set the minimum and maximum number of 

own shares to be issued. The collar is defined based on the share price of the 
bidding company at the date of completion of the bid. Before the bid price is 
determined, a hedge fund manager has the opportunity to delta hedge by trading 
the option value.

Source: (Stefanini, 2006, p. 89).

The above characteristics and examples explain what the hedge funds are and 
how their managers can earn absolute returns. The complexity of their activity 
is a reasons why hedge funds are considered one of the most efficient financial 
innovations in the world. This is also a reason why they are offered only to high 
net worth investors who have enough experience or professional advice to be 
able to take part in this business. As the last decade showed this business can be 
very lucrative, but it can be also very volatile. Therefore the full understanding of 
the characteristics of hedge funds is so important. I hope this chapter brings the 
reader closer to it and helps her to find out how to profit (and not to lose) thanks 
to them. Only then hedge funds will be an efficient way of capital allocation and 
attractive form of the alternative investments.
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This textbook contains materials for several courses which are 
taught in the Master’s Programme in Financial Engineering that is 
run at the Poznań University of Economics and Business. The book 
consists of seven chapters that cover the main areas of quantitative 
finance: investment, financial instruments pricing, financial risk 
measuring and management as well as corporate finance.

The main part of the book is devoted to the mathematical models 
used in the field of finance. There are four chapters devoted to the 
pricing of financial instruments: from pricing equities using Capital 
Asset Pricing Model, through derivative instruments on equites, 
to more complicated derivatives on interest rates. The last topic is 
illustrated with some genuine examples from the markets in the post-
crisis period. One chapter describes basic models and concepts used 
in measuring financial risk. Two other chapters are about investment. 
One describes the way in which companies finance their activities. 
The second one describes investment strategies of hedge funds. All 
chapters contain exercises and examples from the real markets.

In order to understand the topics from the textbook, some 
prerequisites are required. It is assumed that a potential reader 
knows the basics of probability theory, linear algebra and calculus. 
The knowledge of econometrics and statistical methods used in 
economics will also be useful in better comprehension of the book. 
All these issues are usually taught in Bachelor’s programmes in 
Economics or Finance.
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